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A B S IR A C T
The ability to com pose a well-written research paper is evidence o f a student's
ability to read critically and write academically. However, evidence suggests that many
college-bound high school graduates have not learned these skills. While the research
literature overwhelm ingly supports the notion that teachers are an important factor in
students’ academic success, and that in order to be academically successful, students need
to have critical reading and writing skills, there has been little research about how
teachers' beliefs and knowledge about critical reading and academic writing influence
instruction with regard to these skills.
This naturalistic case study em ployed in-depth interviews, observations, and
docum ent collection in exploring how six high school teachers’ beliefs and knowledge
about critical reading and academic writing influenced how they taught students to write
research papers. Two research questions guided this investigation: (a) W hat are the
beliefs and knowledge o f high school English teachers regarding critical reading and
writing research papers; and (b) How do teachers’ beliefs and knowledge about critical
reading and academ ic writing influence how they teach students to write research papers?
The findings suggested that teachers approached research paper instruction with
one o f two goals in mind— research as an act o f inquiry or research as an act o f gathering
and reporting information. Teachers who used an inquiry model were more likely to hold
mimetic or expressive beliefs (Fulkerson, 1979) and were likely to believe that students
needed writing knowledge specific to the task o f writing a research paper (Smagorinsky
& Smith 1998). These teachers held high expectations that students would produce wellwritten papers, and adapted their instructional practices to improve students’ critical
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reading and thinking skills. Teachers who approached teaching the research paper as an
act o f gathering and reporting on inform ation were more likely to hold formalist beliefs
and focused their instruction on the form and correctness o f the final product. These
teachers held negative attitudes about teaching students to write research papers, had low
expectations that students would produce well-w ritten papers, and adapted instructional
practices in order to improve students skills in formatting the paper following accepted
citation guidelines.
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AN EXAM INATION OF TEA C H ER S’ BELIEFS AND KNOW LEDGE A BOUT
CRITICAL READING AND ACADEM IC W RITING
Introduction
“Can you keep a secret?” the v^eteran teacher slyly smiled, her voice dropping to a
whisper. “ For years, I didn’t teach the research paper, even though it was supposed to be
required. I ju st couldn’t. The papers were always so awful, so I ju st didn’t do it.”
Tm confident that many high school English teachers have either done ju st what
this veteran teacher did, or have wished they could. M oulton and Holmes (2003) remark
that the high sehool research paper is am ong the most dreaded o f writing assignm ents
given the eomplexity o f tasks required in order to write it. They noted that some advocate
that it ju st be done away with, while others work diligently in trying to improve
instruction in it.
In Reading as Rhelorical Invention, Brent (1992) argues that research papers are a
form o f writing without a elear definition and this puts those who are trying to teach it at
a clear disadvantage. He laments.
We do not really have an encom passing definition o f what it really means
to com pose discourse based on other people’s texts. What does it really
mean to search, not only through one’s own storehouse o f know ledge and
values, in search o f the answ er to a question? W hat does it mean to
interpret large numbers o f often eonflieting texts, evaluate the opinions
expressed, and create from an am algam o f one’s own and other people’s
beliefs, a new answer? (p. 103)
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While B rent’s primary audienee was eollege eom position instructors, his words
resonate for high school teachers who teach this genre as well. If students are to achieve
some level o f proficiency in the academic language and thinking required to write a
researched paper, if they are to attain the critical reading and analytical writing skills
necessary for academic success, then they must start learning the discourse o f the
research paper long before they reach eollege.
1 taught high school English and have worked with high sehool teachers across
the disciplines for the past fourteen years, and for all o f those years 1 struggled with
teaching students to write research papers. In the last seven years, I helped create and
im plem ent school-wide writing program s that focused on using instructional strategies
designed to teach students to write using m ultiple sources. I worked with teachers from
across content areas as they tried to teach their students to read, learn, and write sourcebased papers in their disciplines (e.g. literary analysis essays and research papers in
English classes, historical reports and data-based responses in social science classes, and
lab reports in science classes). I also worked with students who grew frustrated at the
complexity o f the task, especially for those students whose discourse was other than
m ainstream English.
Teacher frustration is hardly surprising given that writing research papers is a
com plex task. Spivey and King (1994) described the complexity o f the com posing tasks
involved in writing a research paper. They note that when com posing from sources, the
reader/w riter selects content offered by one or perhaps more sources (texts), the writer
organizes the content, often having to supply a new organizational structure, and then the
w riter must connect all aspects hy making connections to and among related ideas that
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have been drawn from multiple sources. It stands to reason that teachers who assign
students research papers make a myriad o f instructional decisions regarding these highlevel literacy skills in order for students to successfully complete the task o f w riting such.
Their decision-making choices may begin with instruction in everything from formatting
note cards and com ing up with research questions, to reading for the purpose o f writing,
analyzing and evaluating texts. Finally, teachers make instructional decisions in how to
teach students to compile the information into a well-written document.
The ability to write a well-crafted, m ultiple-source research paper reveals the
ability to read and think critically and write academically. I ’hese are necessary skills for
high school and college success. Teachers need to teach students to write research papers,
as one vehicle through which students can attain the critical reading, thinking, and
writing skills necessary for college and academic success. Admittedly, the research paper
is a difficult genre to teach. Research is required in order to learn how to do this better.
Problem Statement
W riting research papers incorporates critical reading and analytical writing skills
that are essential to students’ academic success. These skills are reflected in standards
and framework docum ents such as the C alifornia English Language Arts Standards
(California Dept, o f Education, 1999), and they have also been deem ed essential to
students’ academic success in institutions o f higher education. While the critical reading
and analytical writing skills required to write a research paper can be taught through
many assignments that require students to read and integrate source materials, the
research paper differs from other assignments, which are in truth assessm ents o f students’
content knowledge, not necessarily showcases for students’ critical reading and analytic
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writing skills. An example o f this m ight be the literary essay in an English elass or an
essay test in a history class. In these types o f essay assignments, regardless o f the content
area, the content has typically been “covered” by the teacher through lecture or through
elass activities. The essay or essay test is used as a means to assess the extent to which
students learned the content. The bane o f an English teacher’s existence is to hear o f the
students who boasts that they wrote literary analysis papers without having read the
books, yet were able to write effective papers because they ju st listened to the teacher and
took notes. In the case o f the research paper, students are entirely responsible for reading
texts without the benefit o f whole elass instruction and discussions. The nature o f most
high sehool research paper projects precludes such an opportunity for students in that the
student is individually responsible for the reading, and arguably could not write a
research paper without having done some reading.
However, there is some evidence that many students have not learned to read
critically nor write analytically, especially when reading from non-fietion texts.
(Intersegm ental Comm ittee o f the A cadem ic Senates, 2002; Rooney, 2003; Venezia,
Kirst, & Antonio, 2003). In 2002, the A cadem ic Senates o f the University o f California,
the California State University, and the C alifornia Community College system released
Academ ic Literacy (Intersegmental Com m ittee o f the Academic Senates, 2002), a
statem ent o f expectations for eollege freshmen. This docum ent describes the academ ic
literacy skills needed for success in eollege and points out that academ ic writing is
usually in response to reading non-fietion texts. In fact, 83% o f the faeulty interviewed
reported, “the lack o f analytical reading skills contributes to students’ lack o f success in a
course” (p. 4). Additionally, they reported that “only 1/3 o f entering eollege students
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were sufficiently prepared for the two most frequently assigned writing tasks; analyzing
inform ation or arguments and synthesizing information from several sources" (p. 4). In a
study o f 156 students enrolled in a tbur-year university, Thomson and Shearer (2002)
reported the need for better instruction in the critical thinking and writing skills needed in
eollege. That there is a gap between the skills that students need to be successful in
eollege and the lack o f skill that those who enter eollege have is undeniable.
O f course, the com plexities with and the multiple causes o f this gap are too
numerous to be reviewed here, but one reason for the gap, that is directly related to this
study, may be differing conceptualizations and definitions o f academic writing between
high schools and colleges. Stanford U niversity’s Bridge Project (V enezia et al., 2003)
supports this assertion. The Bridge Project gathered data from six states— California,
Georgia, Illinois, M aryland, Oregon and Texas— and reported on the differences between
the skills students were expected to m aster in high school and those expected o f students
upon entering eollege. One aspect o f the differences was noted in how writing and
reading are tested at each level. For example, on high sehool tests such as the California
High School Exit Exam, students are typically expected to write about a concrete event,
whereas on eollege entrance tests such as the SAT II, students are expected to write about
an abstract issue and eontextualize it. In other words, the SAT II asks students to use the
type o f writing and reading skills that are most often required when students write using
sources— the skills students should be taught when assigned to write a research paper.
Similarly, a survey by the ACT indicated that different writing skill em phases by high
sehool and college educators may be one o f the reasons for high enrollm ent in remedial
writing courses am ong eollege freshman (Rooney, 2003).
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Although the researched essay or research paper is widely believed to be a regular
part o f college curricula, there is some evidence that it is not widely taught in high
schools (G am oran & Carbonaro, 2002; N ational W riting Project & Nagin, 2003), The
reasons For fewer research papers being written are numerous and understandable. For
example, in a typical high sehool, a teacher may teach five classes o f 30 students each
day. M ultiply those 150 students with a 10-page research paper and the teacher has
1500+ pages to read. Also, the research paper is a complex genre for high school teachers
to teach because it requires instruction in both critical reading and analytical writing,
neither o f which high school teachers are especially trained to do (Clifford, 1987).
A nother reason for the gap between the critical reading skills students leave high
school with and those that are needed in college is related to the type o f reading required
at each level. W hen research papers are taught, instruction in how to write them
frequently first falls to high school English teachers. However, in high school English
classes, where reading comprehension instruction is expected to occur, students typically
are taught to read fictional texts most often in the form o f novels; whereas the vast
majority o f reading students are required to do in college is o f non-fiction. The one place
in the high school English curriculum where students are frequently required to read and
synthesize non-fiction texts is when they are assigned to write research papers.
However, research appears to show that students who write about their reading
learn more key concepts than students who do not, and that analytic writing about o n e's
reading fosters in-depth learning (Applebee, 1984). Kantz (1989) noted that although the
“researched essay” as a topic has been much written about in com position journals, it has
been little studied. She further rem arked that while most o f the articles published describe
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classroom methods, few are o f a theoretical nature or based on research. Those that are
based on research focus on students’ cognitive processes (Nelson, 1990), but not on
teachers’ conceptualizations.
Additionally, while the ways in which teachers make general instructional
decisions is a well-researched field (Clark & Peterson, 1986; Nelson, 1992),
exam inations o f how high school teachers make instructional decisions within the context
o f teaching students how to write research papers are limited in the research literature,
even though the research literature supports the contention that teachers are one o f the
most important factors in determining student success (Corbett & Wilson, 2002;
G allagher, 2002). Haycock (2001) asserted that if we have learned anything over the past
ten years, it’s how much teachers matter to student learning and success in school.
In short, too many students leave high school without the necessary critical
reading and writing skills for post-secondary success. One place in the high school
curriculum w here these skills may be learned is when students are assigned to write
research papers. While the research literature overwhelm ingly supports the notion that
teachers them selves are an important factor in students’ academic success, and that in
order to be academically successful, students need to have critical reading and writing
skills, there has been little researeh into how teachers conceptualize instruction with
regard to these skills. It is for this reason that in order to increase our under.standing o f
issues related to learning to write research papers, we need to start with learning about
and from the teachers who teach it.
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Purpose o f the Study
The research paper is one high school assignment, which most closely em ulates
the type o f non-fiction, critical reading and academ ic writing assignm ent that students
will be expected to do once they are in college. W hat sense high school teachers make o f
the research paper assignment is a first step in understanding why problem s appear to
exist between the skills that students leave high school with and those that they arc
expected to have when they get to College. Because teachers are a determ ining factor in
students’ success, research into the beliefs and pedagogical knowledge o f teachers who
assign research papers would help educators better understand some o f the reasons for
this gap.
The purpose o f this study was to exam ine how high school teachers’ beliefs and
knowledge about critical reading and analytical writing influenced how they taught
students to write research papers. Because we do not know enough about the beliefs and
practices behind successful and less-than-successful research writing experiences, gaps
exist in how better to teach students to read critically and write analytically.

R esearch Q uestions

This study was guided by the broad question: W hat factors have influenced high
school teachers’ understanding o f teaching students in how to write research papers?
Specifically, the following research questions guided this study:
1. W hat are the beliefs and know ledge o f high school English teachers regarding
critical reading and writing research papers?
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2.

How do teachers’ beliefs and knowledge about critical reading and academie
writing intluence how they teach students to write research papers?
Key Constructs and Terminology
Because a study involving teacher instructional practices and student learning is

filled with term inology and construets that are loosely defined and used, it is prudent at
this point to define the following term s (in bold type).
1. W riting from sources is sometimes referred to as reading for the purposes o f
w riting. Both terms refer to those activities in which the student is engaged in reading a
text for the purpose o f appropriating the ideas contained within that text into his or her
ow n text.
2. W riting processes are complex, recursive mental processes that occur when a
person is eom posing text. Bizzell (2000) helped elarify the distinetion between writing
processes and the writing proeess when she noted, “Composition seholars began to refer
not to the "writing" proeess but to the "composing" process, as in the pioneering work o f
Janet Emig. The significance o f this shift in term inology has been its em phasis on the
cognitive activities involved in writing. "Composing," in other words, is w hat goes on in
the writer's head and is then recorded in writing.
3. The w riting process is an instructional construct that typically includes
structured activities including brainstorm ing, pre-writing, drafting, revising and editing. It
is often taught as a five-day lesson plan. The intent o f teaching “the writing process” may
be to em ulate the writing processes which occur when composing, but are often too linear
in approach and have been found to be especially ineffective for students w hose primary
language is not that o f m ainstream English.
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4. Some researchers, especially those in the field o f rhetoric studies, argue that any
w ritten product which relies on inform ation gleaned from another source is a research
paper (Johns, 1997; Larson, 2000). H owever in this report, 1 distinguish between a
research paper and a researched essay. A research paper is inquiry based and may be
either a headed or non-headed paper. It relies on primary and/or secondary source
material for evidence, which is gathered in order to answer a research question or
research questions. Both the research question(s) and the central thesis o f the paper may
be adjusted throughout the research proeess as evidence is gathered and new
understandings are formed. A researched essay typically follows a formulaic essay
structure with the goal o f supporting or proving the thesis. It too relies upon prim ary or
secondary source-based evidence to support a thesis or central argument. However,
unlike the research paper, which is inquiry based, the researched essay is based on
gathering and reporting information.
5. Pajares (1992) noted that attention to the beliefs o f teachers should be a focus o f
educational research because they have the potential to inform educational practice. He
argued that beliefs form early and persevere even against contradictions caused by
reason, time, schooling, or experience. Beliefs are instrumental in defining tasks and
selecting the cognitive tools with which teachers interpret, plan, and make decisions;
therefore, they play a critical role in defining behavior, and organizing know ledge and
information.
6. K nowledge includes knowledge o f content, knowledge o f form, and conditional
know ledge (Alexander, Sehallert, & Hare, 1991; Smagorinsky & Smith, 1992).
Additionally, this study concerned itself with teachers’ beliefs about know ledge and
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knowledge transfer as deseribed by Smagorinsky and Smith (1992). It also eoneerns itself
with the role o f teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge as described by Grossm an
(1989).
Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework that guides this study lies in the constructivist belief
that knowledge seeking is a social behavior (Vygotsky, 1986). This is a significant notion
w ith regard to exam ining teaehers’ eoneeptualizations o f student researeh, sinee teaehing
students to write researeh papers has the potential to cause students to construct new
know ledge as a result o f exam ination o f other texts. Texts, which them selves are socially
constructed and instruction in reading o f such texts is also socially mediated. W hether or
not teachers conceptualize o f these acts as socially mediated is at the core o f the researeh
questions. As m entioned earlier, my interest in this topic stems from my experiences
working both with students, as they grappled with writing from sources in assignm ents
such as a researeh papers, and with teaehers as we created curriculum and instructional
practices designed to teach students to write better from sources. The researeh questions,
as well as the interview protocol, the analysis and subsequent interpretations are
influenced by both Flower and H ayes’ (1981) model which describes writing as com plex
processes and especially H ayes’ (1996) later model which takes into account how social
context and environm ent influence the w riting task, as well as his explanation o f how
writing from texts interacts with the cognitive model for writing. Equally influential has
been Rosenblatt, (1994b), who maintains that external and internal events and pressures
affect writers. Rosenblatt writes, “ In short, the w riter is always transacting with a
personal, social and cultural environm ent” (p. 1072).
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Two constructs for exam ining teacher knowledge and beliefs about writing
instruction equally guided this study. First, 1 use Smagorinsky and S m ith's (1992)
framework for exam ining the role o f know ledge and knowledge transfer in com position
and literacy researeh. Their thorough review o f the researeh literature with regard to the
type o f know ledge needed to learn to com pose effectively revealed three types o f
com position knowledge: general knowledge, task-specific knowledge, and com m unityspecific knowledge. Second, I am guided by Fulkerson’s (1979) four philosophies about
com position: expressionist, mimetic, rhetorical, and formalist. These four philosophies
provide an additional way to explain differences in beliefs about the goals o f com position
instruction. Both constructs are described further below.
Smagorinsky and Smith (1992) identify three positions that em erged in literacy
research in the area o f composition research— the case for general know ledge, the case
for task-specific knowledge, and the case for community specific knowledge. They argue
that each position carries with it certain assum ptions about learning and knowledge
transfer. Those who make the case for general knowledge as it applies to writing
instruction tend to adhere to the writing process as an instructional construct model, fhey
cite Murray (1989), Graves (1983), and Elbow (1973) as having posited that writing
consists o f a very few simple procedures such as freewriting or journaling, brainstorm ing,
drafting, and revising. Students who practice, develop, and learn to use these steps
effectively become better writers. General knowledge proponents maintain that regardless
o f the form o f writing— an essay, a research paper, a short story, a mem o or a letter to a
friend— writers plan, organize, write and revisit. In other words, writing consists o f a
very few simple procedures that students practice and develop over time.
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Advocates o f task-spccific knowledge argue that eomposing is particular to
different types o f tasks. More product- than process-oriented, w'riting researchers such as
Hillocks (1986) and Applebee (1984) contend that there are specific forms o f writing,
com monly described as narrative, descriptive, persuasive and expository, fask-speeille
advocates assert that students m ust be instructed about the particulars o f each form, given
exem plary models, and instructed in the distinct traits o f each form, in order to learn to
write them. This notion seems to indicate that writing is a complex process and requires
steps to com pletion but that students need more than to learn the process in order to learn
to write; they need to learn how different genres require distinct know ledge tasks.
A third position argues for “com m unity specific know ledge,'’ in which the writer
must be aw are o f audiences and the rhetorical devices o f argument. C om m unity-specille
knowledge advocates take the stand that w riters from different discourse com m unities
may produce texts that are similar in structure and form but are quite different due to the
dem ands and customs o f a particular discourse community. While this position is much
more likely to be taken in a university’s departm ents o f writing and rhetoric (Johns,
1997), than in a high school classroom, Luke (2000) argued for this approach to literacy
instruction in public school classes in Australia. Luke advocated for instruction that
allowed for students to ask, “who could have w ritten or read this te x t... [as a means to
open] up discussions o f intention, force, and effects o f texts upon particular audiences’'
(p. 455). In truth, Smagorinsky and Smith see the three stances as being som ew hat
developmental and remark that it may be appropriate for elementary schools to focus on
general knowledge thinking regarding writing instruction, secondary schools on task-
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specific knowledge about writing instruction, and colleges and the professions on
com m unity specific knowledge about writing instruction.
Smagorinsky and Sm ith’s framework allows for discussion about how teaehers
conceptualize the type o f knowledge that students require in order not only to write, but
to think about written texts, (e.g. students’ need to know generally the steps to take to
write a text or students need to know task-speeifie steps to take in writing a text). Equally
instructive is Fulkerson’s (1979) four philosophies o f composition, w hich further allow
for discussion about how teachers’ beliefs and philosophies regarding the work the writer
does in order to achieve a well w ritten text. Fulkerson adapts four philosophies o f
com position, drawn from literary theory, to explain the four ways com position
researchers and teachers conceptualize writing instruction. Formalisls focus on form and
correctness. They tend to focus on num bers o f words spelled incorrectly, or num ber ol'
usage errors in a paper. Fulkerson notes that while most writing instructors may pay
attention to these aspects in writing, they tend to not be the main factors the instructors
attribute to effeetive writing. Formalists, however, do. Expressionisls believe that writing
is an act o f personal expression. To this end, expressionists argue that teaehers should not
evaluate or grade student writing and that w riters should have choice over the means and
the ends o f their writing. Teachers who espouse these beliefs hold that if students are
allowed opportunities to use writing as a form o f personal expression, students will want
to be understood and will write well in order to be understood. M imetics hold that there is
a eonnection between clear thinking and clear writing. They believe that students do not
write well about certain subjects because they do not know enough. Teachers who hold
these beliefs would have students do a great deal o f research in the pre-w riting stages in
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order to learn more about a topie so they eould write effeetively and elearly about it.
Teachers who hold a mimetic philosophy may also spend instructional time in exam ining
and analyzing texts for fallacies in logic or for propaganda analysis. Rhetoricians assert
that good writing is adapted to aehieve the desired effeet on the desired audienee.
Teaehers who hold these beliefs may spend a great deal o f time exam ining text struetures
at a micro-level. For example, an exam ination o f how verbal construets directed to
different audiences achieve different effects and may have to be evaluated differently
w ould be the sign o f a rhetorical philosophy toward com position instruction. Fulkerson
argues that writing teaehers need to be aware o f which philosophical assum ption they
hold, then teach and assess writing according to that philosophy. He asserts that too often
writing teachers fail to have a consistent philosophy, and thus they fail to align pedagogy
to it.
It is interesting to note both Smagorinsky and Smith and Fulkerson use writing
theorist and teacher I^eter Elbow as a way to explain each o f their constructs. It is useful
here to show how both constructs can be used to help to create a rich description o f the
means and the ends o f writing instruction. As noted above, Smagorinsky and Smith
rem ark that Elbow is well known for applying general knowledge rules to writing
instruction. Additionally, Elbow, as an advocate for pre-writing and journaling and
writing as self-expression, might easily be classified as an expressionist; however,
Fulkerson notes that although this may be the case, Elbow ’s philosophy about the work
o f writing is based in rhetorical theory. Fulkerson explains,
1 had already read his Writing without Teachers (1973) and had had some trouble
classifying him, but in this article. Elbow explained that his theories o f free
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writing, collaborative criticism, and audience adaptation arc really classical
theories m asquerading as modern th eories...he (Elbow) said that although most
teachers judge student writing either on the basis o f its truth or its formal
correctness, his courses are built on judging student writing by its effect on an
audience. Aristotle in modern dress (p. 6)
In short, Edbow’s means are based in general knowledge and his ends are based in
rhetorical philosophy.
These two constructs can be used to describe ways that writing teachers can
conceptualize both critical reading and writing instruction. Constructs such as these are
im portant in that they assert that assessm ent o f writing must follow the theory, belief, or
philosophy that the instruction is based upon. Also, they are useful ways to describe
disparate situations, such as those encountered whenever interviewing and observing
teachers in classroom contexts.
Significance o f the Study
I became especially interested in students’ reading and writing processes when
they were writing from sources as a result o f my experiences both working with students
as they wrote research papers and working with teachers as they developed curriculum
and instructional strategies to teach students to write research papers. Teaching students
to write research papers is a com plex task. An understanding o f teachers’ philosophies,
beliefs about learning, knowledge, and teaching is important if practitioners are to
continue to improve their craft and if researchers are to inform practices that aim to
improve craft. Also im portant is a greater understanding o f how teachers do or do not
teach according to their beliefs and knowledge. This study is significant in that it seeks to
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add to the know ledge base about teaehers' beliefs and knowledge, speeiileally with
regard to how teaehers’ beliefs and knowledge about eritieal reading and academic
writing influences how they teach students to write researeh papers.
Limitations o f the Study
The study was intentionally small (N=6) because the primary concern was to
qualitatively investigate the experiences o f teachers who were teaehing students to write
researeh papers and to examine how they conceptualized the critical reading and
analytical writing skills necessary to write a research paper successfully. A qualitative
study o f this sort can never fully explain the relationship between teachers' beliefs,
knowledge, and practice. However a study such as this can, as Donm oyer (1990) argues,
suggest possibilities. Although it is not the direct intent, this study’s findings eould be
used to influence teacher practice in regard to teaehing the research paper; therefore, the
notion o f the generalizability and transferability o f the ease study applies. Donmoyer
maintained that in education, the concern is for individuals, not aggregates. We are
interested in w hat single teaehers do for the good o f individual students. Qualitative
research w ith rich description o f people’s stories and their outcomes has the potential to
influence how teachers teach as well as how curriculum and professional developm ent is
designed. Who am ong us have not been influenced by other people’s stories? 1, for one,
have.
A concern about the truthfulness o f this study may include the criticism that 1 am
conducting this study where I work. Some may, correctly, see this issue as influential in
both the questions that I pose and the ways that 1 inevitably interpreted the data. 1 think
about this as I do research on writing. 1 like to teach writing and always have. Who am 1,
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someone who enjoys teaching writing, to understand those who do not? Can I understand
their struggles? Hayes (1996) argues that students who have had past success with
writing are more likely to ask for assistance and help. Those who have not had many
successes are more likely to avoid writing. Perhaps the same holds true for teaehers;
those who have struggled with teaehing w riting may be unwilling to participate, or may
be unwilling to discuss honestly their successes and failures. What do 1 have to say to
those teaehers (and my experience tells me that they are many) who do not like or want to
teach writing?
I am aware o f these subjectivities and made it my goal to adhere to P eshkin's
(1988) call for a “systematic awareness o f self” (p. 20). I have been largely influenced in
my epistemologieal underpinnings as a researcher by Behar (1996), who asserted that
researchers m ust reveal their epistemologieal stance and their subjectivity in order to be
understood so that their motives are clear. Researchers, regardless o f their m ethodology,
cannot merely look at themselves as external observers and at the participants in their
researeh as subjects. In recognizing that these are my subjectivities, 1 can account for
them in reporting my researeh, although there is no way that 1 can make them disappear.
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CH APTER 2
Review o f the Literature
This review o f the research literature exam ines the three notions related to this
study and is divided into three sections. First, I exam ine how research is conceptualized
in the disciplines. Second, I review research related to students’ com posing processes
when they arc writing using source material. Finally, I review the research literature
regarding teachers’ knowledge, beliefs, and influences on practice.
Conceptualizations o f Research
W riting a research paper requires skill in both critical reading and academic
writing. K antz (1989) noted the research paper may include instruction in many skills,
from finding information to critical reading to academic writing, and these all vary with
specific disciplines. Part o f the difficulty in exam ining issues related to the teaching o f
writing research papers may lie in the fact that reading and writing research have separate
histories. They come from different research departm ents at universities and have tended
to have different research foci and theory. Scholars with different backgrounds and
training historically have shaped research in these two areas. Academ ic writing
instruction is rooted in Aristotelian rhetoric, while reading theory and instruction com es
from “British notions o f primary instruction (for method), on religion (for content) and on
scientific experim ents (for theory)” (Clifford, 1987 p. 114). In fact, several researchers
lamented that there is a lack o f research related to instruction in writing research papers,
and that much o f what has been published are how-to articles and personal teacher
accounts o f their experiences with teaching a specific research project (Brent, 1992;
Kantz, 1989).
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How researchers approach exam ining instruction in teaching students to write
research papers lies in the eomplexity o f learning tasks involved. When students read for
the purposes o f writing, the aets o f eritieal reading and academic writing overlap. Flower
and Hayes (1981) alluded to this eom plexity in their cognitive model o f writing. They
theorized that writers perceive the rhetorical problem as part o f the task environm ent.
They argued that as writers make decisions about the topie and the audienee as they
write, they also rely on long-term memory related to their knowledge o f the topie, as well
as the plan for writing as they write. Included in the plan for writing must be the
conventions o f writing a researeh paper. However, missing from this model w as a way o f
eoneeptualizing and describing how the w riter’s cognition functions as he or she is
writing from source texts. Subsequently, Hayes (1996) deseribed in much greater detail
the com plexity o f reading to evaluate in the writing task. He remarked;
Usually, we think o f source texts as providing writers with content, that is, with
topie information that any com petent reader would infer from the source text.
However, if writers are not com petent readers, if they oversim plify or
m isunderstand the source texts, their own texts that interpret or sum m arize those
texts are likely to suffer (p. 28).
The high-level literacy dem ands o f writing a researeh paper are clear. In many aspects
however, the eomplexity is com pounded when novices are writing a researeh paper
because they are unfamiliar with the discourse o f the discipline for which they are
writing.
The researeh literature indicates that the act o f doing researeh is discipline
specific as to the nature o f the types o f questions asked, but researchers have many
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com m onalities as they go about conducting research. Russell (1991) reviewed the nature
o f academic writing in the university. Me argued that in aeademia, researchers conduct
research and report on it in various publications outside the academy to a com m unity o f
practitioners who share a diseourse. On the other hand, a student research paper is
reported only within the aeademy or, in the case o f secondary schools, are reported only
to the tcaeher. Building on this idea, Johns (1997) argued that a lack o f understanding on
the part o f students regarding the requirem ents o f the research paper “genre” leads to
their limited ability to write this type o f academic paper well. She remarked. “ W hen a
faculty m em ber assigns a ‘research paper,’ ...it is difficult for students to determ ine from
the name w hat is required. The problem w ith detm ing and classifying this particular text
category is further exaeerbated by the teaching o f ‘the research paper’ as a specific, fixed
text type in many literacy classes” (p. 23).
The function o f the research paper as an academic writing task has evolved over
the deeades. W hat began as an intimate exercise in inquiry, wherein a student under the
tutelage o f a faeulty m ember engaged in a course o f inquiry related to the faculty
m em ber’s interests, has evolved in the secondary school setting into a generie
docum ented paper about a topic in which the teacher may or may not have interest or
know ledge (Russell, 1991). Over 20 years ago, in addressing the lament that student
research papers were nothing more than a review o f information found in secondary
sources rather than an argum ent with sources that expanded the student’s view o f a
subject, Schwegler and Shamoon (1982) described the differing aims and processes o f
research papers:
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Academ ics view the researeh paper as analytical and interpretive, an attem pt to
explore some aspect o f the w orld and to make verifiable statements about it...
[whilej students view the researeh paper as a close-ended, inform ative, skills
oriented exercise written for an expert audienee by novices pretending to be
experts, (p. 820).
Schwegler and Shamoon added that while there were indeed differences in the ways
students and professors conceptualized the researeh paper across the disciplines,
academ ics’ views o f researeh were rem arkably similar.
A cadem ies approaches to conducting researeh are more sim ilar than different.
A cadem ic researchers start with their own extensive personal libraries on topics o f
interest to them; then they conduct researeh as an act o f inquiry. This com m onality shows
up across the disciplines. For example. Little (1989) reported on technical and scientific
research which share common characteristics. Research in each discipline starts with an
idea, theory, or awareness that a need exists. She described a theoretical model o f the
research and developm ent process that allowed students to develop research strategies
based on their understanding o f the generation o f technical and scientific literature.
Hobohm, (1999) when reporting on the state o f inform ation and doeum entation in the
social sciences, noted that the inform ation behavior o f scholars in the social sciences
indicated that their inform ation-seeking always started from their own personal
collections o f materials, conference papers, research reports, books and general reference
materials. In order to study the perspectives and inform ation behaviors o f scholars in the
hum anities, Brockman (2001) exam ined how hum anities scholars thought about,
organized, and performed their research. Like social scientists in H obohm ’s study.
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hum anities scholars build their own personal libraries to support their own personal
projects, as well as to keep current in their field.
O ther issues pertaining to teaehing and learning to write researeh papers stem
from differing goals o f students and teachers. Valentine (2001) conducted interview s with
students writing research papers. Her findings reveal a disparity between college student
and faculty expectations regarding the legitimate effort students put into writing researeh
papers. She found students were very pragm atic in their approach to academ ie work.
They focused on the assignm ent’s objective criteria, such as how long the paper had to
be, how many sources they had to use, and prim arily concentrated on finding out what
the professor wanted. Professors, on the other hand, viewed the assignm ent as a
meaningful learning experience and hoped the assignm ent would provide experience in
writing in the discipline. Likewise, M cM aekin (1994) reported that teachers and students
can have different interpretations o f assigned research writing tasks if clear criteria
regarding the task is not provided by the teacher. She designed a task im pression survey
to determ ine how students and teaehers perceived a typical research-based writing task.
She noted that teaehers eoneeptualized the m ere idea o f report or research-based writing
as an open-ended task involving critical thinking, inquiry, and discovery, whereas
students perceived the assignment as a skills oriented, elosed-ended exercise o f
inform ation gathering. Rabinowitz (2000) argued that the pedagogical goals o f researeh
assignm ents should be on critical thinking, not ju st on information gathering.
In conclusion, writing a research paper requires skill in both eritieal reading and
academ ic writing, both o f which are com plex tasks, the teaehing o f which requires
know ledge on the part o f the teacher about both reading com prehension instruction as
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well as academic writing instruction. Part o f the difficulty in exam ining issues related to
the teaching o f writing research papers is due to the complexity o f learning and teaching
tasks involved which are specific to the research paper genre, as well as to the act o f
conducting research itself. Academ ies appear to approach the act o f conducting research
in sim ilar manners. They begin from their own established knowledge base, they pose
questions that are o f interest to them, and they strive to answer their questions through
inquiry. The research literature indicates that it is the types o f questions asked which is
discipline specific. It also appears that college teachers conceptualize o f research in a
sim ilar manner. However, for decades it appears that there have been disconnects
between the ways in which college teachers conceptualize researeh, and how students
conceptualize the task. W hat is unknown is the ways that high school teachers
conceptualize o f the knowledge needed to write research papers, and how their own
beliefs about writing research papers have influenced how they teach it.
Student Cognition When Writing From Sources
Three themes em erged from the review o f the research literature with regard to
student processes when writing from sources. 1) W riting from source materials is a
com plex process that requires the w riter to plan, organize and goal set as they read and
write. 2) Student writers who are able to access their own prior know ledge and
experiences with both content and text structures read more critically and write more
effectively than those who do not. 3) Students who engage in inquiry-based reading to
write assignments were more likely to be highly engaged in the task.
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Writing From Sources
Having purposes for reading or writing is part o f a reader’s or w riter’s proeess.
Rosenblatt (1994a) noted that goal setting (e.g. having a purpose for reading) was part o f
the transactional process o f reading. She distinguished between efferent readings, during
which readers take away information from a text, and aesthetic readings, during which
readers’ attentions are centered on what they arc living through during their relationship
with the text. In other words, readers assum e stances when reading depending upon the
text being read and the purposes for reading it. Efferent reading generally occurs when a
reader is concerned with taking away inform ation from a text. Such is the case when a
reader is reading for the purpose o f answ ering a research question. During an aesthetic
reading, the purpose o f reading is fulfilled during the reading event. Subsequently,
Rosenblatt (1994b) also described the writing transaction as a m atter o f stance. Sim ilar to
reading for either aesthetic or efferent purposes, writers appropriate a stance and must
make choices as to how they will present their case. In the case o f w riting from sources
for an assignm ent such as a research paper, when a writer is writing about a text, he or
she typically assumes an efferent stance in w hich he or she is writing to explain, analyze,
and com municate. Greene (1991) noted that in com mon academic w riting tasks, such as
writing research papers, teachers expect students to “think critically about w hat they read,
integrate inform ation from sources with their own know ledge...’’ (p. 1). Spivey and King
(1989; 1994) described this act as “discourse synthesis.” In a diseourse synthesis, they
asserted, “readers (writers) select, organize and connect content from source texts as they
com pose their own new texts” (p. 668). Some researchers have noted that some o f the
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current problem s in Ameriean edueation stem from too narrow a coneeption o f the nature
o f academic learning (Langer, Confer, & Sawyer, 1993).
Kantz (1989; 1990) described a range o f research assignm ent subtasks when she
reported on the diffieulties that a fietional student, Shirley, had in w riting a persuasive
researehed essay. She noted that in addition to the obvious problems o f eitation format
and coordination o f source materials, the student writer was often overw helm ed by the
com plexity o f subtasks required in researeh. Kantz developed a heuristic that showed
how such a synthesis o f subtasks varied with difficulty depending on the num ber and
length o f sources, the student’s familiarity with the topie, as well as the degree and
quality o f original thought required in the task. Embedded in her discussion was the
inability o f the fietional student, Shirley, to read critically the texts she encountered. She
argued that like many students, Shirley read source m aterials as stories and expected
them to tell the truth. She did not understand that "‘facts” are a kind o f claim and are often
used persuasively in so-called objective writing to create an impression.
Building on Prior Knowledge
Building upon personal experiences and knowledge are im portant aspects o f
creating a purpose for writing from source material. M any’s (1996) naturalistic case
study o f 11- and 12-year old students explored the complexity involved in instructing
students to write from sources. Students drew inform ation from both literary and
inform ational texts based on either the efferent or aesthetic reading o f the texts both for
purposes o f discussion o f the texts in literature circles and when they were going to write
about texts. When discussing texts, students tended to verbalize aesthetic responses.
M any used the w ord “tangential” to describe how students talked about topics related to
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reading, but did not always accurately refer to the reading. On the other hand, when using
source material to create their own written texts, students were cognizant o f the public
nature and verifiability o f the inform ation in supporting their connections. They used
appropriate efferent reading skills; however, they did not consider using their personal
experiences, even when it would have been appropriate. Students did not draw from
personal experience when writing for informational purposes, but they did draw heavily
from their personal experiences when discussing texts with classmates.
In the 1980s and 1990s, researchers from the Center for the Study o f W riting
examined how students made decisions and eoneeptualized writing using sources. In
m ost instances, these studies examined college students'’ thought processes during the
time when they were writing researeh papers. Researchers conducted these studies in
both laboratory and naturalistic settings using quantitative, qualitative, and mixed
methods approaches. N elson (1992) conducted a ease study o f college students who were
assigned to write researeh papers in a laboratory setting in order to analyze the role that
note-taking, planning, goal-setting, and revising played in the quality o f student work.
She gave all students the same research assignm ent but gave half the students an
additional assignm ent to fulfill certain process requirements while com pleting their
papers. She reported that those students who received the additional proeess requirem ents
spent more time on task than those who were given the unstructured assignm ent. Pearson
product m om ent correlations revealed that time spent on task, including writing extensive
notes, planning, and goal-setting positively correlated with writing quality.
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Levels o f Engagement
Nelson and Hayes (1988) revealed the dichotomy between low- and highinvestm ent strategies used by college students as they approached the task o f writing
from sources. They found that in five research areas

choosing a topic, getting started,

searching for inform ation and taking notes, com posing the paper, and evaluating the
task— there were significant differences between students who used cither low- or highinvestment strategies to complete the assignment. High-investm ent students interpreted
the research task as an inquiry into answering an issue based research question that had a
personal interest to them, while low -investm ent students conceptualized the research
assignm ent as a task that required them to write a content-based paper about som ething
that would be easy. High investment students started the paper earlier, visited the library
m ore often, wrote more exploratory drafts o f their paper, engaged in more global revision
activities, and viewed the process as a more positive learning experience than did the
low -investm ent students. H igh-investm ent students felt ownership o f the paper and its
contents and viewed the assignm ent as an act o f inquiry. Importantly, they typically built
upon an issue that they already had an opinion about or an interest in. On the other hand,
low investm ent students tended to start the research assignm ent two to three days before
the paper was due and only visited the library once. They assembled their notes by source
by paraphrasing passages that agreed with their already conceived point o f view and
largely saw the task as a negative experience. These students viewed the research paper
as inform ative in purpose and even com plained that their jo b was to regurgitate
inform ation for the teacher in a formal, organizational plan.
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Unlike the students in M any’s (1996) study, who were adm ittedly much younger
and much less experienced academic writers, effective college readers and writers used
both personal interest and efferent reading skills to complete the research paper. In fact,
one o f M any’s questions at the end o f the study asked how instruction could be structured
so that students used both personal knowledge and informational know ledge in reading to
write tasks. Nelson and Hayes (1988b) responded by arguing that the role o f the teacher
in creating a context for inquiry is great. Teachers need to build into the research
assignm ent steps that require students to pose inquiry questions. They note that this step
is essential to improving student’s use o f sources as a means to support an argum ent,
rather than to report information.
In one o f the few studies o f m iddle and high school students, Spivey and King
(1989; 1994) used ANOVA and M ANOVA to understand and explain how 60 sixth,
eighth, and tenth grade students com posed reports o f information trom source material.
Their study revealed that there were developmental differences in how students used
source material. In short, their work revealed that tenth grade students who were
proficient readers used source material in more sophisticated ways, connected content
more extensively, and wrote better source-based essays, than sixth or eighth grade
students. The study took place over the course o f three days, a standard am ount o f time
for a student to work on such a project. In fact, one o f the items that Spivey and King
measured was the am ount o f time students w orked on the task. In the first two days, there
were assignm ents to be completed. On the third day, task engagem ent was based on
students’ independent activities and dem onstated where differences occurred. In this case,
the researchers set the context for writing, and the context included writing reports o f
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inform ation, which ask students to seek and summarize information in order to report it
back to teaehers.
I ’hese studies reveal the eom plexity o f writing from sources. Students with high
levels o f literacy elearly were able to read critically and integrate source material in more
sophisticated ways than were students with low er levels o f literacy. These studies set the
bar high for exam ining cognition and eoneeptualizations o f students regarding academic
w riting tasks including writing from sources, reading to write tasks, and research papers.
This body o f research pointed out the im portance o f the role o f the teachers in the ways in
which they structure the context for w riting as a determ ining factor in the quality o f work
that students produce . W hat is missing in this literature, are investigations into the role
that teachers’ knowledge and beliefs play in setting the context for the writing from
sources task.
Relationship Between Teacher Knowledge, Beliefs, A n d Instruction
This section o f the literature review exam ines notions o f teacher know ledge and
beliefs and how these relate to instruction. Teachers gain knowledge in often
idiosyncratic ways, and often rely heavily on craft knowledge and experience when
making instructional decisions, although the role o f pedagogical content knowledge
(Grossman, 1989; Nelson, 1992; N elson & Hayes, 1988)— knowledge about how to teaeh
specific to each discipline— is a contributing factor in how teachers conceptualize
instruction. Beliefs play a part in how new knowledge is formed beeause they are the lens
through which new experiences are perceived. Alm ost all research reviewed here
advocated for ongoing professional developm ent opportunities for teachers as a way to
affect beliefs and knowledge.
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Teacher Knowledge
Alexander, Sehallert, and Hare (1991) noted ambiguity in the way knowledge
constructs are operationally defined and argued that this casts a shadow o f doubt on the
interpretations o f some researchers’ findings in the study o f teacher knowledge. They
reviewed the research literature and reported on 26 selected knowledge constructs.
A m ong these was the notion o f teachers’ conceptual knowledge— knowledge o f ideas,
w hich is made up o f content knowledge and discourse knowledge and the conditions
under which they are used. Alexander, Sehallert, and Hare (1991) make it clear, however,
that other types o f knowledge interact and influence how teachers teach students;
We found that those interested in the effects o f particular know ledge forms on
cognition and on literacy could benefit from a broader interactive perspective on
knowledge. Discourse knowledge, metacognitive knowledge, text-structure
knowledge, or self-knowledge, for instance, do not exist in isolation but operate
within a com plex and intricate system, (p. 336)
In exam ining ways that teachers gain knowledge, Kennedy (2002) asserted that
teachers gain “craft know ledge” as a result o f their own teaching experiences, coupled
w ith system atic knowledge obtained from university and professional developm ent
training program s or prescriptive knowledge gained from local and state policies.
However, while she discovered teachers often mentioned experience as a source o f
knowledge, she found little evidence that they referred to it specifically when discussing
a change in practice. Conversely, she found that teachers responded more directly and
rapidly to curricular guidelines (prescriptive) than other sources o f knowledge, but that
they tended to interpret these guidelines with rem arkable latitude. M ost significantly.
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Kennedy posited that outside sourees such as professional development, which she noted
is often deem ed ineffective by teaehers and districts, actually had great influence on
practice. In fact, when systematic knowledge and prescriptive know ledge are com bined,
they accounted for 2/3 o f all teachers’ references to new ideas. Kennedy concluded that it
is the inconsistency o f professional developm ent, due to changing policy, and directives
that frustrates teachers.
In attem pting to define how secondary English teachers’ content know ledge
influenced their practice, Grossman (1991) investigated the influence o f subjeet-specifie
eoursew ork in the developm ent o f pedagogical content knowledge o f six beginning
English teaehers, only three o f whom graduated from teacher edueation programs. She
found differences between in the ways teaehers eoneeptualized their purposes as English
teaehers. In this case, Grossman found that teaehers who had professional preparation
(e.g. had graduated from a program o f teaeher edueation) were more student-centered in
their pedagogical decision-making; whereas teaehers without formal pedagogical
preparation tended to rely on their disciplinary knowledge and their own personal
experiences in m aking curricular decisions.
Stodolsky and Grossman (1995) and Grossman (1989) reported on another aspect
o f teachers' knowledge term ed “pedagogical content knowledge.’’ They noted that while
teachers’ know ledge included subject-m atter knowledge and pedagogical knowledge,
teaehers also held “more partieular knowledge about how to teach specific subject
m atter” (p. 25). Included in this type o f knowledge were eonceptions o f what it meant to
teaeh a particular subject. These included knowledge o f curricular m aterials, o f students’
understanding and potential understanding o f a subject area, and o f instructional
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strategics for teaching particular topics. In a study o f teachers from five core disciplines
including English, social science, science, math, and foreign language, Grossm an and
Stodolsky explained that English pedagogical content knowledge was most loosely
defined o f the five disciplines studied. They also found that high school English teachers
had less agreem ent among them selves about curriculum content than teachers o f other
content areas. Because there was little agreem ent about what constituted the curriculum
o f English, there was little agreem ent about a sequence o f skills to be taught.
While there may be little agreem ent about the content o f secondary English
curriculum , Langer (1993) conducted a study o f high school teaehers from four
disciplines— biology, physics, Am eriean history, and Ameriean literature— and reported
each had its ow n disciplinary foci related to how teaehers oriented the attention o f their
students, how they taught them to refine their understandings, and how they wanted
students to select and evaluate evidence. Langer noted that reasoning was subject-speeifie
and em bedded in the routines o f the lessons the teachers taught and had a specific foci.
For example, in Ameriean history, teachers were oriented toward identifying and
eontextualizing a particular historical content and in refining an understanding o f the
content from multiple social and cultural perspectives. In literature classes, English
teaehers were oriented to identifying personal response or an interpretation to be explored
and in refining understanding through developing interpretations by exploring multiple
perspectives and considering possible implications. The purposes for evidence also varied
with the disciplines. In history, teachers w anted students to select evidence in order to
explain interpretations by example and through similarities and contrasts, while in
literature classes teaehers wanted students to select evidence by using the text, through
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previous discussions, personal knowledge, and experiences to explain their
interpretations.
However, Langer also noted that the kind o f discipline specific reasoning
described in her study may or may not be sufficient for meeting the literacy goals o f our
society. She further noted that certain types o f pedagogical approaches may or may not
inhibit or support discipline appropriate thinking. One means to explore why certain
teachers attem pt to set contexts for writing from sources is to explore how their beliefs
and knowledge are related to how they interpret writing from source material tasks.
Teacher Beliefs
Pajares’ (1992) review o f the research literature regarding teachers’ beliefs noted
the strong relationship between teachers’ educational beliefs, their planning, instructional
decisions, and classroom practices. lie called for educational researchers to continue
paying attention to the beliefs o f teachers because it held promise for inform ing
educational practice.
One such model for the role o f the teacher in teaching students to read as a
meaning centered process was developed by Ruddell and Unrau (1994). Their model
seems to draw from every conceivable aspect o f reading com prehension theory, from
activating prior knowledge and motivation in the reader to socio-cognitive theories o f
com prehension to the practices o f teachers necessary to facilitate reading com prehension
instruction. In their model, “teachers hold beliefs based on opinions, assum ptions and
convictions... Teacher beliefs, however, have a direct impact on the affective conditions
that influence and shape the teachers’ instructional purpose, plan, and strategy
construction” (p. 1023-1024). Despite the vastncss o f their model, two findings stand out
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w hich are salient to this study. First, the teacher is essential to increasing reading
com prehension and second, teacher beliefs inlluenee decision-making.
However, there appear to be disconnects between teachers' beliefs and the
instructional decisions they make. In one such study o f 101 secondary school teachers in
Hong Kong, Lee (1998) reported that there was a gap between teachers’ beliefs about
writing and their practice o f teaching writing. The majority o f the teachers in this study
believed that the most important aspects o f writing dealt with coherence and logic, yet
they tended to teach and evaluate to low-level features such as gramm ar, mechanics, and
usage. Lee remarked that a limitation o f the research was that it relied only upon selfreported data (a survey and some follow-up phone interviews) and called for further
research, which should include observational data in order to examine w hether or not this
gap was accurate. Additionally, the author noted that one im portant im plication o f her
Findings addressed the need for better teacher training and professional developm ent
programs for secondary teachers who teach writing instruction.
In another study about teacher decision-m aking and beliefs, Braithwaite (1999)
reported that in the face o f increased pressure to improve student literacy through a
national test, elementary school teachers in A ustralia reported a wide variety o f beliefs
and philosophies about what teaching and learning m eant to them. Pressure from national
tests was among one o f many factors that influenced how teachers conceptualized literacy
instruction, and a small one at that. Among those whom Braithwaite interviewed,
influential factors included: providing for children a wide variety o f literary experiences
(17.1% ), integration o f literacy with other areas (22.9%), student’s individual learning
styles (8.6%), or current events (11.4%). These research findings were limited to their
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participants and, like the Hong Kong study, were based on self-reported data and did not
include observations o f the practices o f those teachers.
Influences on practice
Another factor influencing how teachers’ beliefs and knowledge influence
practice may be a teacher’s cultural background. In a case study o f an A frican-A m erican
English teacher, M ilner (2003), noting that teacher thinking and know ledge can be
considered in term s o f pedagogical content knowledge and practical knowledge, argued
that in addition to this, a teacher’s cultural com prehensive knowledge was central to her
thinking and decision making. He asserted that a teacher’s life experiences, beliefs, and
knowledge, based on her race, culture, and gender, informed her decision-m aking and
self-reflective planning regarding instructional practices.
O ther recent case studies have reported that teachers felt increased tension as they
tried to negotiate between their personal beliefs about instruction as they worked within a
standards-based system that operated on an set o f beliefs incongruent with theirs
(Sm agorinsky, Lakly, & Johnson, 2002). A nother factor influencing teacher decision
m aking may be the teaching environm ent in which teachers find themselves. Langer
(2000) reported that teachers in schools which provided a supportive professional
environm ent had different decision-m aking processes than teachers who did not teach in
a school with a supportive professional environm ent. Agee (2000) reported that the
personal lives o f teachers and o f their students as well as the larger expectations o f the
school and com munity influenced the decisions that the teachers made. Similarly,
Grossman, Smagorinsky, and V alencia (1999) proposed that activity theory provided a
useful way to exam ine the dynamic o f teachers’ beliefs, knowledge, and the social and
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cultural context o f the teaching environm ent when exam ining how and why teachers
make pedagogical decisions.
More recently, Hamel (2003) reported that teachers drew from their own
experienees with reading a text as a measure o f student understanding. In other words,
teacher assum ptions about the meaning o f a text, based on their knowledge o f their
discipline, directed students away from their own responses to texts. He noted the
dichotom y between understanding or com prehending a text in an intellectual way and
having an affective reaction or response to a text, which has been at the forefront o f
secondary educational methods classes for the past several decades. In this argum ent,
Hamel claimed that reader-response methods, while having positioned students as
m eaning-m akers when reading texts, may have moved teachers’ instructional practices in
the wrong direction if the intent was to improve fundamental issues such as reading
com prehension. He argued that teachers m ust re-conceptualize their beliefs about how
students interact with texts. H am el’s study exam ined the relationship between how
teachers conceptualized student understanding o f literature texts; however, the same
finding would seem to apply to how teachers conceptualize student understanding o f non
fiction texts— even more so considering the limited am ount o f training and professional
developm ent secondary school teachers have with teaching students how to read
inform ational texts.
In conclusion, the research reviewed in this section describes how teachers use
craft knowledge and experience when m aking instructional decisions. Pedagogical
content know ledge is also a contributing factor in how teachers conceptualize instruction.
This research reviewed here also highlights that there often appear to be disconnects
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betw een teaehers beliefs and their instructional practices and decision-m aking. Clearly,
the research interest into the professional beliefs and instructional practices o f teaehers.
w ould benefit from further research that includes observations and/or exam inations o f the
w ays that teacher knowledge and beliefs m anifest themselves in actual practice as well as
how they influence the student’s experienees as a learner. However, none o f the research
reviewed here exam ined how teacher beliefs and knowledge about critical reading and
academic writing guide their instruction when both acts are required, such as is the case
with students writing research papers. Additionally, the notion o f how teachers’
pedagogical content knowledge, craft know ledge and experiences about teaching students
to write research papers is also missing from the research literature.
Sum m ary and Key Finding o f the Research Literature
In academia, research reports or papers are reported to a discourse com m unity o f
interested participants, yet in secondary schools, research is reported to teachers (.lohns,
1997; Kantz, 1990; Larson, 2000; Russell, 1991). While disciplines each have different
types o f research questions that drive their forms o f inquiry, and there are some
differences in how the research is reported, academ ic research is driven by inquiry that
com es from an already existing knowledge base, from a desire to add to that knowledge
base, and from a question that needs to be answered or a problem solved (Russell. 1991).
College teachers appear to conceptualize o f research in much the same way (Valentine.
2001). Despite the consistency among researchers and teachers in how they conceptualize
research, there is some evidence that there are dift'erences between how teachers
conceptualize research and how students conceptualize it (Rabinowitz, 2000; Schweglcr
& Shamoon, 1982; Valentine, 2001). Similarly, in secondary education, there appear to
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be discipline specific differences in how teachers orient the attention o f their students,
how they teach them to refine their understandings and how they want students to select
and evaluate evidence (Langer et ah, 1993).
Researchers know what academic research is and how it is conducted; at the same
time, a great deal o f educational research tells us about students' cognitive processes
when they are reading for the purposes o f writing or when they arc writing research
papers. Research into students’ com posing processes reveals that students com pose better
when they write about a topic in w hich they have an interest (Nelson, 1990, 1992). They
com pose better papers when they are better, more critical readers (Spivey & King, 1989).
They analyze tasks according to how they perceive the assignment and in m eeting the
perceived goals o f the teacher (Rabinowitz. 2000; Schwegler & Shamoon, 1982).
However, we know less about the pedagogical processes required to teach students to
read critically or write in order to report academ ic research; nor does the research
literature report on how high school teachers’ knowledge and beliefs about teaching the
research paper influences how they teach it.
The research literature provides a rich research base from which to draw with
regard to teachers’ conceptual, practical, and tacit knowledge and beliefs about teaching
in general. Teachers make instructional decisions based on a com plexity o f factors that
includes their own experiences, whether they be they cultural, learned or lived. However,
the gaps between w hat teachers’ espouse to teach and w hat they actually do, seem to
reveal a mism atch between beliefs and knowledge. The research literature also clearly
shows the com plexity o f tasks required o f students to write research papers. While much
has been w ritten about how teachers o f reading and writing need to be readers and writers
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them selves (M urray, 1989), many o f these reports stem from intuitive notions about the
act o f writing expressively and reading reereationally.
Completing a research paper requires critical reading and academ ic writing. W hat
is missing is why some teachers, even within a single discipline, use pedagogical
practices that allow for inquiry, and some institute practices that do not. Researchers have
not thoroughly exam ined how high school teachers’ pedagogical know ledge and beliefs
inform their practices when teaching students to read critically and write academ ically.
One place to exam ine these phenom ena exists during the time when students are engaged
in writing research papers.
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CHAPTER 3
Research Method
The overarching question o f this study was: what factors have influenced high
school teachers’ understanding o f teaching students to write research papers? Two
research questions guided the inquiry: I) W hat are the beliefs and know ledge o f high
school English teachers regarding critical reading and writing research papers? 2) flow
do teachers’ beliefs and knowledge about critical reading and academic writing influence
how they teach students to write research papers?
In order to address these questions, I used a naturalistic case study approach.
Lincoln and Guba (1986) argued for the use o f naturalistic, as opposed to positivist
approaches, to exam ining human behavior, fhey asserted, “The nature o f reality asserts
that there is not a single reality on which inquiry may converge, but rather there are
multiple realities that are socially constructed” (p. 75). They further argued that these
realities could not be studied as isolated pieces, only holistically. The schools, the
teachers, and the students in this study could not be studied as isolated players; they
interacted with each other and with me. Lincoln and Guba (1986) rejected the notion that
an inquirer could maintain an objective distance from the phenom ena being studied.
Likewise, according to M erriam (1998), a case study is “a single entity, a unit
around w hich there are boundaries” (p. 27). Accordingly, this study constituted both a
single case study and a multiple case study. The study could be considered a series o f
single case studies because the six individual teacher case studies were bounded both by
tim e and by each teacher’s individual experiences when he or she was teaching students
to write researeh papers. The study could also be considered a multiple case study in that
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all teachers were engaged in the similar experience o f teaching the researeh
paper— during the same time period.
Because I wanted to represent the diverse voices o f the teaehers involved in this
study as a m eans to interpreting how their experienees represented their version o f events
and what those events m eant in the context o f their experienees, I subscribed the
following methodological constructs in guiding my inquiry. First, this study was
constructivist (Patton, 2002) in nature. The foundational questions guiding this study
asked teaehers to report their perceptions and to characterize their w orld view with regard
to teaching students to write researeh papers. Second, I used an interpretive approach to
both data collection and analysis. M erriam (1998) advised that interpretive approaches
are appropriate when the goal is to collect data and develop categories that conceptualize
approaches. In this case, my aim was to interpret and conceptualize six teacher's
approaches to the task o f teaching students to write researeh papers. Third. I acknow ledge
that I became a part o f the research environm ent. To this end, following M cCarthy and
Fishm an’s (1996) intentions for naturalistic research, I have attempted to reveal my
influence as I describe the em erging researeh design and in the researeh findings. Finally,
1 em ployed Siedm an’s (1998) three-interview protocol to phenom enological interviewing
because my goal was to understand the m eaning that the teaehers made o f their
experienees. According to Seidman, the in-depth phenom enological interview allow s the
researcher to form relationships with participants and affords a context in order to
interpret how participant behavior becom es meaningful and understandable.
For this study, I was able to draw upon my own experienees as a high school
English teacher as I interviewed participants and became a participant observer in their
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classrooms. In this I had both an insider and outsider (cmic and ctic) view. I was an
insider in that I have had experience teaching high school English and was able to relate
to and understand English teachers’ experiences. A potential negative is that 1 may have
made assumptions about teachers’ practices that were not evident based on my
observations or interviews. Throughout this study, I have remained mindful o f W olcott's
(1990) adm onition regarding the qualitative study o f educational settings. 11c noted,
“This is especially serious in school research, where we often presume to know w hat is
supposed to be happening and consequently may never ask the kinds o f questions we
w ould ordinarily ask in any other research setting” (p. 128). The balance to this possible
negative aspect o f being an insider is that I was an outsider since 1 was not teaching at
any o f the cam puses from which my sample pool was drawn, although 1 had taught at one
o f them in the past.
Study Design
Study Sites
For this study, 1 selected six teachers, two from each o f three high schools located
in a suburban southern California high school district. The three high schools,
(pseudonym s are used here) N orthern Eligh School, Elilltop High School and Valley High
School, all had Emglish departments that were at different stages o f developing shared
assignm ents, assessm ents, and instructional strategies. Also, all three sites were at various
stages o f working on building a school-wide literacy plan in order to boost student
achievem ent, due mostly to increased accountability measures required by the State o f
California, although one site. Hilltop, had begun this work several years prior to the latest
state accountability m ovem ent and appeared not to be working in reaction to it.
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The sum m er prior to this study, each school had been required to write a school
plan for academic achievem ent in order to m eet a requirement o f No Child Let't Behind
(NCLB) (United States Dept o f Education, 2002). Information from this docum ent was
used in part to create the brief description o f each o f the high schools below. For reasons
related to keeping the confidentiality o f the participants, site plans are not cited or
referenced here.
Northern High School
Demographieally, Northern High School served a mostly white middle- to lowerm iddle class population. Because the school had small populations o f minority students,
they tended not to qualify for additional funding that m ight be attained through Title 1.
However, according to their sehool site plan, test scores had been slipping over the past
several years, and staff members generally agreed that N orthern’s students had many o f
the same low-literaey skills o f minority students or o f second language learners. As a
result o f this finding, and in response to the California English/Language Arts
Framework (California Dept, o f Education, 1999), N orthern had begun exam ining how it
could develop a school-wide literacy program and as a result, a literacy focus group, had
been established.
N orthern High Sehool was in the beginning stages o f developing a school-w ide
focus on literacy instruction at the time o f this study. A com mittee o f teaehers met
regularly to discuss ways to foster interest and plan professional developm ent activities
related to literacy instruction. The previous spring, every teacher, in every departm ent
had participated in a school-wide writing assessment, where their students read a non
fiction passage and wrote a summary o f it. Then, as a staff, they eollegially scored the
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summaries. The result o f this exercise was an increased awareness o f the inability o f
students to paraphrase and summarize. As a result o f this exercise, English teaehers,
especially, began to use more non-fiction texts into their curriculum and spent
considerable time instructing students in paraphrasing and summarizing strategies.
Also, teachers from the site participated in various professional developm ent
activities designed to encourage all content area teachers to implement literacy strategies
into their instruction. Additionally, the m em bers o f their English departm ent agreed to
specific portfolio requirem ents for each grade level. Included in this agreem ent was the
requirem ent that all eleventh grade students w ould write a research paper.
Two teachers from the school had been invited to participate in an effort to create
a research paper manual that could be used by all teaehers in the district to help teach the
research paper. This effort was hosted by th e Collaborative Academ ic Preparation
Initiatives (CAPI) Project. CAPI was part o f a California State University (C SlJ)-w ide
grant project funded by the Chancellor's Office to establish links between CSU schools
and high schools. One o f those teachers was asked to participate in this study.
Valley High School
V alley High School was the third oldest sehool in the district, and like many
schools in southern California it was beset by literacy issues stemming from its hightransient, low soeio-eeonomie status student population, 35% o f whom were English
language learners. For three years prior to this study, the school had been named an
underperform ing school.
A ccording to the school’s site plan, the school had established a staff
developm ent institute called “Valley U niversity,” the purpose o f which was to help
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teachers engage students in a standards-based curriculum. To oversee this effort, the
school hired an English coordinator. She eoordinated the effort to develop com mon
assessm ents based on the standards and to im plem ent researeh-based teaehing strategies
to best teaeh the standards. The first teaeher-m ade assessm ents developed were multipleehoiee tests that looked veiy much like the state standards tests.
The initial em phasis o f this professional developm ent was on the ninth and tenth
grade English curriculum. Ninth and tenth grade English teachers met regularly to discuss
aligning their eurriculum to the standards. It is telling that the site plan notes that one o f
the goals o f the teaehers involved in this effort was to develop eurriculum notebooks that
would be filled with praetice materials to teaeh speeifie standards.
W hile there was great foeus and energy on ninth and tenth grade English classes,
there appeared to be little focus on eleventh and twelfth grade English. As far as research
writing assignm ents go, eleventh grade English teachers were expected to assign a
research paper to their students, although there was no school-wide or departm ent wide
em phasis on teaching research-based papers at any grade level other than the eleventh.
H illtop High School
Hilltop High Sehool was the seeond oldest school in the distriet and was the only
one that required all seniors to com plete an 8 to 10 page senior projeet research paper in
order to graduate. Instruetion in writing the senior researeh paper had been at the heart o f
much o f the effort o f the English departm ent to standardize assignments, expectations,
and outcomes for all o f its English classes. Sinee its ineeption eight years previous to this
study, the English departm ent had ehanged and adapted its curriculum to teach students
the skills they needed to meet this requirement. English elasses shared com m on writing
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assignm ents and assessments. At every grade level, students wrote researeh reports in
their English classes, as well as in many social science and science classes as well. To
help facilitate this effort, the school produced a research paper style manual, which
outlined for students and teachers steps to the research process, basic docum entation
procedures. It also provided a model o f a finished product. Senior researeh papers were
scored by teachers across curricular areas twice a year, at the end o f the w inter and spring
term s. In the English department, teachers met regularly to score other student writing
assignments.
W hen the State o f California published its new framework in 1999, the greater
em phasis on teaching students to com prehend non-fietion texts only cem ented what
teachers at Hilltop already were grappling with: that students did not critically read non
fiction texts very well, as this was becom ing more and more evident to the teachers at
Hilltop. Students could put together a correctly formatted paper if given enough practice
at it. The bigger issue was that students could not read well enough to say anything o f
substance in the well-form atted paper
Participant Selection
Teachers who participated in this study were selected using both a typical case
sampling m ethod as outlined by Glesne (1999) and Patton (2000) and a purposeful case
sampling method as described by Patton (2002). I used typical case sam pling in order to
locate participants who illustrated or highlighted w hat was considered normal or typical.
Purposelul sampling was used in order to locate participants who had rich or im portant
inform ation that would lend insight into the phenom ena being studied, participants, in
short, who might, in some respects at least, be considered outliers. In this study, 1 was
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looking for teachers who typically taught students to write researeh papers, but who were
not known to be experts at it. I was also looking for teachers who had some expertise or
some unusual insight into teaching the researeh paper.
1 initially located teachers by asking the principals and departm ent chairs at each
site for their suggestions about which teachers who taught this assignment. In one ease, 1
asked a speeifie teacher if she would agree to be interviewed for the study due to her
participation in the creation o f the district’s research paper manual.
Since eleventh grade, or junior English is one place where all schools required
students to write research papers, teachers who taught eleventh grade were included in
the study, although most o f the teaehers taught other grades as well. Both teachers
selected from Northern High School taught eleventh grade English and were required to
teach students to write a research paper. One o f the teachers included had helped to create
the research paper manual for the district. The second teacher selected was the
departm ent chair. She was also one o f the lead teaehers in the school-wide literacy effort.
She was selected because she was a typical eleventh grade teacher, but also because her
know ledge about the school’s literacy efforts lent another aspect to the ease that might
have otherw ise been missed. 7’he teachers from Valley High School also taught eleventh
grade English and were required to teaeh the research paper. Both were nam ed by the
departm ent chair as being good English teachers but were not especially noted for their
expertise in teaching students to do research. The two teachers from H illtop High School
taught eleventh grade English and were selected because they were typical o f teachers
who taught researeh papers at that school, although Hilltop High School was selected as a
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site to be in this study due to its school-wide em phasis on teaching students to write
research papers.
Access
I m ust acknowledge that choosing these schools afforded me convenience as far
as time, access, and other resources were concerned. Each school was on the “quarter
system .” This school calendar system mirrors that o f colleges and universities on a
semester calendar. In other words, students com pleted a whole course in 18 weeks.
Generally, in high schools, the research paper is taught toward the end o f a course, and
schools on the quarter system allowed me to collect data in the fall quarter. A dditionally,
my current position as the school district’s English Curriculum Specialist gave me
opportunities to m eet teachers across the district, and I either knew or had w orked with
several teachers who agreed to participate in the study.
Finally, while my current position in the district is not in any way supervisory, 1
am a resource teacher and curriculum specialist. It is my job to offer curriculum resources
to teachers when they ask for them. The role o f being participant-observer brings forth
various issues regarding the role o f the observer and the historical-positivist view that
naturalistic observation should not interfere with the people or the activities under
observation (A ngrosino & M ays de Perez, 2000). This was the case several tim es during
this study, when teachers would ask me for help or for resources as they taught the
research paper. These instances were all recorded and reported. They are included in the
report as they help to reveal both the com plexity o f the researeh paper assignm ent and o f
the desire on the part o f some o f the teachers to seek help and support for their teaching.
This is a positive aspect o f this research study. 1 subscribe to the proposition that my
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presence did have an effeet on both the teacher and perhaps the classroom environm ent.
By merely asking questions o f teachers about their practice, most reported that 1 caused
them to reflect more deeply about w hat they were doing and that, indeed, they made
changes as a result o f my presence. As is the case with ethnographic research practices, I
could not have distanced m yself from the place o f activity in such as way that I was
rendered invisible.
Data Collection
I used four different collection procedures— in-depth individual interviews,
observations, and docum ent collection, and a focus group interview. All interview s were
audio-taped and transcribed for data analysis. Observational data were captured through
field notes. Documents were collected, digitally scanned into a com puter, and coded.
Collection o f these different types o f data allow ed me to both triangulate data and
findings. The final individual interview and the focus group interview afforded me the
opportunity to conduct member checks with all participants.
Interview Data
Tw o types o f interview data were collected. First was a series o f three in-depth
individual interviews with each teacher participant. The second type o f interview data
w as collected through a focus group discussion. The reasons for collecting data through
interview s has been well established in the researeh literature (Fontana & Frey, 2000).
Seidm an (1998) argued that interviewing may be the best form o f inquiry if the goal is to
“understand the experience o f other people and the meaning they make o f that
experience” (p. 3). Seidman recom m ended a structure for in-depth, phenom enological
interviewing that includes three interviews, each with a specific goal in mind— the first
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focused on the participant'’s life history, the second on the details o f the experience and
the third on reflection on the meaning o f the experience as a means toward that
understanding.
In the phenomenological interview protocol each interview serves a specific
purpose. The i'lrst interview was designed to establish rapport and to set a context for how
a person’s life history influences his or her world view. In the first interview, I used an
interview guide that was directed but open-ended (Appendix A). It included questions
and problem s designed to get each participant to focus on his or her life history,
experiences with learning to write research papers, and teaching students to write
research papers. This first interview took place either before participants began teaching a
formal research paper unit or shortly after beginning. The interview guide incorporated
questions which asked each participant to relate stories about his or her own experiences
with writing research papers, both as a high school student, in college and as a teacher.
The purpose o f the second interview was to delve deeply into the phenom ena
being studied, in this case, the phenom ena o f teaching the research paper. Because
rapport had been established as a result o f the first interview, I was able to ask questions
m ore freely than had the first interview not been done. The second in depth interview
took place as near as possible to the m id-point o f the research paper unit. For this
interview, the interview guide (Appendix B) contained questions that asked the
participants to focus on their current experience teaching the research paper. It was also
used for a member check as I presented each participant with a copy o f his or her
transcript from the first interview and asked for clarifications (Seidm an, 1998).
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The goal o f the final interview, which took place after the term had ended, was to
ask each participant to reflect upon the meaning o f his or her experiences teaching
students to write the research paper. In order to facilitate this conversation, 1 showed each
participant a concept map (Figures 1-6) I had created which showed my interpretation o f
each participant’s beliefs about, knowledge of, and practices in teaching the researeh
paper and asked them to respond or react to it. This conceptual map also served as the
springboard for the interview questions, in which I asked each participant to reflect upon
his or her experience teaching the research paper and what each participant m ight do
differently next time. Again, this also allowed me to test the trustw orthiness o f my
interpretations (W olcott, 2001). W here there were questions or disagreem ents about my
interpretations, I was able to record those and include them in the later stages o f data
analysis.
Finally, in order to m ember check, as well as to triangulate data, I invited all
participants to a focus group session, w here their thoughts and interpretations about both
the experience o f teaching the research paper and my interpretation o f the events and
their interviews were debriefed. This focus group discussion followed a sem i-struetured
informal (Fontana & Frey, 2000) form at after the three in-depth interviews and
observations were complete (see Appendix C for guide). This group interview gave me
the opportunity to tease out, refine, and elaborate on them es from the interviews and
observations.
Observational Data
In order to triangulate data received through the interviews by com paring each
participant’s self-reports regarding beliefs with actual practice, I also observed each
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teacher’s class at least one time after the first interview. This observational data also
helped set a context for the second interview by allowing me to see the relationship
between the teaehers and the students, as well as to contextualize what were som etim es
de-eontextualized comments. In each observation, I focused on descriptions o f people
and places, m aking the familiar strange and the strange familiar (Glesne, 1999). The field
notes I took were both descriptive and analytic.
D ocum ent a n d R ecord Collection
I also collected teacher docum ents, such as assignm ent handouts, writing prompts,
directions and student writing in order to further docum ent what was happening in the
lessons. M erriam (1998) termed docum ents such as these as a type o f '‘public record” (p.
113), although Hodder (2000) distinguished between records and docum ents. He posited,
“ D ocum ents [are] closer to speech [and] require more eontextualized interpretation.
Records, on the other hand, may have local uses that become very distant from olTieially
sanctioned m eanings” (p. 703). Using this definition, teacher handouts for assignm ents
include both docum ents and records and some may be a little o f both. Some teacher
handouts, such as a newly created assignm ent sheet, are docum ents in that they arc an
extension o f the teacher’s spoken directions o f an assignment. These docum ents may
clarify or extend the teacher’s conceptualization o f the assignment, or, the teacher him or
herself is necessary to clarify or extend the intent o f the document. On the other hand,
some teacher docum ents may be more along the lines o f a record. In this case, I am
thinking o f the nature o f the English teachers to share materials to the point that they
becom e public domain. Such was the case in this study, where I would see teachers, even
from different sites, using the same form or handout to assist with student note-taking.
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A nother teacher record would have been the Hilltop Style M anual which was initially a
teacher ereated docum ent but had become a public record o f expectations for how the
research paper was to be taught. Hodder (2000) noted that docum ents need careful
analysis because “they have to be understood in the context o f their conditions o f
production and reading” (p. 704). As such, these docum ents were also used to elicit
reflection and discussion from the teaehers during the second and third interviews and
were useful in adding clarity and an additional context for their conceptualizations.
A dditionally, docum ent analysis allowed me to check further the relationship between
teacher beliefs and practices.
I also collected school records that included dem ographic and profile data about
each school. As mentioned at the beginning o f this chapter, prior to the beginning o f this
study each school had been required by the district and by regulations pertaining to No
Child Left Behind (NCLB) to create a Single School Plan for Student A chievem ent. In
the docum ent, schools were required to state the school’s plan o f action to raise the
academ ic performance o f students and improve the school’s educational program.
Included in the school’s plan were the school's Vision and M ission statements, additional
dem ographic and testing information, analysis o f the current educational practices, and
goals for im provement. I was specifically interested in those sections o f the reports that
included a plan for increasing academic literacy.
D ata Analysis
Individual Case Analysis
In order to answ er each o f my research questions, 1 began data analysis early in
the study. 1 used two data analysis forms recom m ended by Miles and H uberm an (1994) -
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a Contact Summary Form and a Coded Summary Form (see Appendices D and B) tor the
first level o f analysis and coding. Additionally, 1 used M icrosoft Word, word processing
software to capture and refine the em erging codes em erging themes and then used a
qualitative research software package ("HyperRESEARCH," 2003) to assist with
categorization, organization, and analysis.
In the first level o f inductive analysis, I used Miles and H ubcrm an's (1994)
Contact Summary Form to summarize the key points and my initial reactions to each
interview. M iles and Huberman recom m end using a contact summary form in the early
stages o f data analysis in order to capture the ‘‘main concepts, themes, issues, and
questions” (p. 51) that arose during the contact. Thus, after each interview, I summarized
each participant’s answers to each o f the interview questions, captured my own initial
reactions, reflections, and thoughts as to what concepts, themes and issues were
em erging, and also captured any o f my questions left unanswered. The Contact Summary
Form allowed me to summarize my reaction and response with the participant. This form
was used for each o f the first two interviews and for the observations. This step allowed
me to synthesize the data from each interview as well as to capture any data that 1 m issed
in a subsequent interview.
Once the first interview and each observation were captured using the contact
summary form, I em ployed a next level analysis by using the Coded Summary Form. In
this phase, 1 w ent back to each interview transcript and pulled out salient points made by
each participant. Then 1 began to categorize and code each point according to em erging
themes. A t this point 1 also began looking for data that would confirm or disconfirm
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theories and models that em erged from the researeh literature. Eaeh o f the em erging
them es, coded salient points, models, and theories were entered into a code list.
Onee the first six interviews and were coded using the coded summary form, eaeh
interview and observation was re-eoded using the entire com plem ent o f codes using the
qualitative researeh software program, HyperReseareh. In this step, I entered the codes
from the code list function o f HyperReseareh, Then I re-read and recoded eaeh llrst
interview transcript using the full com plem ent o f codes. 1 then used the software program
for coding the second, third, and foeus group rounds o f interviews. Follow ing the
recom m endations o f Strauss and Corbin (1998), I used both theoretical and descriptive
coding as 1 conceptualized, classified and com pared the data.
I also scanned eaeh teacher docum ent into HyperReseareh. Eaeh docum ent was
coded using the entire com plem ent o f codes. I also ereated a rubric based on a scale for
Authentic Intellectual A chievem ent (Sisserson, Manning, Knepler, & .lolliffe, 2002) (See
Table 1). This rubric allowed me to exam ine how the assignment allow ed students to
construct their own knowledge, w hether it asked students to draw conclusions or make
generalizations or arguments and w hether or not the assignments asked students to
connect the topic to experienees significant to their lives.
Docum ents that included dem ographic data and the site plan were sum m arized
and used to help in building a site profile, w hich was reported earlier in this chapter.
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Table 1 Authentic intellectual achievem ent rubric
High

Medium

Low

Construction

T he assign m en t asks

S o m e asp ects o f the

T h e a ssig n m en t asks

of Knowledge

students to interpret.

a ssig n m en t ask students

stud en ts to reproduce

an alyze, sy n th esize or

to interpret, an alyze.

inform ation.

evaluate inform ation in

sy n th esize or evaluate

w ritin g about a topic

inform ation in w riting

rather than m erely to

about a to p ic rather than

reproduce inform ation.

m erely to reproduce

Aspects o f
A lA

inform ation.

Value Beyond

T he assign m en t asks

S o m e asp ects o f the

T h e a ssig n m en t d o es not

School

students to co n n ect the

a ssig n m en t ask students

ask stud en ts to co n n ect

to p ic to ex p erien ces.

to co n n ect the to p ic to

the top ic to ex p er ie n c es.

ob servation s, fe e lin g s or

ex p erien ces.

o b serv a tio n s, fe e lin g s or

situations sign ifica n t to

o b serv a tio n s, fe e lin g s or

situ ation s sig n ifica n t to

their lives.

situ ation s sig n ifica n t to

their liv es.

their lives.

Disciplined

T he assign m en t asks

S o m e asp ects o f the

T h e a ssig n m en t asks

Inquiry

students to draw

a ssig n m en t ask students

students to w rite, but is

co n clu sio n s or m ake

to draw co n clu sio n s or

d esig n ed to have

g en eralization s or

m ake g en era liza tio n s or

stud en ts re-tell

argum ents and support

argum ents and support

inform ation.

them through w riting.

them through w riting.

N ote: Based on the scale for A uthentic Intellectual A ch ievem en t (Sisserson et al., 2 0 0 2 ).
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Once patterns and themes had been established using this inductive analysis
(Patton, 2002), I ereated a Code Map for eaeh participant, using the Code M ap function
o f HyperReseareh. The Code M ap function allowed me to create a conceptual map o f my
interpretation o f how the eodes were related to one another. In this step, I used only the
codes that most frequently appeared for eaeh participant to build the conceptual map.
These maps illustrated the interplay between eaeh participant’s beliefs, knowledge,
concerns and practices. By arranging these eodes, I further refined and uneovered the
various relationships among the eodes, looking for evidence o f conflict, and
contradictions (Ryan & Bernard, 2000). Beeause the Code Map funetion o f
H yperReseareh 2.6 only allows for rudim entary schematic maps, 1 recreated each
participant’s map using Inspiration Software ("Inspiration," 2002), through which I was
able to examine more elosely and illustrate more clearly how each participant’s words,
actions, and docum ents confirm ed or disconfirm ed the existing themes.
Cross-case A nalysis
In the cross-case analysis, I established a Conceptually Clustered M atrix (M iles &
Huberman, 1994) in order to build a model whieh established the trends am ong the
teaehers’ knowledge, beliefs and practice (See Table 5, Chapter 3). The model was
designed so as to capture each participant’s conceptualizations regarding them es that
em erged both from the literature review, the theoretical constructs that guided this study
and the study itself. As a second level o f analysis, I ereated a relational network based on
M iles and H uberm an (1994) cross case causal network model. Miles and Huberm an
explain a eross-ease causal network allows for a eom parative analysis, whieh uses the
variables estimated to be most influential in aeeounting for an outcome. In this case, 1
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traced the relationship among variables regarding participant’s beliefs, knowledge,
instructional goals and outcomes related to teaehing the research paper.
Credibility and Transferability o f Findings
Lineoln and Guba (1986) devised criteria for naturalistic (e.g. qualitative) inquiry
that paralleled the conventional positivistie paradigm with regard to internal and external
validity, reliability and objectivity. They suggested credibility and transferability as
parallel criteria o f trustworthiness. For credibility, they recom mended triangulation,
w hich could occur in several ways. One way to triangulate data is to collect data from
multiple points in order to create verisim ilitude or robustness. Tow ard that end, 1
collected data through multiple data points including: observation, individual and group
interview, and docum ent collection. 1 also aim ed to establish the credibility o f the data
through triangulation o f data analysis procedures. Similarly, Tincoln and G uba also
recom m ended member cheeks and peer debriefing.
In this effort, 1 initially coded the data as soon as it was received, then 1 recoded it
a week later looking for agreem ent in coding and em erging themes. Efforts to eonduct
m em ber checks have been described earlier in this chapter. Additionally, 1 em ployed the
use o f a peer debriefing throughout the study and especially after the focus group
interviews with doctoral student colleague, who as a disinterested peer engaged in
confirm ing em erging themes and hypotheses (Lincoln & Guba, 1986).
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CHAPTER 4
This chapter reports the findings o f the research study described in the previous
chapter. The ehapter is broken into two seetions. Section I contains a num ber o f
eom ponents including brief profiles o f each school site (schools are profiled in depth in
Chapter 3). Included in the site profile is an overview o f salient features regarding eaeh
school’s focus on literacy instruction and each English departm ent’s policy regarding
research papers, if such foci or policies existed. These site profiles are presented in order
to establish a context for how the site may or may not have influenced each participant’s
approach to teaching the research paper (Grossman et al., 1999).
Following each site profile are profiles o f the two participants from that site. Fiach
participant’s profile begins with a vignette drawn from a classroom observation. This is
done to illustrate the nature o f the individual’s beliefs and knowledge in practice. Other
inform ation included in the participant profiles are findings regarding each teacher’s
beliefs and know ledge about teaching the research paper as well as how beliefs,
knowledge and other factors that appeared to have influeneed how each participant taught
students to write research papers. The discussion o f beliefs includes an exam ination o f
the research paper assignm ent using a rubric for Authentic Intellectual A chievem ent and
an explanation for how the assignm ent is either an aet o f inquiry or an aet o f reporting on
inform ation gathered. The discussion o f beliefs also includes an interpretation o f each
participant’s philosophical beliefs using Fulkerson’s (1979) four philosophies o f
com position instruction. The discussion o f how each teacher conceptualized the type o f
procedural know ledge students needed to accom plish the writing research paper ineludes
an interpretation using Smagorinsky and Sm ith’s (1992) argument for exam ining
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com position instruction as transfers o f general, task-speeific, and com m iinity-specifle
knowledge. Additionally, with some participants 1 exam ine how they seemed to
conceptualize the research paper as a research essay. Description o f the differences
between the two ideas is contained within the chapter. Finally, I exam ine the findings
with regard to how each teacher’s beliefs, knowledge, and experiences teaehing the
research paper inilueneed his or her practice. Eaeh participant’s profile concludes with a
conceptual map that illustrates the interplay o f all factors.
The second section o f this ehapter presents a cross-case analysis o f the data that
explores distinctions and com m onalities across the six cases. A causal network (M iles &
Huberman, 1994) is presented as a means to explain the associations am ong teachers’
beliefs, knowledge, practice, and the assignm ent itself. Additionally, the cau,sal network
seeks to illustrate how those constructs influenced teachers’ conceptualizations about the
experience o f teaehing students to write research papers, the perceived problem s in
student research papers, as well as the teachers’ beliefs about their abilites to teach
students to overcom e the problems. The second section is organized around the two
research questions; (a) what are the beliefs and know ledge o f high school English
teachers regarding critical reading and writing research papers; and (b) how do teachers’
beliefs and knowledge about critical reading and academ ic writing influence how they
teach students to write research papers?
B rief Overview o f the Research Methods
For this study, data in the form o f interviews, observations, docum ents and reports
were collected between N ovem ber 2003 and February 2004. Each o f the six teacherparticipants was interviewed three times for a total o f 18 interviews. Interview ing each
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teacher three times allowed me not only to get to know the teachers, but also gave me
tim e to hear their stories, successes, and frustrations with teaehing students to write
research papers. The three-interview protocol and the subsequent focus group interview
afforded opportunities to conduct multiple m em ber cheeks, which increased the
truthfulness and credibility (Lineoln & Guba, 1986) o f this report. A dditionally, in order
to set a context for what each teacher was reporting in his or her interviews, 1 visited eaeh
teacher's classroom at least one time and in some cases twice. Throughout this reporting
on teachers’ thinking about their beliefs, know ledge and experiences, I let the teachers
speak for them selves as much as possible, using their voices and thoughts to dem onstrate
their perspective.
Participant Profiles
Northern High School
The teachers at Northern High School taught approxim ately 1800 students who
cam e from a predom inantly middle-class suburb o f a large urban city. Both Fdlen and
Janie, the teachers from Northern who participated in this study, were leaders in the
school’s efforts to increase student literacy. Ellen was the teacher-leader in charge o f a
literacy focus group, which had been established as a part o f the W estern A ssociation o f
School A ccreditation (W ASC) process, when teachers at Northern decided to make
literacy across the curriculum one o f their goals. (This decision had been prom pted by a
num ber o f factors including a change in em phasis in the English/Language Arts
Fram ew ork (California Dept, o f Education, 1999) from a literature-based curriculum , to
one that ineludes instruction in both fiction and non-fiction texts.) Janie w as also
considered a leader in the school’s literacy effort. As described in C hapter 3, she had
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participated in several professional developm ent activities foeused on inereasing
students’ skills in reading non-fietion texts and writing research papers.
The change in emphasis, from teaching solely fietion through novels, to teaching
critical reading o f non-fiction texts, was at the forefront o f both Ellen’s and Jan e’s minds
as they talked about teaching students to write research papers, an assignm ent that was
required o f all eleventh grade English students. Although the English departm ent had
agreed upon a m inim um page length requirem ent o f five to seven pages for the eleventh
grade research paper, each teacher taught it as he or she saw fit. A dditionally, the
eleventh grade research paper was the only time in the English writing curriculum a
research paper was required. Thus, for most eleventh grade students at N orthern, this was
their first experience writing a research paper.
Ellen --- A Focus on Form, Correctness, and Product
Vignette. The lights were dim m ed as Ellen turned on the overhead projector in
order to review citation procedures with her class. She asked students to get out their
“G et It W rite” research materials, which contain forms, advice, pointers, and a guide for
using MLA citation procedures. The class o f college prep juniors had com pleted their
library research for an author project— in which they had investigated the life and times
o f an American author— and were getting ready to begin writing the paper. “ How many
have heard o f parenthetical citations before?” Ellen queried. When nobody responded,
she scolded, “ I know some o f you have heard o f them. W e’ve been talking about it for
w eeks.” A female student raised her hand and offered, “ Isn’t that when you put the author
and the page num ber after a quote?” Ellen responded with a slightly exasperated, “ Yes!
But that’s not the only tim e,” and then using the overhead, she listed the four times when
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they should use a parenthetical citation. She instructed them to write dow n the four times
they should use a parenthetical citation as; (a) after a direct quote, (b) when citing a date,
(c) after a paraphrase, and (d) when using a number or statistic.
She rem inded the students o f the im portance o f citations. She remarked, “ If you
d on’t cite, you are plagiarizing.” As she showed the class a model paper from a previous
year’s class, she said, “The goal o f the research paper is to gather inform ation from a
num ber o f sources. It’s not a report, so pick and cite from several sources.”
M im etic beliefs and form alist procedures. The goal o f the research assignm ent
Ellen taught to her eleventh grade college prep juniors was to gather inform ation about an
A m erican author and report on it in a formal paper. Ellen described the assignm ent as
...very, very structured because it's the first time a lot o f them [the students] have
gone through [writing] the research paper. Our topic is researching an Am erican
author and anything connected with the time period when the author wrote, and
the author’s life, and some literary criticism. Then they have to read a selection by
the author and tell what similarities they find from what they researched and see if
they can make connections to w hat they've read. 1 break it [the instruction] down
and they have a piece due each week.
Fulkerson (1979) noted that one o f the tenets o f a mimetic philosophy is teaching
students how to think or help them learn enough about a topic to have som ething worth
saying. Ellen conceptualized her research assignm ent as a means to help her students
think more clearly about how the life and times that an Ameriean author lived inilueneed
how and w hat he or she wrote about. Her hope was that students would com e to some
conclusion that the author was influenced by his or her life experience and by the era that
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he or she lived and that those experienees were reflected in the novel, (see A ppendix F
for assignment).
Using the rubric based on Sisserson's (2002) scale for Authentic Intellectual
A chievem ent (see Table 2), this assignm ent has medium and low intellectual
achievem ent aspects to it.
The following seetions will show how, although Ellen did not see the assignm ent
as being “all that difficult,” she was repeatedly disappointed that students did not engage
in this assignment, much less make the connections that she hoped they would make.
Additionally, a review o f Ellen’s self-reported perceptions about, and experiences with,
w riting and teaehing the research paper illustrated that while Ellen held mimetic beliefs
about the role o f writing, she approached instruction for this assignment from a formalist
perspective. A lthough Ellen would express frustration at the inability o f students or their
lack o f willingness to make connections, when discussing what she did to prepare them to
w rite the paper, clearly her main em phasis was on form and correctness. Eiiqually,
instructional strategies designed to help students think about the topic were either implied
or absent. Instead, Ellen’s instructional strategies were intended to teach students the
process o f locating information, o f organizing their papers and o f learning how to cite
properly. This could be seen in every aspect o f her instruction, from how she talked about
it, to the assignm ent sheet itself, to how she was observed teaching it
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Table 2 Research on an Am erican author - Ellen

Elements o f AIA

Tasks in assignm ent

Evaluation

Construction o f

The assignment asks the student

Low- Some aspects o f the

Knowledge

to find information about the

assignm ent ask students to

author’s life, find w hat occurred

interpret, analyze, synthesize or

in the United States when the

evaluate inform ation in writing

author was alive, and trace the

about a topic rather than merely

author’s literary career.

to reproduce information.

V alue Beyond

The assignm ent asks the student

M edium - fh e assignm ent

School

to read a work by the author,

minimally asks .students to

write a review o f the book and

connect the topic to

compare his or her opinion with

experiences, observations.

the literary criticism

feelings or situations significant
to their lives.

D isciplined Inquiry

The assignm ent asks student to

Medium - Some aspects o f the

summarize w hat he or she

assignment ask students to draw

learned as a result o f doing the

conclusions or make

research project

generalizations or argum ents
and support them through
writing.

Note: Based on the scale for Authentic Intellectual Achievement (Sisserson et al., 2002).
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In her own experiences with writing research papers, E llen's earliest memories
were o f writing researched reports in elementary and in high school. She described those
experiences as somewhat typical. She recalled,
I think the first report 1 really did was in fifth or sixth grade, and 1 rem em ber we
made a book on Ancient G reece and Rome, did research, and we put different
pages in the book about what we found out about the different gods and different
aspects o f the culture.
F'rom high school, she remembered.
It was my junior year, English, and I rem em ber our teacher torturing us with note
cards, and I thought it was ju st a waste o f time, and I couldn't figure out why we
had to do it. But I remember the whole process was very easy, because you had it
all broken down, and I think a lot o f the way I teach it now is the way she taught
it, and it was very easy to put it together.
O n the other hand, she had many o f the same problems that she saw in her
students when she was learning to organize ideas for a research paper.
I rem em ber I was very fascinated with the research, and then confused about how
to organize it. And my teacher would give us guidelines...but looking back on it.
it was very rudim entary in organization...although to me it didn't seem like it had
any focus, or organization.
These experiences from high school seemed to form the basis for both her beliefs
that there was a relationship between clear thinking and clear writing and her
instructional focus on form and correctness even when she went to college, fhere was
also a notable connection between how Ellen learned to write research papers in high
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school, how she conceptualized teaching students to write a research paper and how she
w ent about doing research herself as she worked on her M aster's thesis. She recalled her
way o f organizing and synthesizing inform ation as, “I would ju st kind o f sum m arize what
1 put on the card, after 1 wrote the card, and then I put the topic on it. And then 1 would
group them and 1 ended up seeing some themes." She reported that throughout college
these skills she learned proved to be useful. For Ellen, the note cards helped her think
m ore clearly about the topic or subject she was researching. When asked why she thought
the note card approach worked for her, she noted, “ 1 think because I could separate them
out and put them in categories. To me, 1 think it's the visual thing; 1 can see the
organization in the card, sort o f separating them out.”
As a high school English teacher, she used a sim ilar strategy when she taught her
students to use note cards as a means to organize and synthesize the inform ation they’d
been gathering. She explained.
They bring all their note cards in, and we separate out the note cards into stacks.
A nd then they look for subcategories within those, ...an d then from that 1 do a
sample outline on the overhead, and we talk about how you look at the topics on
your cards, and that's how you can get the different headings— 1 try to help them
m ake the connection to the outline from that. That's the first step. And then 1
look over their outline to make sure they have a thesis statement, and I look at
their thesis statement to make sure that they're on track. And they usually are. 1
m ean it's not that hard.
She also gave students detailed plans for how they should organize their papers.
A lthough she did not want students to write a headed paper, she gave them the subject
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headings for the paper, whieh followed the five seetions o f the paper— biography,
history, literary criticism, book summary, conclusion. In fact, Ellen asserted that it was in
the organization o f the paper that her students showed the strongest skills. She said,
1 think the organization o f it [is w hat students do best], beeause it's so easy to
organize this paper; it's kind o f ju st laid out with them. 1 think they do the best on
being able to transfer from their outline into a research paper.
Task-knowledge as mediator. Smagorinsky and Smith (1992) suggested that high
school teachers ought to appropriate a task-speeifie knowledge stance for com position
instruction. They argue that those who follow a task-speeific stance are likely to identify
the particular writing skills needed to com plete a genre specific writing task and design
activities that teach students the appropriate set o f strategies. While Ellen noted that the
research paper was similar to other writing assignm ents in her class, “ in that 1 do at other
tim es make them gather information from different sources and try to synthesize it,” she
clearly considered that writing required knowledge would be characterized as taskspeeific (Sm agorinsky & Smith, 1992). This was most evident when she discussed the
em phasis she had been placing on teaehing students to paraphrase and sum m arize in
other places in the curriculum. She described how she had students do a weekly current
event. She reported,
I work on the whole paraphrasing skill that w ay ... I'll model what paraphrasing
is .. .W e’ve been working on their reading along with their writing and [their]
being able to articulate w hat they've read and summarize it. We do it in baby
steps along the way. Hopefully it transfers over when they do the research paper.
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Ellen also talked about the researeh paper as being a different type o f w riting task
than the literary essays, which were the majority o f the writing tasks in her class. She
noted.
If they are responding to the literature and to the theme. 1 don't think they gather
as much from different sources or cite sources. In that [literary] paper, [the
information] is more ju st taken directly from the text itself, one text. 11iey can
bring in inform ation they've read in other things, but if I can even get them to
reference the text that they're dealing with. I’m happy.
Although there seem to be some similarity to the assignments, the reason for that
may be a result o f the school’s increased em phasis on teaching critical reading skills o f
all texts, but especially o f non-fiction texts. For Ellen, this meant that she had begun to
integrate m ore non-fietion, reading-eom prehension instruction into her curriculum . This
gave her students more opportunities to learn and practice the skills they’d be using when
they did the researeh paper into the rest o f her curriculum. Thus far, she seemed to be
focusing prim arily on paraphrasing and citation skills. She noted.
W e've been reading a lot o f new spaper articles and stuff, ju st so they get familiar
with that type o f writing, and it's different from a novel, you know.. .I've had them
doing lots o f paraphrasing exercises so they get used to putting things into their
ow n words.
Smagorinsky and Smith (1992) also argued that those who hold a task-specific
stance may also have students read with this goal in mind, noting that different texts are
read differently for different purposes. W hen Ellen discussed what she thought students
needed to do in order to read texts critically, she said she wanted them
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looking at how the language is used, and the propaganda that eouid be
involved— looking at the purpose behind it. W hat is this person intending? 1 think
it's important that kids can see if som eone’s trying to influence them, and be able
to discern w haf s real and w haf s not.
However, she adm itted that she had not done enough o f this yet. She noted,
1 don't think that we do enough o f that before they get to the paper, to make it
easier for them. I think that we need to do m ore o f that throughout the three years
we have leading up to the researeh paper. 1 think we're trying to do that, the
critical reading, reading nonfiction, put information into your own words and that
they're paraphrasing.
Influence on student engagem ent a n d motivation. Ellen reported that students had
a difficult time figuring out how, what, and w hether to cite in their papers. This aspect o f
their research papers caused her the greatest am ount o f frustration and concern, fdlen
rem arked that she thought students’ lack o f ability to cite correctly was a m atter o f low
motivation. She lamented that she spent a great deal o f time and effort in teaching or
explaining to students how to cite, how to set up a parenthetical citation according to the
guidelines o f MLA. The school had invested in both a writing handbook series ( Writer \s
Inc.) and had borrow ed another school’s (Hilltop High School’s, it turned out) citation
Style Manual, in an effort to give students models for how to cite, and yet, in many cases,
she felt that students ju st did not do the citations coiTCCtly, if at all, because they didn’t
w ant to. She told the story o f one student who decided that, in order to satisfy the citation
requirem ents, he would cite himself.
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He did a paper on Ayn Rand and he pretty mueh wrote an essay. And he wasn't
into researeh. And so my eom m ent on his draft was, ‘You need to inelude some
sourees and give credit to your sources.’ And he says, ‘1 studied her all my life. I
know everything there is to know about her.’ And I said to him, ‘Well no m atter
what you think, you really aren't the authority. You're not a published author. So
you really need to cite some credible sources.’ So he credited him self - did a
personal interview. And he did it through the whole paper; he cited himself.
Ellen was also disappointed that many o f her students had turned to
SparkNotes.com, the electronic version o f C liff’s Notes, instead o f reading the novel
written by an author, whieh was a portion o f the researeh paper assignment. Again, she
suggested that this was either due to an inability or unwillingness to be academ ically
honest. She noted,
I really want them to read a selection and then make the connections. W hat 1 find
students doing is going to SparkNotes.com and they will literally cut out the plot
summary and paste it into their researeh paper. They don't read the book, then
any connections that are made are made on SparkNotes.com. I feel like the whole
point o f the assignment is lost when they do that. 1 find it very frustrating.
In recent years, she had started to use, or tell her students she was going to use, an online
anti-plagiarism product such as Plagiarism.com or Turn-it-in.com in an effort to stem the
SparksNotes abuse. She related this story;
I had to tell my juniors when they turn in their papers that they had to put it on a
disk and I was going to subm it it to Turn-It-In.Com. I did a test o f it, and when
there was silent reading they saw me. I was putting them in and scanning them.
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and doing all that and they asked me w hat 1 was doing. And 1 said, “ I'm
submitting it to Turn It In Dot Com ." So the word got out that 1 do that. So when
the kids eam e into the class this term , they asked me, “do we have to put it on a
disk?” I'd say, “ Uh Huh.” And I think it made them pay more attention.
In order to increase student motivation, Eillen reported that she was starting to
think about changing the topic o f the researeh paper to something that m ight connect with
student's lives more. She claimed,
And so 1 try to make it relevant— maybe I should let go o f the topic thing, and so
they can pick something that they're more interested in. But since it’s [the
researeh paper the students write for her class] their first one, I try to make it so
it's very clear-cut versus what you're d oing... it is so broken down into little
parts...
In the second interview, Ellen remarked that she did not look forward to reading
her students' rough drafts because she anticipated they would be poorly done. 1 suggested
that she collect the first three paragraphs o f the paper instead, something 1 had done when
I was teaching. 1 also m entioned that I had individual conferences with students when 1
returned their first paragraphs. As a result, she also started doing individual conferences
with students in order to discuss their w riting before the final draft. She was especially
pleased about the effect o f individual conferences on student writing. She described,
1 marked all over it [the rough draft] to show them how to do a parenthetical
citation, when to do it, I talked to them about their verb usage beeause I've been
drilling it into their heads about using passive voice and that kind o f stuff. ..It was
really good, having the time to do that.
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She m entioned on more than one oeeasion that meeting with students one-on-one to
faeilitate their learning was a positive notion to introduee to her teaehing. In the final
tbcus group interview she indieated,
After the positive results I saw from eonfereneing with them, I think I need to do
more o f that one-on-one, sitting down with them and saying, “ W hat did you mean
here? Why didn't you change this, or do w hat 1 told you to!"
W hen presented with the concept map (see Figure 1) that illustrated the
associations between her beliefs, knowledge and practice, Ellen com m ented that she felt
relieved that there were “actual concepts" that deseribed what she thought about teaehing
the researeh paper assignment. She felt that the concept map accurately represented how
she thought about the research paper assignment. She commented, “ You m ust think Em a
control freak!” as we discussed my interpretations o f her beliefs, know ledge and practice.
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Figure 1. Concept map for Ellen

She questioned my interpretation that she had low expectations tor her students.
She explained,
It m ight even be they d o n ’t have the motivation. I try to tell them this is the real
world. They’re going to have to synthesize the information and then try to
im prove stuff, h u t ... I try to make it relevant. M aybe I should let go o f the topic,
so they could pick something that they’re more interested in. But, since it’s their
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first one, I try to make it so it’s very elear-eut. It is so broken down into little
parts. So, that’s where I have to think about what the goal is.
Janie -The Lifelong Learner
Vignette. M ost o f Janie’s students were busy working on wireless laptop
eomputers. Typically, com puter glitches had caused several com puters to be unusable but
neither Janie nor her students seemed seriously affected by this. She circulated am ong the
students, getting eom puters set up and giving students advice about how and where to
find information. There was the buzz o f excitem ent and uncertainty in the air. Janie had
decided to try a completely different research paper assignment this term. After a period
o f assigning the same “dry old paper about an author,” in a leap o f faith she had decided
to try out a new research paper assignment. In this assignment, students were to choose
one incident in Am erican history in order to discover how the event had been reported
and how differing versions o f history becom e “truth.” In order to do this, students needed
to locate at least three different primary source reports about the event.
The newness o f this assignm ent was evident, as Janie seemed som ew hat unsure o f
w hat she was doing or expecting. Just finding inform ation that day was a challenge both
for her and for her students. She had spent hours on the com puter the previous few days,
searching the Internet for primary source and historical web sites and had been able to
provide her students with several sites she had discovered, which m ight be helpful. Janie
w as also thrilled that the district’s curriculum specialist was visiting her class, had
brought along another list o f web sites for her students, and was even w illing to work
with them. At one point she told the students, "Hey, I'm out on a limb with you here, too!
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I'm doing som ething I've never done, and that's why in some plaees I'm going to give you
some slaek.”’ She paused and added, “ I'm not going be a pushover, but I'm learning, too.”
Janie stopped to help one female student who was having difficulty finding
inform ation on the Chicago Fire o f 1908. She directed her to look through a web site run
by the Chicago Historical Society that of'fered a section devoted to the fire. W hen the
student com plained that she already had looked at the site and there was “nothing there,"
Janie shook her head in disbelief, reached over to the com puter mouse, and clicked on a
link. “Did you look here?" she asked. The student, slumped in her chair and grumbled,
“ Well, no." And then with one more click o f the mouse by Janie, the female student
became more excited and animated: “ But wow! There’s lots o f stuff here! 1 d id n 't think
to look around.” Janie looked at her and gently reminded, “ You need to make sure you
click around these websites. The inform ation is often there, but you have to look to see all
that it offers." The student smiled, nodded her head, and started reading the materials, as
Janie headed o ff to help another student.
Expressionist beliefs and personal connections in inquiry. When I approached
Janie to ask her to participate in the study, she was initially hesitant. She told me that she
hadn’t really taught a research paper for the last several years beeause she found it so
frustrating. She added that as a result o f participating in helping to create a research paper
manual with the help o f some instructors from a local university, she was going to teach
an entirely different type o f researeh paper, but that she was nervous about it. She called
the experience o f helping to create the researeh paper manual her “epiphany." She
claimed she’d become more interested and m otivated to teach students to “answ er a
research question" rather than “write a research paper.”
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During the previous summer, Janie also had attended a C alifornia Reading and
Literature Projeet summer reading institute. The purpose o f the reading institute was to
give junior and senior high sehool English teaehers training on types o f critieal reading
skills the college was expecting o f incom ing freshman, as well as to give them some
strategies to teaeh students to read critically. W hen 1 assured Janie that her experienees
with these two professional developm ent opportunities, and especially her renewed
interest in teaching the research paper, were stories worth telling, she agreed to
participate in this study.
Janie was enthusiastic and animated. It was easy to see why Janie was so widely
respected across the district. She was in her twenty-sixth year o f teaehing high sehool
English, and was still enthusiastic and nervous about trying a new projeet. In both her
teaehing and in her interviews, she tended to make her point by telling stories, creating
metaphors for situations, and often by finishing her sentences with facial expressions and
hand gestures. She was concerned about w hat her students were learning in her class and
w hether or not she was doing the right thing by them. These were am ong the reasons she
had stopped teaehing the researeh paper, “ ...it took too long and students didn’t get
enough out o f it,” she remarked. These were also among the reasons that she decided to
start teaehing students to write a researeh paper again. She claimed:
That's one reason why 1 say to my fellow literature teaehers... 1 mean, we're not
preparing a lot o f English majors here, but maybe if they [the students] could just
look at something that's happening in their culture, the people they've talked about
a lot, and see how there’s not always ju st one side o f the sto ry .. .then m ay b e...
[and she nodded her head in the affirmative].
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Using the AIA rubric, Janie’s researeh paper assignment would get medium and
high marks for the intellectual rigor o f the assignment, despite the fact that there are
plaees in the assignm ent where students could choose to merely report inform ation. The
research paper assignm ent Janie borrowed from another teacher asked students to seek
multiple perspectives about a single incident in American history in order to understand
how history has been reported and interpreted (Table 3). The assignm ent sheet, which
directed students to select a single incident from American history for study, included a
list from w hich students could chose, or they could choose their own (Appendix G).
Students needed to locate three perspectives about the incident. For exam ple, a student
who chose to researeh the dropping o f the atom bomb on Hiroshima was required to
locate three perspectives about the event. She directed students to develop their own
research questions about the nature o f the event and then to come to some conclusions
about how and why the perspectives differed.
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Table 3. Research an incident in American history - Janie

Elem ents o f AIA

Tasks in assignm ent

Evaluation

C onstruction o f

T he assign m en t asks students to

M edium - S o m e a sp ects o f the

K nowledge

gather inform ation from three

a ssig n m en t ask stud en ts to

p erspectives. T he students have an

interpret, a n a ly ze, sy n th esize or

opportunity to discern their ow n

evaluate inform ation in w ritin g

p ersp ectives, to interpret and

about a topic rather than m erely to

evaluate the p ersp ective bein g

reproducing inform ation

offered , and to m ake d ecisio n s
about the v a lid ity or truthfulness
o f each p erspective.

V alue Beyond School

B ecau se students are g iv e n ch o ic e.
they have the opportunity to

M edium - S o m e a sp ects o f the
assig n m en t ask stud en ts to co n n ect
the top ic to ex p er ie n c es,

ch o o se an incident in history that
is o f personal interest or

ob servation s, fe e lin g s or situ ation s
sig n ifica n t to their lives.

sig n ifica n ce to them . S o m e
students m ay not have en ou gh
h istorical con ten t k n o w le d g e to do
this

Disciplined Inquiry

Students m ust draw co n clu sio n s

H igh - The a ssig n m en t asks

about w h y or how the p ersp ectives

students to draw co n c lu sio n s or

are d ifferen t from o n e another, in a

m ake g en era liza tio n s or argum ents

cited researched paper

and support them through
extend ed w riting.

Note: Based on the scale for Authentic Intellectual Achievem ent (Sisserson et al„ 2002).
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The lesson was inquiry based. Janie noted that students tended to seleet ineidents
they already knew something about. This proved to be a double-edged sword. In some
cases, students ehose an event such as, “dropping the A-Bomh on H iroshim a” beeause it
w as the m ost obvious, not beeause they were very interested in it. She felt that this d id n 't
really push students to think eritieaily about the incident. Also, she w anted them to learn
something new. She was able to convince a few students to research an event that they
had little fam iliarity with, but that she felt they’d be interested in beeause o f other factors.
For exam ple, she wanted one female student who was interested in civil rights to researeh
the events (including Eleanor R oosevelt's resignation from the D aughter's o f the
American Revolution) that led to M arian A nderson’s singing at the Lineoln M emorial in
1939:
She [the student] went in and found the exact letter that Mrs. Roosevelt wrote to
the president o f the Daughters o f the American Revolution and the letter that the
president o f the DAR wrote back to her. We looked at those. It was amazing,
beeause she [Eleanor Roosevelt] had typed her letter to the DAR president and we
looked at some o f the language that she used. And I said to [the student], so
w hat’s between the lines here? W hat strikes you here? And she’s going, “Oh,
God, this is dripping with sarcasm !” And they think they’re hum anitarian hut
they’re telling someone they can’t sing beeause they're black. It's so wrong. So 1
said, ‘can you do the researeh about w here this outfit [the Daughters o f the
A m eriean Revolution] eame from and w hat was their agenda?’ So th at's the kind
o f excitem ent and she’s excited and Em excited. I told her [the student] ‘I’ve
never seen this. I f s ju st am azing to me. 1 didn’t even know mueh about this
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incident until you went into it. Sec all this politeness, dripping with politeness and
underneath is power clashing and huge im plications here. Then, the fact that
alm ost a million people came to Lineoln M emorial to hear her sin g ... so she
orchestrated that.’ To me, that was the sign o f excitem ent itself and discovery that
I wish that all my students could have. M aybe part o f the thing was the topics
them selves. M aybe they didn’t know enough about enough o f them to pick one
that would have been more suitable to their interests, or whatever. But this one
really clicked.
In fhet, Janie reported that the students who chose a topic that “ spoke to them ,”
were more successful than those who chose a topic because they thought it w ould be
easy. She remarked.
One student who did Jesse James— 1 found a book for him, and he read about a
hold-up. His first one [primary source] is from the standpoint o f the person who
was held up. How they perceived this guy [James], what it was like from their
point o f view. You saw him [the student], he says he's related to Jesse James
[nods her head and gives a thum bs up gesture]. He [the student] did a nice
p iece....T h at’s where it's working out nicely is where kids are going "oh, [and she
does a thum bs up]."
On the other hand, Janie claimed that far too many students chose topics like The
Bombing o f H iroshim a because they thought it would be easy to find enough inform ation
on the topic. As she reflected about aspects o f the assignm ent she would consider
changing in the future, she noted that she would continue to think o f ways to make sure
that students chose a topic that would be m eaningful to them. She related how sh e’d
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changed her mind about letting students do more current events after she saw how
researching the shooting death o f a hip-hop rapper had taught some valuable critieal
thinking skills to one student.
This is Tupak Shakur’s fan elub. That was one o f the sources used and the student
started to ask, ‘Well, how objective are these people? They’re not going to be that
objective. Consider the fact that they love him dearly and he can do no wrong,
then go from there. He also looked at the police report. Part o f w hat 1 hope h e’s
learned in this process is that there are such things as primary sourees that haven't
been adulterated, filtered by whomever. But people in the m edia do put their spin
on and then w hat can you trust? If anything, maybe if we eould im press upon
them that, “Okay, maybe you w on’t be doing a researeh paper [in your future],
but there will be times, we would hope, where you will have to sift inform ation,
and you have to be able to make something out o f it. You have to synthesize it or
aet on it and also you will have to look at who said it.
Janie’s b elief that her students needed an assignm ent that they had a personal
connection to was also related to her belief that writing was a form o f expression for
them. Fulkerson (1979) noted that expressionist teaehers cover a wide range, “from
totally accepting and non-directive...to much more directive, experiential teachers who
design classroom activities to maximize student discovery” (p. 3 4 4 ). Janie clearly fell
into the latter group.
Janie’s inquiry-based assignm ent also grew from her belief that she needed to
focus on critical thinking skills. She noted the relationship between the ability o f students
to make connections among texts to their ability to make personal connections. As she
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talked about the assignm ent and what she was going to be looking for in their initial
drafts she said,
I have been beating them over the head about having three different points o f
view— three different takes, three different biases, three different personal
reactions to something. I'm going to be really looking for some fullness in that
part o f it, not just a one-liner and "oh well, that's what he said" but where they've
actually have some, excuse my expression, meta-cognitive experiences.
A t another time she mentioned the female student who was investigating the
Chicago Fire o f 1908; she described a conversation she had with her where she asked her
to think critically about the inform ation she was gathering about a firefighter during the
Chicago Fire who had been told to let the fire burn and reported he w asn’t allow ed to
help.
W hat must that have been like?” she said she asked the student, “ W hat must that
have done to the person down the line? Think o f the times, thousands o f people?
W hat m ight it do to a culture at the tim e? You're having to watch people you
could help and you're being forbidden to do so. W hat did you have at stake if you
did help? That kind o f thing. Do we see any parallels now o f people who feel
they can't step in and help others; either there are laws or there are attitudes o f
society that hold you back?
Analysis o f task-specific knowledge. As students moved through the research
project, it became evident that Janie had conceptualized that students needed task-specific
knowledge about writing. Smagorinsky and Smith (1992) explained that the task specific
know ledge position is divided by w hether one should concern o neself with form or
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procedures. In this view, Janie taught students to write the research papers using taskspeeifie procedures. For example, her walls w ere covered with poster-size Post-it-Notes
that guided students through the different procedures involved in not only gathering the
inform ation, but also in organizing it and writing about it. Additionally, she provided
each student with a sample outline, which she had written herself (Appendix G).
Like Ellen, Janie had been teaching students paraphrasing and sum m arizing skills
as part o f N orthern High School’s school literacy plan. She also reported that after having
participated in the summer reading institute, she had spent more tim e teaehing students to
read non-fiction texts. As students were working through gathering inform ation, she
noted that she had laid the groundwork:
I w ould think that we got those huge [points to a stack o f books] books this year,
these nonfiction collections, because we're trying to work more o f that kind o f
thing in. In the first part o f the term 1 was doing that and 1 was pulling in things
from the newspapers and we were analyzing how the rhetorical voices are
skewing our heads... and then, 1 haven't looked at those for weeks, and 1 haven't
done much from the newspapers for a couple o f weeks. And 1 thought, well, you
know why— because what they're doing now is not as directed, but w hat they're
doing is looking at nonfiction information.
Janie also recognized students lacked the task-specific know ledge to carry over
w hat they had learned about effective writing to the new task o f writing a research paper.
She noted.
It is like when we get into a different kind o f writing they relapse into, every
sentence starts the same... blah, blah, blah... Their spelling goes to hell-in-a-hand-
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basket, and it's like we ju st spent a m onth on sentence beginnings, paragraph
structure, how to get more zing for your buck, and now we're back to [frowns and
shakes head].
Influences on sludenl engagement and motivation. Like Ellen, Janie was frustrated
by students’ inability to cite work correctly and their propensity to plagiarize. At a focus
group interview, she remarked.
Then there was that fight about citations. Oh my goodness, I would say a good
third o f them still cannot figure out w hat a footnote is for. All the tim e we
spent... and then 1 put in their first drafts— [pointing at an imaginary draft] right
here you need to cite this here [pointing at the “draft”].
On the other hand, she was refieetive about the causes o f student plagiarism. She
remarked,
I think part o f it is inexperience on the part o f the kids, and they're really not
trying to be evil, but they really don't know how to play the g am e...th en there's
always the business of, well, what does one cite and what doesn't one...I'm doing
this paper on this subject that's totally foreign to me, so then everything?
She also inteipreted plagiarism as part o f the modern youth culture and its lack o f respect
for intellectual property. She said, "If they have no qualms about taking people's music
online and not paying for it, or dow nloading movies or whatever they're doing. [Students
m ust be thinking] ‘I f I have the wit to get it online and 1 don't have to pay for it, then why
not get away with it?” ’ She noted, however, that student plagiarism probably all boiled
dow n to not understanding the issue o f intellectual property and the rationale for wanting
authority in academic writing.
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As a teacher who had shied away from teaehing students to write research papers,
to one who had beeome enthusiastie about it, Janie w asn’t shy about asking for advice,
assistanee and feedbaek on what she was doing throughout the process. In our interviews,
she often would pepper her stories and remarks with questions about how I would have
done it, or she would ask me for resources, rubrics, contacts, or even ask me to eom e in
and work with her students. Her concern for her students learning and her own desire to
eontinue growing as a teacher was evident. A t one point, after she had collected, graded
and returned the papers, she asked me:
You know what I want to do? I'd love to eonneet with somebody over at
[Hilltop]. Is there anybody who'd be doing anything even close to this? I'd love
to get that person's number, and 1 would love to see what a student turned in over
there that they eonsider to be a mediocre paper and a high paper. I'm wondering,
are their kids really that much better than the population we have here, or is it that
we're ju st not doing the jo b o f preparing them for what they need to do on this
level.
W hen presented with her concept map (Figure 2), Janie agreed that she believed
strongly in the idea o f teaching writing as a form o f personal expression and hypothesized
that this belief w ould help explain why she shied away from teaching students to write
researeh papers for so long. She reealled working w ith a professor from the local
university’s writing department, who suggested that researeh papers didn’t have to he dry
and uninspired. She reealled:
W hen we were having our conversations where [the professor from the
university] would talk about the potential for researeh papers and she would get
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so rhapsodic about what the research paper can be. It doesn’t have to be this dry,
uninteresting, so and so piece o f writing, but it could be w here there’s some
interesting mom ents where you see that the w riter is having some illumination or
is shifting or there’s something that’s happening with the writer th at’s really
growth, or the writer is having a new realization...
It was that experience that inspired .lanie to take up teaehing students to write
researeh papers again. She noted that she had learned a great deal about the topics that
she had chosen to have her students do researeh and write about, and that she intended to
eontinue teaehing students to write researeh papers from then on.
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Figure 2. C oncept map for Janie
Valley High School
Valley High School sits in the m iddle o f an older suburb located within the a large
southern California school district w here this study took place. The cam pus spraw ls over
acres o f land in an econom ically depressed area and is made up o f a com bination o f
buildings erected in the early 1960’s and an abundance o f portable classroom s and
trailers. As m entioned in Chapter 3, the school had been listed as underperform ing, but
during the time o f this study, the most recent state test scores had been reported and due
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to increased test scores, Valley High School had been removed from the state’s Program
Im provem ent List. Still, although the sehool had im proved student test seores, the hightransient, low socio-economic dem ographics m eant that the staff m em bers eertainly eould
not rest on their laurels. One o f the struggles o f the school was to overcom e the exeuse
that their students ju st eouldn’t do the work due to these dem ographic factors.
V alley High School grouped students by perceived ability into one o f several
levels o f English classes. Applied Arts classes were offered to low -skilled, non-college
bound students. A dvanced Placement English classes were offered to high-skilled,
college bound students; sheltered English classes were offered to English learners;
college prep English classes were offered to everyone else. Eleventh grade college prep
and A dvanced Placem ent students were required to write a researeh paper. Three teachers
taught eleventh grade college prep English. Both Sylvia and Tracy taught part-tim e and
the third teacher was retiring and was reported to be using up sick days for the rem ainder
o f the year. Sylvia, the first participant in the study, taught the Advanced Placem ent
Eanguage course, which was offered to juniors, and eleventh grade college prep English.
Tracy, the second participant, taught both college prep junior and senior English classes.
Sylvia - I ’m the One D oing A ll the Work
Vignette. The Valley Library was small and cram ped and poorly lit. It smelled
musty and o f old books. Students from Sylvia’s third period English class were in the
library to begin finding inform ation for their researeh papers. Some were seated around
tables and chatting quietly; others were milling around the library, looking for books.
Several students were waiting to ask Sylvia for help finding a book or for validation that
the book they had in their hands was a “good one.” At the moment, Sylvia w as up on
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stepladder in the reference section o f the library reaching for a thick book on a top shelf.
As she stepped down, she handed the thick book to a student. “There,” she said, “that
should help you out.” The student blanched at the size o f the book and m ade a grunting
sound as Sylvia handed it to him.
The student stopped at the first table w here others were seated. There, he dropped
the book on the desk where it landed w ith a loud, thump. He frow ned and leaned toward
a female student and com plained loudly, “Do I have to read all o f that?” Sylvia, who was
still near enough to overhear him, broke in w ith an exasperated tone, “No, you look at the
back, in the index, and find the place in the book that deals with your author. Then you
read ju st that part.” Looking a little relieved, the male student w andered back to his table.
Tw o female students approached Sylvia and asked if the books they had chosen
were “O K?” She looked at the books, thum bed through them and either approved the
student’s selections—or not. One student approached her with a book by U rsula M cGuinn,
Sylvia made a face and said, “That isn’t a good one for you; you’ll have a hard time
finding inform ation about her.” The student seem ed dismayed, but acquiesced and asked
for help in finding another book. Sylvia led her o ff to the fiction section o f the library.
U pon her return to the reference section, the second student approached her w ith a book
by Alice W alker. Sylvia shook her head and told the girl that another student had already
chosen the author, so she’d have to choose a different author to researeh. Sylvia gave the
student a few options and walked with her over to a com puter term inal that was the
online card catalog and typed in some search inform ation for her.
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A fter 45 m inutes o f library tim e Sylvia was exhausted, and frustrated. She
m uttered as the bell rang and the students filed out o f the library, “These kids, they just
d on’t know how to do library research. I feel like I ’m the one doing all the w ork.”
Form alist beliefs and control o f assignment. Sylvia taught both A dvanced
Placem ent English classes which m et on alternating days all year and a single eleventh
grade College Prep English class, w hich m et every day for 18 weeks— or one term. The
preceding vignette was drawn from a day in the library with her A dvanced Placem ent
juniors who wrote an American author research paper much like Ellen’s assignm ent. For
the most part, in our interviews and discussions about teaching the research paper, we
discussed her college prep students, who were writing a controversial issue research
paper.
Sylvia was in her fourteenth year o f teaching English at Valley High School. She
had been w orking part-time since the birth o f her son alm ost two years earlier. We did all
interviews at her house as her 20-m onth old son played in the background. Sylvia’s part
time schedule made it difficult for her to feel a part o f what was going on at Valley High
School. She noted during the interviews she thought there were teachers in her
departm ent who had been discussing m aking changes to the eleventh grade research
paper requirem ent, but she didn’t always have all o f the inform ation because she had to
miss a m eeting or leave one early due to child-care issues.
Fulkerson (1979) argued that in many eases writing teachers fail to have a
consistent theory or philosophy which drives pedagogy, and this leads to disconnects
between w hat the teacher assigns and w hat the teacher expects. This could be said o f
Sylvia. She expressed a great deal o f frustration regarding teaching students to write
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research papers. She reported that many o f her eollege prep students turned in poorly
written, ineorreetly cited and form atted research papers. In most aspects, she had a
form alist philosophy in that she was prim arily eoneerned, for the researeh paper
assignm ent at least, with the form and correctness o f the final product. However, other
aspects o f her thinking revealed both m im etie and rhetorical philosophies. For exam ple,
she expressed, “ You know you ean't argue about something about w hieh you know
nothing. I f you don't know anything about it, you can't really form a position ju st
because it's not an argument.” This interseetion o f all three philosophies w as evident
w hen she noted how one o f her goals was
trying to get them to understand the structure and the form at o f how to present the
argum ent and how im portant it is to provide the faets and the researeh that you
need to understand the topic before you can write about it.
In this statement, she appropriated the vocabulary o f a rhetorical stance when she said she
wanted her students to understand how to present their argument. Also, she
acknow ledged that her students needed to understand the topic in order to present their
argument, w hieh implies mimetic beliefs. However, both o f these aspects were
superseded by her belief that it was im portant for students to understand the structure and
form at o f presenting the inform ation as the m eans by w hich to get to the ends.
Sylvia’s form alist philosophy was m ost evident in the research paper assignm ent
handout itself (Appendix H). The assignm ent docum ent, whieh called for a controversial
issue research paper, was distributed to students when she introduced the assignm ent. It
included six pages o f directions and instructions. The first two pages outlined all o f the
form at requirem ents o f the paper, and the last two pages gave additional inform ation
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about works cited forms. The direetions for the assignment, whieh began on the third
page read:
A rgue for (pro) or against (con) on any o f the following issues. I f you have
another issue you w ould like to researeh, please see me first so we can m ake sure
it’s arguable and that inform ation is available in our library.
This was followed by a list o f 27 potential issues, m ost o f which were draw n from past
issues o f CQ Researcher, a periodical to which many high school and college libraries
subseribe. Eaeh issue investigates the latest legislation, opinion, and research about a
single new s event about whieh legislation is looming. Professionals such as journalists,
legislative analysts, or others who are charged w ith researching social or political issues
are the target audience for CQ Researcher. Additionally, while it contains thorough
coverage o f an event, it is also written at a post-high school/college reading level.
Using the rubric for Authentic Intellectual Achievement, this assignm ent had low
intellectual achievem ent aspects to it because it asked students to reproduce inform ation.
It gave few opportunities for students to connect their learning to their ow n lives in
meaningful w ays (Table 4).
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Table 4. Research a controversial issue - Sylvia and Tracv
Elem ents o f
A lA
Construction

Tasks in Assignm ent

Evaluation

Although the assignm ent asks

M edium /Low - The assignm ent

of

students to take a stance on a

asks students to reproduce

K nowledge

controversial issue, w hich implies

information.

an evaluation would take place, the
outline suggests that students
should report inform ation both for
and against the issue they have
chosen.
Value

In the final paragraph, based on the

M edium /Low - Only one aspect o f

Beyond

sample outline, students are

the assignm ent ask students to

School

instructed to include a strong

connect the topic to experiences.

personal opinion or b elief about

observations, feelings or situations

their topic

significant to their lives.

D isciplined

The sample thesis statem ent w hieh

Low - The assignm ent asks

Inquiry

is supplied, suggests that students

students to write, but is designed to

will be required to report back

have students re-tell inform ation

three types o f inform ation, and
there is little that indicates that
students will be asked to synthesize
inform ation in order to make an
inform ed evaluation.
Note: Based on the scale for Authentic Intellectual Achievem ent (Sisserson et al., 2002)
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For the m ost part, although the assignm ent asked students to write extensively
about the inform ation they had located, for the m ost part students were asked m erely to
retell or report information. It is also evident that Sylvia’s research assignm ent asked
students to write a researched essay, rather than a researeh paper. I distinguish between
these two tasks in the following way: A research paper begins with a research question,
whereas a researched essay asks students to substantiate a pre-existing opinion or thesis
with outside sources. There appear to be few avenues for students to construct their own
knowledge about a topic, and they are m ost likely to take a stance on an issue about
w hieh they already feel strongly.
G eneral knowledge and control o f product. Sylvia had decided to use the
controversial issue essay as her researeh assignm ent because, she said,
I thought it [would be] easy for kids to form a thesis. They [the students] are
going to have to be inform ed on the topic because in order to form an opinion you
need to have the facts and you need to see a little bit o f both sides.
She also had hoped that a controversial issue researeh assignm ent would be more
interesting to her college prep students than w riting about an author, w hieh is the paper
she had her Advanced Placem ent Students write.
Due to her perception that her students were low-skilled, Sylvia w anted to
m aintain tight control over the topics they chose, the sources they used, the process by
w hieh they wrote, all in order to have a final product that was correct. She noted that she
felt that she could help students do better research if she knew about the topics they were
researching. One way that she controlled the assignm ent was through lim iting the topics
they chose. In the ease o f her AP students, she w ould guide students tow ard authors that
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she felt she eould help them with. In the ease o f the eollege prep students, she limited the
“controversial issues” they could investigate. A nother way she controlled the assignm ent
w as by lim iting the types and num ber o f sources they eould use. Overall, she preferred
they use books. She described her reasons for limiting the num ber o f Internet sourees
they could use:
1 tell them five sources for them and we suggest areas they can go to, and then
they can have up to three Internet sourees. The reason 1 did that is because
som etim es they get topics that are too new to find information on. That m akes it
kind o f tricky.
Sylvia taught her students to write essays following a five-paragraph essay
format, and she taught students to write the research paper in much the same way. In
other words, she believed that a general set o f procedures was sufficient for her students
to be able to write either an essay or a researeh paper. (Smagorinsky & Smith, 1992).
W hen she did see that there were specific aspects o f each writing assignm ent that
students needed to understand in order to write the research paper, these tasks attended to
the form at o f the paper (e.g. using correct M LA conventions), the content o f the paper
(e.g. the topic), or the length o f the paper. W hile the content o f the papers may have
changed w ith each assignment, the type o f know ledge that students needed to accom plish
these writing assignm ents did not.
Sylvia reported that when she had the time, she collected students’ drafts in order
to give them some feedback and to make sure they were on the right track. W hen Sylvia
described w hat she looked for, she noted she looked for these three aspects
— conventions, content, and length. She claimed,
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I look at format, I look for mechanics, certainly. I do look at form at because 1
m ean part o f this is I'm trying to teach the main format for writing a research
paper. Also, I look for w hether they have all the parts. That's part o f the format,
and then o f course I look at the content, w hether they have enough facts to
support their position, w hether they analyze those facts or explain them at all, 1
m ean they can’t ju st throw me a list and a bunch o f facts.
Similarly, when she described how the research paper was similar to or different from
other papers she had students write, she noted that the essays she assigned were different
because “typically they're using one source.”
A nother exam ple o f how Sylvia conceptualized the general know ledge students
needed in order to write a research paper is evident in the fourth page o f Sylvia’s
assignm ent handout, which included a sample outline (Appendix II). The sample outline
illustrated how the paper should be divided into four parts and followed a sim ilar outline
to a five-paragraph essay model. The introduction was to begin w ith lead-in sentence,
w hich included a statistic and ended w ith a thesis statement. The sample thesis statem ent
read,
Though millions o f abortions are obtained by Am erican w om en every year, they
should not be allowed because they are (1) unsafe and unnecessary, and they
jeopardize the (2) m ental and (3) physical health o f confused (sic) frightened
pregnant w om en” (bold type in assignm ent). The second section o f the sample
outline illustrated three counter arguments. The third section, titled the argum ent
section, contained three sub-sections, one for each o f the part o f the thesis
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statement. The fourth section contained the conelusion, which invited students to
restate the thesis and to close with a “ strong personal opinion and belief.
The outline she provided to students evidenced that Sylvia felt it was necessary to
control the final product. This aspect o f control was also evident in how she managed
instruction when students wrote the research paper. She noted that
Well, they do the outline first so 1 can tell them they have the facts. 1 tried note
cards before but they'd lose them or it was ju st too tedious. [Instead] 1 have them
do different colors for different argum ents when they're taking notes..., but that
gets kind o f out o f control, too. So basically wbat 1 do is have them give me the
outline first and then what 1 do is 1 go through it and 1 look at the facts and sec if
they are useful in supporting their argum ents and see if they support them, and if
they include their opinion too much and they've only got one fact here, then they
need to go back and do some research and find something else that's going to
support that.
In another instance, she described how she tested students on the required
conventions o f a research paper in order to hold them accountable for learning them, a
task she adm itted they seemed unlikely to do. She felt that by testing them , she was
providing guidance and support so that the final product would be correct.
Like for instance, today I gave them this whole kind o f packet thing I do and I’m
going to give them a quiz on it tom orrow because I went over it and w hat 1 find is
I get kids who eome back to me and say, ‘But I didn't know you bad to have a
typed outline, 1 didn't know it had to be 15 [pages].’ 1 mean they don't read this
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[pointing to the assignment sheet] and even though we go over and over and over
the requirements. 1 don't know w hat it is.
Sylvia’s desire to deal with her students’ pereeived low skill and m otivation levels
led her to attem pting to control all aspects o f the process. She felt that she was working
harder than m ost o f her students were and this also led to a great deal o f frustration and
anger tow ard her students and about teaehing students to write research papers. She
w ondered how necessary it was for her to teach students to write research papers or even
if high sehool students were sufficiently capable o f writing researeh papers. Being at an
underperform ing school, she noted that she felt pressured to teach all the standards, and
noted that there ju st w asn’t enough tim e to do it all. She had concluded.
I'd rather ju st have them write some literary type analysis paper since w e're in a
literature class. That way I m ight be able to teach the standards and have the kids
do independent reading and some other things and let the issues type paper be
dealt with in another class.
A lack o f positive experiences and influences. Sylvia noted alm ost im mediately in
the first interview that she found teaehing students to write a researeh paper to be a very
frustrating experience. H er frustration appears to have stemmed from her assessm ent that
students from Valley High School were very low skilled and lacked m otivation to do the
w ork assigned to them. She explained that the students at Valley didn’t “have the best
reading skills, and they don't have the best hom ew ork skills and the best work habits.’’ It
became evident as we talked that her perception that students were unm otivated and
unskilled was a great source o f frustration to her as she assigned students to write
research papers. After she read her students’ first drafts, she com plained.
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I'm ju st frustrated because, you know, we have so much to teach them and if
they're not willing to do the hulk o l'the work. These kids are not w illing to do
anything outside o f class. They ju st don't do it.
She continued to describe her reasons for her dismay,
1 gave them their papers hack and 1 gave them four days to revise them. 1 wrote a
lot o f com ments, questions about okay ‘where's the facts to support th is' and ‘how
did this fact support your position’ and then 1 ended up getting probably five kids
that took advantage o f revising their papers.
The effort that Sylvia felt she was putting into correcting and giving feedback on
student w ork clearly wore on her. As she collected drafts, and as the final draft due date
neared, Sylvia became more and more vocal about her frustration with low skills o f weak
work ethic o f her students. In the second interview, which occurred after students had
finished doing most o f their research and had started writing their papers, she noted,
“And then 1 think it's ju st like spoon feeding them everything. 1 mean I'm eorrecting
everything along the w a y ...” When asked w hat she hoped students would do w ith her
feedback about revising their papers, she explained.
Revising means you need to answ er the questions that are on those papers and you
need to probably add some more inform ation because you know the two and a
h alf pages means it wasn't complete. No one came to ask me questions about it
and I told them several tim es when 1 gave them class time, ‘W hat questions do
you have on your paper?” and “ W hat you need to do to make it better?" And 1
just. I'm ju st frustrated with it.
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Sylvia reported that students also had difficulty reading the source material they
found in their researeh, however, even though Sylvia recognized that the critical thinking
and reading skills o f her students were below grade level, she did not believe it as her
responsibility to teach reading She stated.
I'm not a reading teacher, obviously. They [students] just gotta do it.. .1 mean a lot
o f it [improving critical reading] ju st comes with practice and getting better at
being able to decipher text. I mean 1 know that sounds simplistic but really 1
mean the more you read, the better you get at it... 1 mean there are strategies that
are used to help kids trying to understand the main to p ic... 1 don't know. 1 don't
do enough non-fietion [instruction].
Finally, Sylvia worked in relative isolation at Valley High School. Part o f this was
due to her part-tim e contract. She arrived after the sehool day had begun and left before it
ended. This schedule often interfered with her ability to attend departm ent m eetings and
she often felt out o f the loop, although she had regular lunehtime conversations with her
colleagues. She had some idea that teachers in her department were discussing the junior
research paper requirement, but she was not fully part o f those conversations. She noted:
We had our meeting a couple o f w eeks ago and one o f the things that they were
talking about was [research papers]. At the sophomore level they're doing a fiveparagraph researeh paper without parenthetical citations and then suddenly they’re
throw n into the junior class and they're asked to do something hugely more
significant and the parenthetical citations. But I ju st 1 don't know w hat they
d ecid ed .... I'm not sure what they discussed after 1 left as far as the junior [paper
goes], 1 think it's kind o f open ended.
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When shown her eoncept map (Figure 3), Sylvia immediately noted the word
frustration in the middle o f the page. She asked, “ Fm not the only one w ho’s frustrated,
am I?” She frowned as she reviewed the coneeptual map that illustrated the diseonneet
between what she wanted in her students papers, as a result o f her mimetic philosophies
not being consistent with the form alist procedures she used as she taught students to write
research papers. As she reviewed the synthesis o f the problems she had reported and
encountered along the way, she rem arked that her frustration m ight have been a result o f
the timing o f our seeond interview, which caused her to sound more frustrated than she
really was. She also noted that her level o f frustration m ight also have been a result o f
“ [the students’] low abilities and just, frankly, no m otivation, just not really buying into it
or really frankly caring about the process or the product.” She also acknow ledge that she
felt som ewhat powerless to do anything about the problem s with m otivation that her
students were having. She commented,
1 don’t know. 1 really I ju st don't know. 1 can't tell you that's going solve the
problem but you know my thinking [is] that some kids you know no m atter what
you do its not going to m otivate them to do it. No m atter what the topic is or what
the assignm ent is. I don't know.
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Figure 3. Concept map for Sylvia

As she projected into the future, she noted that she was thinking she was going to
change her research paper topic for the next term to one that was more “’literature based.”
In essence, she w anted to teach students to write a research paper in which they
investigated an American author, much like Ellen’s assignm ent at Northern High School.
She explained:
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Tve ju st kind o f been toying with this idea o f doing an abbreviated version o f
w hat 1 do with my AP kids, the author paper, where they have to read a story and
they have to do some biographieal research on a writer and or it could be a poet
and then have them, you know, have them make connections between the subject
m atter and themes or other lifetime experiences. How they relate to the author’s
life, and then exam ine their philosophical values and stuff and then have them
m aybe take one exam ple o f style that they can support through the stoiy. I’m just
thinking, well I m ight as well use this vehicle to teach what w e’re supposed to be
teaehing anyway whieh is, you know, independent reading and a little bit o f
thinking and researeh o f knowledge. W hat 1 don’t want is ju st a bunch o f facts
spit out.
Tracy - In Search o f Answers
Vignette. At our first interview. Tracy asked me for help in getting her students to
get started w ith writing their papers. “ Will you teach my class? They have trouble
starting their papers and I ju st don’t know how to help them,” she stated. In truth, all her
interviews will be peppered with as many questions about how I would teach students to
write research papers as she had answers to my questions. As a researcher, 1 was reluctant
to participate in her class so directly, but as the district curriculum specialist, 1 also felt
obliged to help when asked. With some trepidation, I agreed to model an instructional
strategy I had used even though 1 had mixed feelings about teaehing her class as 1
recognized that I ’d m oved from observer to participant observer. We agreed that the next
time I visited her classroom. I’d also present her students with some ideas for how to get
started w riting their researeh papers.
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On the day I taught T racy's class, she had assigned students to finish a
paraphrasing-outlining worksheet. As class started, students were working on finishing
the notes they’d taken on a photocopied note-taking form Tracy had provided. Some
students were writing directly from new spapers that were available at the back o f the
class. Tracy circulated around the room, checking o ff that they had com pleted the outline
form. As she cheeked, she had anywhere from a 15 to 30 second conversation with each
student.
A fter checking with each student, she introduced me to the class as the district
English curriculum specialist who was going to help them get started writing their
research papers. My plan was to have students summarize what they already knew about
their research topic, as my experience has taught me that often students d o n ’t realize how
much they already know (Fearn & Farnan, 2001). I began my instruction by directing
them to look through their notes. “ W hat is the m ost important idea you have?’’ I asked.
“Write it dow n in a sentence or tw o.’’ As I m oved around the class, 1 eould see that most
students had simple sentences written down. 1 returned to the front o f the room and on the
w hiteboard I wrote down four words and phrases: “because, so that, in order to, since.’’ 1
asked fbr a volunteer, and showed students how to re-write their sentences so that they
included one o f these cueing words. Then I asked for another student to volunteer his or
her first sentence. Together, on the w hiteboard, we crafted the first sentence o f his
summary. I then directed students to re-write their first sentences, then to do the same
with next im portant idea they had about their research. Both Tracy and 1 circulated
throughout the class, prompting students and answering questions. As students were
writing, Tracy moved to the front o f the room and rem inded them that they needed to
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include parenthetical citations when they used inform ation from their research. As class
ended Traey noted that she was pleased that students had gotten so mueh writing done.
M im etic beliefs, inquiry goals and form alist practices. Traey was in her tenth year
o f teaehing English at Valley High Sehool. Like Sylvia, she taught on a part-tim e
contract. She was in the process o f adopting a child from overseas; thus she adm itted that
she had limited time to participate in this study. However once she agreed to participate,
she enthusiastically shared samples o f students’ work that she had kept from past classes.
She also began expressing her hopes that she w ould be able to learn som ething about her
ow n teaching as a result o f participating in the study. In the first interview, she suggested,
“ I would love to ju st set up a day and discuss ju st the research paper and how we can
m ake it better, beeause to me it ju st seems it lacks focus. It lacks clarity to me. 1 know
that I'm teaching the kids the process, but am I really teaching them the critical thinking
skills?”
Her dissatisfaction with the way she taught the research paper assignm ent itself
became more evident as she talked about and shared examples o f past research paper
projects. It is notable that she showed an array o f the research papers she had assigned
over the years. One paper she assigned was an historical paper. She showed an exam ple
o f a paper a student had written about medieval warfare. In another paper she revealed
that she had students choose their own topics, and one student had chosen to do research
into the restaurant industry. That same year, another student had researched Pablo
Picasso. It seemed that she had changed paper assignments several times in an attem pt to
find a projeet that would elicit better student products, but she h ad n 't found the perfect
assignm ent yet.
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I’racy used the same researeh paper assignm ent as Sylvia had (Appendix H).
M ore accurately, she used all the same forms and handouts that Sylvia had created. As
described in Sylvia’s report, using a rubric for describing an assignm ent’s Authentic
Intellectual A chievem ent (Table 3), the researeh paper assignment itself had medium and
low rigor to it. In most aspects the direetions to the assignm ent focused on product and
the procedures and forms required for students to produce a correctly formatted and cited
research paper.
Perhaps for this reason, like Sylvia, Tracy used an approach based on form alist
philosophy to teaehing students to write researeh papers, especially during the
inform ation gathering stages where she focused her instructional goals prim arily on the
steps and procedures. She com mented that she had broken the process into about eight
steps, so that students would correctly and accurately cite material. She claim ed that, “ It
[citing work accurately] drives the paper.” Even though she described the steps and
procedures as “tedious and boring,” she noted she thought they helped students beeause
they “neatly laid out a plan for getting the work done.”
Interestingly, although she used the same research paper m aterials and the same
writing directions as Sylvia, she rarely referred to these or discussed the assignm ent itself
other than to mention that she used the same forms that Sylvia did when we would
discuss teaching the researeh paper. Instead, as she discussed what she did, she focused
almost exclusively on the steps and procedures she followed to get students to write the
paper correctly. She described how she tried to keep students accountable for all o f the
steps. She noted that if students missed one o f the steps, they had the opportunity to do it
for reduced credit. The steps had to do with locating information, filling out note-taking
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forms, com pleting a correct works cited page, com pleting a correct outline, com pleting a
draft o f the paper, participating in a peer review and com pleting a final draft. If students
did not do all o f the steps, then they failed the paper.
She also claimed she didn’t think that the ninth or tenth grade teachers had done a
sufficient jo b o f teaching students the rudim entary skills o f how to cite work correctly.
She remarked, “ 1 don't even feel that the kids are being as well trained as they should be
and so when I get them, they look at m e like, ‘what's the works cited page?’ 1 still get
that.”
Tracy held mimetic beliefs about writing the research paper. This stance was most
evident when she discussed how she wanted to teach students to read and understand
texts in other aspects o f her instruction that led up to the research paper assignm ent. She
described, “ I love reading essays and 1 love critiquing essays. 1 [help students] look at
them for choice o f [rhetorical] devices and that type o f thing. This type o f thinking leads
into the research paper. 1 copy editorials constantly. I'm always thinking, ‘w hat could 1 do
to have the kids reading essays or nonfiction and weaving this som ehow into a research
paper?” ’
U nlike other participants in this study who held mimetic philosophies, yet who
conceptualized the research paper as an act o f investigating and reporting about
inform ation, Traey conceptualized the research paper as an act o f inquiry. She wanted her
students to answ er a research question, although she seemed unsure about how to
structure her instruction to elicit this type o f thinking in her students. She noted that she
focused m uch o f her instruction on what she called “the process,” and to her the process
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was all about the steps required to have the form o f the research paper done correctly.
She explained,
I teaeh it in steps (about eight). Each step m ust be verified by me as being
com plete. If a step is not taken, the student has the opportunity to do it at reduced
credit. I f they do not fulfill all the steps then they fail the paper.
She also reported that when she read student work, she looked for both the critical
analysis and reading, in addition to correct form and citation. However, she found herself
frustrated that while students seemed to understand how and when to do parenthetical
citations, the critical analysis part o f the paper was missing. She noted that her
instructional practices were “ proeess driven.” But she also lamented, “I know the process
is huge but to me I think the research paper should be driven by critical analysis and by
critical thinking also.” In order to find an assignm ent that elicited a higher level o f critical
thinking from her students, she changed assignm ents frequently, thinking it w as the
assignm ent itself that was the mitigating factor.
G eneral knowledge— concrete detail and commentary. To T racy, the research
paper was much like other essays they w rote in class, especially since students wrote
several other research-based essays in her class. She pointed out, “I have both the classes,
actually the juniors and the seniors, do research based essays, such as historic aspects o f
Puritanism. So they have done mini-research briefs o f two or three pages before they
even get to this one.” She described one difference between the research paper and other
research-based essays students wrote in class, and that had to do with the issue o f thesis.
She reasoned.
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If you have this am ount o f research that you've done on these topics, and you
have these questions that you form ed about what you w ant to find— sometimes
w hat happens with these papers is you have to manipulate your thesis from your
research, you know, so that m eans you may have to change some o f those
questions around that you're asking?
W hen describing what students would do with a thesis statement in a regular essay, she
noted.
Norm ally, when we have the kids write essays, one o f the things you have to have
first is the thesis...Som etim es it's okay to write your body paragraphs and you
know, have an idea o f a thesis, but then go back and re-word your thesis. You
have an idea o f what you want to prove in the paper, right? Well, you're
answering a question or you’re responding to a prompt.
In a researched essay, she noted students start with a thesis and the goal is to support the
thesis with exam ples from the text, w hereas in the research paper, the thesis was a more
flexible statem ent that might change as a result o f the research. The implication was that
in an essay the thesis may need to be reworded, but is constrained by the writing task or
the prompt. To Tracy, an essay thesis statem ent had less flexibility than a research paper
thesis. The research paper thesis was constrained only by the research; this is an
interesting distinction.
One place where the general knowledge approach caused Tracy to question how
she was teaching was in considering how she taught students to write analysis. Tracy
taught at one o f many schools in the district that had adopted the Jane Shaffer model for
essay w riting instruction. This model is nam ed for a teacher who had gained both local
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and regional notoriety for developing writing eurriculum that follows a form ulaie and
preseriptive approaeh to writing. In this formulaie approach to writing instruction, each
paragraph starts with a topic sentence that is followed by a eonerete detail (CD), then two
sentences o f commentary (Comm), then another concrete detail, two sentences o f
com mentary, and ends with a transitional sentence that sets up the next paragraph.
Conerete details are described as facts and details that can be seen (I’ve heard teachers
use the explanation that they can be “film ed.”) Comm entary refers to the w riter’s opinion
about the eonerete detail. Smagorinsky and Smith (1992) noted that know ledge o f form is
one o f the tenets o f the assumption that general knowledge is suffieient for most
com posing needs, and that this assum ption has driven the practice o f writing instruction
tbr many years. In the ease o f the “ Shaffer essay,” form is CD, Comm, Comm. Yet, for
Tracy, using the specific Shaffer constructs o f concrete detail, which are the “ facts” and
com m entary, which is what one says about the “facts,” was confounding. She described
one way she taught students to present their analysis as:
Well, like I said before, there's no real eritieal thinking going on until the
synthesis o f information is done. I think with the analysis and the research paper,
it's more elearly delineated to me after that last PC [parenthetieal citation], as
opposed to the regular essay from the textbook, where it [the analysis] is more
integrated throughout... I w ould love help with that area, with that area o f research
plus, you know, the commentary. How do we weave that? Because like 1 said.
I've ju st been having them chunk it at the end, in the intro, conclusion and then at
the end o f each body paragraph. So to me that's not sophisticated by any means
but it is what it is.
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To illustrate this, she showed me a student paper which she described as having
done a good jo b o f synthesizing information. In this paper, the first tw o-thirds o f a
paragraph had sentences that included a parenthetieal citation after them. The last two
sentences o f the paragraph, which she also called commentary, were designated as the
analysis. She noted that she w asn’t sure if this was an accurate way to teaeh students
about what to cite or how to analyze their research. She elaborated.
I f there's something they want to paraphrase, then they have to have the
parenthetieal citation after it. I say, well, anything (e.g. the analysis) that's going
to com e after the parenthetical ideally should be woven in. But 1 tell the kids for
purposes o f organization, their com mentary or their analysis can com e after that
last parenthetieal citation w hich 1 don't even know if that's correct.
Influences on practice— what do students ’ cite and how do / know it's their
words? Tracy had many questions about what to cite, how to cite sentences that were
“part conerete detail and part com m entary,” and how to distinguish between the research
about a topic that she may or may not have knowledge of, and the student’s own thinking.
She felt that she could distinguish between a student’s original thoughts (or analysis)
when they were writing an essay about a novel that she had also read, but with the
research paper she hadn’t read the student’s sources material and this made distinguishing
between the student’s synthesis o f ideas and potentially plagiarized text a problem . One
way she worked to deal with this problem was through approving the topics that they
researched so that she had some know ledge o f that topic. Although this was less o f an
issue with the controversial issue research paper than when she let them choose any topic,
she still limited them. She also was concerned about the am ount o f online research
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students w anted to use. She noted, “So, it's getting to the point where you say, okay, three
[soureesj can be on line, one can be text; w here it used to be the opposite, you know three
text, one online [source].” She felt that students using online sources allowed her less
control. It made it a bigger jo b to check their source material, which she did.
Despite this, she had great confidence that her curriculum and instructional
planning was meeting the learning needs o f her students, even though she felt occasional
frustration regarding her students' preparation in their freshman and sophom ore year.
However, Tracy operated for the most part in autonomy and isolation and could only
make guesses about what her students were and were not assigned to do in earlier grades.
She indicated that, “from what I understand, w hat I've seen, and this is. I'm not trying to
disparage anyone, but I'm ju st not seeing that it [teaching students to write research
papers] is being taken as seriously at the ninth and tenth grade levels.”
The Valley High School Site Plan reported that over the past several years,
teachers, especially ninth and tenth grade English teachers, had w orked to increase
student literacy. When asked if she was seeing any effect from this effort, she seemed
utterly unaw are that such an effort had been made and equated a school literacy program
to after school tutorials and special programs. She seemed unaware that an effort was
being made by classroom teachers to improve students critical reading or w riting skills.
She professed, “W ell, 1 guess I'm not sure w hat the question is, because, am 1 actually,
well, 1 w ouldn't be seeing it directly. There m ight be a residual from w hat's being taught
in the ninth and tenth grade, but I'm not quite sure what you’re ask in g ...” W hen I tried to
clarify that 1 was wondering if she’d seen any increased ability in her student's critical
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reading and/or writing skills that she m ight attribute to the school’s increased effort on
literacy, she replied:
I know what 1 do in my classroom, and hopefully everything I do will transition
nicely into this end product, which is a research paper. I don't know how else to
answ er that unless we're talking about after school programs, tutoring programs,
that type o f thing. It's kind o f an am biguous question, because 1 guess 1 wouldn't
know if a kid were being tutored, or if he were going to an after school program.
O f course, if it's helping him im prove his literacy skills, it’s essentially going to
help him here.
Finally, when I showed Traey the conceptual map that 1 created for her (see
Figure 4), she indicated that she liked the com plexity o f the illustration and felt that it
represented all o f the aspects with regard to her teaching o f this one assignment.
Flowever, she was concerned that it showed only one small aspect o f her as a teacher. In
an email she explained,
1 think that w hat y o u ’ve seen o f me and o f the other teachers is ju st a glim pse into
w hat are very dedicated and com plex hum an beings. Every teacher has a certain
philosophy as to why they teach. This is integral to understand why we do what
we do. This one assignm ent is ju st a part o f what 1 do.
In addition to m aking the above com m ents, she expressed that her concept map
should also reflect how she cared for and regarded all o f her students. She stressed, “ Yes,
1 work them hard but 1 try to be com passionate to each situation even when it's a lot o f
extra w ork for m e.” She worried about those students whom she characterized as “ intent
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and they w ant to graduate,” but she was coneerned that perhaps they would never have
the ability to do high level work. She remarked.
It's ju st the quality isn't there the eritieal thinking skills aren't there. And so if it's a
kid who has been trying all year long and handing in all their hom ework and
they're at the sixty-six percent what I've been doing, is I've been

-and 1 don't even

know if I should do this— hut [the English facilitator] said I could... 1 passed them
w ith an A .level [Applied Arts] instead o f a College Prep.
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T racy’s instructional focus on the form and correctness o f the research paper
seemed to contlict with her mimetic beliefs and her stated goal, which was for students to
think critically about the topic they were researching. This disconnect caused other
conflicts for Tracy in regard to how she viewed herself as a teacher who genuinely cared
for her students, and how she sometimes had to com prom ise her high expectations for
some o f her lower skilled students. However, because her assignm ent was inquiry based
and many o f the research skills were em bedded into her curriculum, she had more
questions than answers about how to improve student critical thinking skills.
H illlop High School
Hilltop High School’s English departm ent had been the first departm ent at the
school that had instituted eourse performance standards for all English elasses. The
performance standards fell into three categories; essays, timed writings, and speeches.
Researeh papers fell into the essay category and were required at all grade levels. All
essays were scored using a six-point rubrie. Research papers were scored using a 100point scoring guide. Students were required to earn a passing score on all essays and the
research papers in order to be finished both with the essay or research paper and with the
course. In order to establish common criteria for passing essays, the departm ent
frequently collegially scored both samples o f writing or met to collegially score whole
sets o f researeh papers. Both Evan and A lexandra used the same research assignm ent,
which was a performance standard that students had to pass in order to pass the class.
Based on the notion that not all students mastered skills at the same rate, and that
all needed multiple opportunities to pass classes, students who did not earn a passing
score on an essay were given multiple opportunities to revise the essay or the research
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paper. This requirem ent was known at the cam pus as the “Revision Policy.” It also led to
a rethinking o f the entire rem ediation system. First, it changed the structure o f sum m er
school and other remediation courses so that students were not required to repeat entire
elasses. I'hey needed to complete the performance standards. Second, since the next level
o f eourse was based on the assum ption that students had com pleted or mastered the
perform ance standards, students were not able to enroll in the next level eourse until the
lower level course had been passed. In other words, students could not take sophomore
English, until they had passed freshman English.
Both Evan and Alexandra, teachers at Hilltop High School, were conscious that in
their eleventh grade English classes they were preparing students to m eet a Senior
Researeh Paper requirement in their senior year. Evan taught an after-school junior
English class o f students who had already taken and not passed their junior year English
class. Generally speaking, remediation courses, where students had to pass perform ance
standards were offered either during sum m er school, or during intersession breaks. It
w asn’t the nature o f the school to offer entire rem ediation courses during the school year;
however, the school did make one exception to this rule, and that was for junior English.
They offered one last opportunity in the fall o f each year for students who were seniors
and who would otherwise graduate in .lune, but who had to pass their ju n io r year English
the class in order to enroll in Senior English in the spring.
A lexandra’s English class was part o f a film and media career path. While there
was very little cross disciplinary work that w ent on in the film and m edia career path, the
two core elasses o f English, US History, and a num ber o f elective classes a student could
take focused their instruction from a film and m edia studies perspective. For this reason.
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A lexandra had moved her instructional focus away from the more traditional American
Literature curriculum , to one where students studied argum ent and rhetorical analysis in
the media.
Alexandra - A Focus on Critical Thinking
Vignette. Soft music played in the background as students worked on the class
assignment. Directions for the assignm ent were on an overhead projector and were titled
“Journal #8 - Brainstorming and connecting to evidence.” The directions read:
•

W rite your thesis statem ent in the center o f your paper

•

Highlight key ideas in your thesis

•

Begin sorting through your note cards for related ideas

•

Cluster or list around the thesis, connecting smaller related ideas to larger ones
A lexandra, in her seventh year o f teaching, and looking not much older than some

o f her students, circulated around the room. She was distributing rubber bands so that
each student could keep his or her 3 by 5 note-eards organized and together. Occasionally
a student would w hisper to another, pointing to note-eards or outlines, apparently
discussing quietly some aspect o f their researeh. A t one point A lexandra asked the class,
“H ow many need a few more m inutes to cluster?” About 2/3 o f the elass raised their
hands,” so she said, “OK, you’ll have more time. If you think you’re llnished. go back
and ask yourself, “Have 1 used good evidence? Be picky about your evidence.”
She continued to circulate and answ er student questions. A fter five minutes she
direeted the elass, “You should start sorting your note cards into stacks now. Your goal is
to have small stacks.” Prompting them to think about their notes, she rem inded, “Are you
going to have 30 note cards worth o f evidence in a paragraph? Look at your note cards.
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look at your categories; how are you going to find smaller categories? You need to ask
yourself, ‘How does this evidenee support sm aller ideas? I f you have a staek o f note
eards that is thiek, how ean you break it into sm aller staeks?”
A t the back o f the room, two students began whispering to one another. One was
explaining to the other how she was planning to organize her evidence to support her
argument. She mentioned to the other student that she had one idea that she wants to add
to her paper, but “I d o n 't have enough note cards to support that yet.” A nother female
student raised her hand and eom plained that she was “confused.” As A lexandra
questioned her, the student struggled, but began to deseribe the types o f inform ation she
had gathered and how she was going to organize it. A lexandra noted this and sm iled at
her. She reminded the student that eonfusion is part o f doing researeh and as she moved
on to the next student she said, “Just trust the proeess.”
M im etic heliefs and rhetorical practices. Alexandra, the first o f two teaehers from
Hilltop High Sehool, taught both eleventh grade “junior” and twelfth grade “senior”
English. A lexandra had taught upperelassm en during her entire time teaehing at Hilltop
and had taught nowhere else; she even did her student teaeher at Hilltop in the upper
grades. She was quite articulate about what she hoped her students would aecom plish in
writing a researeh paper, what steps she took as a teacher in preparing and guiding them
through the proeess and why she took the steps that she had. She defined a research paper
as follows:
I f s an expository essay with a elear argument, struetured mueh like any other
essay that you would write in class would be except it's not focused ju st on a
pieee o f literature. You're not ju st using one souree and analyzing that source. A
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research paper shows that you can take a stance, make a claim, and prove your
argum ent utilizing evidenee that you have researched, that you have found from
different sources....
A lexandra used the framework o f the “controversial issue” as the research paper
assignment. Students were given a list o f “controversial issues” that were quite general.
They were allowed to choose an issue from a list or to come up with one o f their own.
Typical o f the broad issues to be researched were topics such as: affirm ative action,
eapitol punishm ent, or racial profiling. As she explained how she taught students to write
this paper, she described a process that was recursive and inquiry based. She asserted that
she wanted her students to “construct their own argum ent” and to provide “evidence” that
supported their thesis and their argument.
The researeh paper assignm ent revealed A lexandra’s conceptualization o f
research as an inquiry based, recursive project, which was guided by her belief that there
is a relationship between elear thinking and writing (mimetics). A lexandra’s assignm ent,
used language such as “ Your argument should include convincing evidence.’" She
encouraged students to start their research using both outside sources and their own
know ledge before they began an investigation.” Fulkerson (1979) noted that teachers who
hold a mimetic philosophy have students spend a great deal o f tim e in prew riting and
gathering information. While this would be the nature o f any research project, A lexandra
had conceptualized her entire elass not only around students learning about their topic,
but primarily around teaehing students to read critically in order to learn about their topic.
In short, critical reading and thinking were the cornerstones to A lexandra’s instructional
plans.
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Table 5 shows how A lexandra’s researeh paper assignment required high levels o f
rigor and intellectual achievem ent on the part o f the students. This assignm ent would
score high using the AIA rubric to assess its rigor, not only because o f the assignm ent
itself, but also for how it grew out o f the overarching goals o f the class.
Table 5. Research a controversial issue Alexandra and Evan
Elem ents o f AIA

Tasks in A ssignm ent

Evaluation

Construction o f

T he assign m en t asks students to

High - T he a ssig n m en t ask

K nowledge

inform , ex p la in , argue, and

students to interpret, a n a ly ze.

a n alyze a notew orthy issue. It a sk s

sy n th esize or ev a lu a te inform ation

students to a ssu m e a p osition or

in w riting about a to p ic rather than

stance on the issu e and to argue

m erely reproduce inform ation

their p osition in a lo g ica l and
persuasive w ay.

V alue Beyond School

D isciplined Inquiry

The assign m en t ask s them to think

High - T he a ssig n m en t ask

o f a current d ev elo p m en t in the

students to co n n ect the topic to

n ew s, in culture, from their

ex p erien ces, ob serv a tio n s, fee lin g s

ex p erien ces as a starting point for

or situ ation s sig n ifica n t to their

d ecid in g upon an issue to research

lives.

Students have learned A risto tle’s

High - T h e a ssig n m en t asks

p ersuasive ap peals and are

students to draw co n clu sio n s.

exp ected to use and ev alu ate their

m ake g en era liza tio n s or argum ents

use in this paper.

and support them through
extend ed w riting.

N ote: Based on the scale for Authentic Intellectual A ch ievem en t (Sisserson et al., 2 0 0 2 )
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A lexandra’s interviews, practices, and class handouts revealed strong
philosophical beliefs about com position instruction in what Fulkerson (1979) would label
mimetics, the belief that there is a strong relationship between clear thinking and clear
writing. She had also held philosophical beliefs influenced by rhetoric, which is the belief
that the author’s purpose and context drives the written work. Interestingly, this notion
was m ost evident when Alexandra talked about how she taught students to read non
fiction texts, not necessarily how she taught students to write them.
A lexandra described how instruction in teaching students to write from sources
began on day one in her eurriculum. In her interviews, she noted how she and a fellow
teaeher re-envisioned their elasses in order to teach students to read critically. They had
decided tw o years ago to focus “ more on teaching non-fiction text early on. really
teaching how to understand argument, evidence, what evidenee is and how different
authors prove their opinions, their claim s.” She also m aintained that starting class with
instruction in reading non-fietion essays taught her students how to “dissect the text, how
to look at paragraph ideas and w hat that author's argum ent is and what kind o f evidenee
they used to support that argum ent.” She noted how this change in her instructional
em phasis enabled her students to use the skills they had learned through direct
instruction, on their own, when they wrote the research paper:
Well, now since I've shifted from literary base to nonfiction essays, instead o f
[students] finding all o f the sources, for the first few paper's they write, they use
multiple sources that I provide. It may be two or three essays [sources] by the
same author that we read together. Then they write an essay that links the ideas
that are found in all three or four o f his essays, depending on how many there
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a re .. .so if I kind o f hold their hand through the first process and then when we get
to the researeh proeess, they understand what is required; it's ju st that they're
finding their own sources now. And they need to figure out the main ideas and
evidenee on their own and use the skills that we did together as a elass and apply
them individually for their mutual research.
In another interview she noted.
Starting the class with non-fietion essays and really teaching them how to read
closely, how to dissect the text, how to look at paragraph ideas and w hat that
author's argum ent is and w hat kind o f evidence they used to support that argum ent
helps that carry over so that when they're reading their own sources for their
research paper, they're continually thinking about their argument.
One m ight think that with Alex's em phasis on argument, claims, w arrants, and
evidence, her beliefs would be based in rhetorical philosophy, and there is no doubt that
she had been influenced by her relationships with faculty at the local university who
reportedly held those beliefs, as well as by the professional developm ent opportunities
she'd participated in at the school that were facilitated by university faculty; however, it
became evident that she used the devices o f argument and persuasion as a means to help
students understand the nature o f texts so that they would think more clearly about the
topic they were researching. In other words, she held a mimetic philosophy. I'or exam ple,
in describing what students did in a research paper, she said.
And 1 make sure they read the entire souree before they do their note eards. You
have to read it, you have to understand what the argument is, you have to
understand how the author used their evidence, what authorities did they cite, you
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know how did they, did they present an opposition? How did they develop it?
Do you teel that their argum ent's valid? Then deeide if w hat they have to say ean
help support your stanee.
W hile eritieal reading and writing w ith a rhetorical stance requires students to take
audience and purpose into account, and while that may have been an underlying factor in
how she taught students to read texts analytically, her reasons for having students do this
was so that they would understand the issue better in order to use the texts as evidenee
m ore convincingly.
In another exam ple o f how she described how her instruction guided students to
understand their topic better she said.
So I really focus a lot on that point where they're starting to break up their quotes
and their evidence into sm aller ideas, 1 told them that you know how do these
quotes— what are the connections between these quotes that you have here?
W hat's the evidence they have in com m on? What are the main ideas that you see?
And then ju st break them up based on that, read through them again then start to
ask yourself, okay how does this link to w hat 1 want to prove? Do 1 have enough
evidenee that's going to lend itself to that? And if I have to change anything
about my thesis, about my argument, is it going to be based on the evidenee that 1
have?
Again, her intent was to question students so that they made connections am ong their
ideas, the evidenee they had collected, and the points they wanted to make.
Task specific ways o f teaching writing, com m unity specific \\>ays o f teaching
reading. In considering the knowledge students needed in order to write a researeh paper.
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A lexandra conceptualized writing instruction from a task-specific approach, although
there were elements o f her thinking, which implied she may be approaching a com munity
specific approach, which acknowledges that texts are written for specific discourse
com munities. A w riter would have to consider the nature o f the discourse com m unity
w hen com posing for that community (Sm agorinsky & Smith, 1992). W hen 1 asked her
about this, she noted that she agreed that writing required task-spccilic knowledge,
however, she admitted that she didn’t have students write a for variety o f com m unities, so
that made com m unity-specific writing difficult in a high school environm ent. She noted,
however, that she wanted her students to understand that texts were written for various
purposes and audiences as part o f teaching them to read critically. However, she
remarked that the writing that students did in her class was expository and argum entative
in nature, but that it was all done for her, the teacher.
The goal o f her instruction was to identify clearly the sub-tasks involved in
writing a research paper, which were similar to other writing tasks in her class. However,
she also noted that she didn’t teach many other genres or types o f writing, nor did she
subscribe to the idea that there were really rhetorical types o f writing, such as description,
explication, narration, cause and effect, com pare and contrast: those that are usually seen
in college readers. Instead she noted that students could use any o f those strategies if it
suited their purpose. This idea com es very close to the type o f thinking that guides those
who hold that com munity specific know ledge is necessary in writing instruction.
Additionally, in the focus group interview, A lexandra pondered the place o f the research
paper in the school’s curricula. She noted.
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I think there should also he a research paper in other disciplines— to reinforce
skills. They're not ju st learning how to cite information and write sentences;
they're learning how to form ulate a question and know w here to find the
inform ation and be able to organize it and explain it in a logical fashion....plus
that would tbree students to access different kinds o f sources because if you're
writing a paper about science you're talking about primary sources, different types
o f sources, you know it's expanding their literacy. The same in social
studies— there are different kinds o f sources and they'd probably learn a lot more
about differences in factual evidenee.
That she hadn’t moved tow ard adopting a community specific approaeh to writing
instruction in her classroom is not surprising. Smagorinsky and Smith w ere not optimistic
that individual teaehers could effectively adopt a com m unity-specific instructional stance.
They argued, “Teachers who adopt a com m unity-specific knowledge position are faced
with a daunting instructional problem. They must either instruct students to differentiate
their writing in seemingly unlimited ways, or be content with having limited infiuence on
student w riting.” Alexandra had not seemed to have adopted that stanee yet.
However, when discussing the skills that she wanted to teach her students,
A lexandra repeatedly mentioned com m unity-specific ways o f reading for the argum ent o f
the text. Her goal was for students to know enough about the topic to form ulate their own
argument. In fact, she had re-conceptualized her entire curriculum around the notion o f
reading and understanding argum ent in text. She com mented on the change in her
instructional goals:
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As far as the skills that I teach, I've moved away from locating them e and
symbolism and being able to write a literary based essay, to looking at non-fiction
essays and argument and evidenee, in different forms o f the media. Basically
being able to interpret and understand all m essages from all different types o f
tex t...an d especially working w ith [Aristotle's] persuasive appeals.
Influences o f the school environment and colleagues .As m entioned in Chapter 3,
Hilltop High Sehool was eight years into developing and im plementing a school-wide
literacy plan, the heart o f which was the senior paper requirement. Over the years, the
English Departm ent had developed a shared set o f curriculum expectations and practices.
A lexandra noted how helpful this was:
f like the fact that w e’re all following the same structure, because 1 have to teaeh
seniors too. [For my juniors] I need to prepare them for the next year, fiut 1 know
they're com ing into my class with this set o f skills.
She also felt supported by a literacy eoaeh and by the eollegiality o f the department:
W ithin our department, it's been wonderful. I mean just the days when she [the
literacy eoaeh] comes in with a couple o f sample essays and we ju st go over how
to approach teaehing the students who wrote these essays. 1 know we all
appreciate that. We don't feel like we're being foreed to teaeh in a different way,
but hey here's a strategy. And it helps and it makes your jo b easier. And our
departm ent is willing to do that. We share ideas and share their [student] essays
that we found and I think that works well. When she [the literacy eoaeh] started
introducing teaehing non-fietion tex ts... 1 don't want to call them trainings, but
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ju st going through the process. Sharing the proeess. I know ju st about everyone
does it now.
W hatever belief and knowledge constructs Alexandra operated from, it was elear
she was reflective about her practice. She reported that she expected that students would
master the skills they had been taught, and she expected them to use them, even if they
w eren’t being graded for it. One exam ple o f this was her instruction in precis writing
[summary writing]. She claimed that she had students write precis at the very beginning
o f her instruction in reading non-fiction texts, but by the time it came to writing the
research paper, she stopped eollecting them. She reasoned, “ So at that point if they don't
have that skill, being able to understand argum ent and summarize argum ent then and look
at how it’s broken down then it's not going to m atter now at this point.”
In truth, Alexandra reported that she had few problems with plagiarism, although
that may be because she believed plagiarism was the a result o f students’ low-literaey
skills. She noted, “Students plagiarize, 1 think, w hen they feel like they can't say it
them selves. They ju st can't. They don't know how. I think that's the m ost com m on form.
A nd so they kind o f re-word what they read in their researeh to make it look like it's their
analysis.” At another time she mentioned,
1 think many times they understand w hat they're doing [when they plagiarize].
They understand they're copying, and that they should not be doing that. But
they're copying these words and by not planning it, they're saying that they're their
own words because they don't know what to say about it... Even if they
understand how the exam ple links to their thesis idea or they ean see how it
connects, they don't know what to say about it.
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A lexandra added that she had garnered many positive eom m ents from her
students about teaehing them to read critieally non-fietion texts. She deseribed how a
formerly retieent student agreed that the instruetion was helpful:
1 had this student who said to me: “ You taught me how to annotate; you taught me
that highlighting doesn't do anything. You’re ju st kind o f putting eolor on paper.
You have to interact with the text. You have to write in the margins. You have to
question w hat you're reading and that if I'm ju st naturally writing on the souree if
I when I go back and look again I realize okay that's where I rem em ber that one
quote. Oh there it is because I wrote on it there.”
Interview data, docum ents and observations all revealed that A lexandra used
facilitation rather than a teacher-centered approaeh to instruction. One class handout that
she used titled “Generating Text Ideas” guided students in how to ask researeh questions
about their topic and included the following com ment, “This is your first crucial step in
the researeh proeess. This will also allow me to help guide you in the right d irectio n ...”
When discussing how she helped students through the initial proeess o f narrow ing their
topic, she deseribed how she met with each student individually:
They show me what their initial idea is. I sit down with each one o f them
individually make sure they ean verbally explain to me what it is they w ant to
prove. I ask them questions then we, together, refocus their thesis.
In fact, throughout her interviews, when she deseribed how she would teaeh
students a skill, she would pose her directions as a series o f questions, in the m anner o f
asking questions o f students rather than telling them what to do. For exam ple, in
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explaining how she would lead them to exam ine their researeh in order to see how it
supports their own argument, she broke into a litany oF questions that she'd ask students:
I ask them, “W hat are the connections between these quotes that you have here?
W hat's the evidenee have in com m on? W hat are the main ideas that you see?
Read through them again then start to ask yourself, okay how does this link to
w hat 1 w ant to prove? Do I have enough evidenee that's going to lend itself to
that? And if I have to change anything about my thesis, about my argum ent,
h ow ’s it going be based on the evidence that I have?”
This facilitation model did not let students o ff the hook for skills they were
expected to have learned and mastered. She em phasized how her guidance led to her
students’ self-reflection about their learning. She commented, “ I'm here as kind o f a
guide to ju st kind o f help you [the students] get there but you are responsible for learning
these skills, it's up to you. And you need to be aware o f what those skills are and then be
able to evaluate yourself. And they get that.”
O verall, A lexandra believed that she was working toward m eeting students’ need
to learn to read critically and write analytically. W hen she saw her concept map (Figure
5), she said she was “flattered.” As we talked about it, she agreed that she had undergone
a paradigm shift several years earlier as she w ent to some workshops offered by the
university and learned more about how to teach students to analyze texts for argument.
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Figure 5. C oncept map for Alexandra

Evan - Writing as personal expression at a perform ance based school
Vignette. I walked with Evan and his students as they headed back to class after
having spent an hour in H illtop’s library. While we were there, Evan had rem inded me
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that this was a “rem edial” elass, tilled with students who had already failed their regular
eleventh grade English elasses and were taking it over. Rather than have students repeat a
elass they’d already failed, Hilltop scheduled them into a special class which met after
the regular school day had ended. In short, these are not the most enthusiastic linglish
students, yet 20 o f them were in elass that day and m ost o f them seemed to have been
engaged in conducting researeh when they were in the library.
As students sauntered into the classroom in no particular hurry, Evan rested
against a stool at the front o f the classroom m aking small talk and jokes. Once most o f
them seem to have returned, Evan asked for their attention and announced, “OK. N ow get
out a pieee o f paper. You need to write four sentences describing your research proeess in
the library today.” Several students protested and tried to remind Evan that it was a
Friday afternoon. Evan was friendly, but consistent, and after a few m inutes o f writing
time he began calling on students to report out how many sources they were able to locate
when they were in the library.
One student reported that he found no sources, fivan asked why and the student
ju st shrugged his shoulders. Evan responded with encouragement and a rem inder that
perhaps the student needed to focus more when he went to the library the next time. The
next student, Julio (a pseudonym) reported that he had located 10 sources. When FZvan
suggested that finding 10 sources in one elass period m ight be a few too many, Julio
deseribed why he had so many sources, how each was necessary, and how each was
different from the others. Evan smiled, congratulated the student, and noted to the rest o f
the elass that Julio had chosen some quality sources. He reminded the students, “ Always
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choose quality sources. Quality sources arc important. D on’t ju st pick anything,’' he
added, “ You need to have good quality sources.”
Since it was a Friday afternoon, once he had heard from all the students about
their research progress, he had planned to “ let students kick back and relax” for the last
10 minutes o f class, but due to my presence (he later told me), he made a quick change o f
plans and announced, “OK! N ow imagine that you and this research paper are in a room
together.” Me grinned a little and paused dram atically, “Now think. W hat type o f anim al
is the research paper?” Several students burst out laughing. One student shook his head
and muttered, “This is im possible.” But overall, the atmosphere was jovial as students
cracked jokes about what type o f animal their research paper m ight be. Evan also laughed
at their jokes and gently nudged students write about their research paper-animal.
W hen the students reported out, their metaphors were revealing. One student
com pared the research paper to the fable o f the rabbit and the turtle. She said, “ If 1 rush
through this, I will lose. I need to take my tim e.” Another student responded, “This paper
reminds me o f Wiley Coyote. I’m trying to get away from it, but in the end, it's going to
crash down on m e.” A nother student’s m etaphor mirrored this one. He claim ed, “ It’s an
elephant. It’s huge.” A nother student called out, “ It’s a paiTot. It keeps squaw king and 1
can’t get aw ay from it.” A female student remarked, “It’s a hippo. It's an obstacle in my
way. I have to do it if I w ant to graduate.” The last student to speak stated em phatically,
“ It’s a skunk. It stinks.” All students laughed as did Evan who retorted, “Does that mean
you can’t get the stink o ff you?”
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As the class wound down, Evan said he agreed with the students. He remarked
that yes, the research paper is a big project. He also assured them that he would help them
through the process by breaking it into parts so they would be successful.
Expressionist beliefs in a standards based - high accountability school. Like
Alexandra, Evan had spent his entire teaching career at Hilltop high school. He too did
his student teaching there and was in his sixth year at the time o f this study. In those six
years, h e’d prim arily taught freshman English and English Language Learner classes.
Evan had also made quite a reputation for him self as a workhorse at the school, often
taking on extra teaching assignments. If there ever was an opportunity to teach an extra
English class, Evan never hesitated to volunteer to teach it. Teaching the fifth block
“rem edials,” as he called them, was an exam ple o f that. A teacher with a full teaching
load on the quarter system taught three classes. With a fifth hour class, Evan taught four.
It also m eant that he was at the school, from 7:50 in the morning, until 5:00 everyday,
ending his days with the m ost reluctant o f learners. Given the intense writing dem ands o f
Hilltop High School, this was quite an undertaking.
Evan was partially blind in one eye as a result o f a childhood accident. He
reflected on his partial blindness as fueling his intense desire to prove himself. He also
credited it w ith his discovery o f writing as a form o f personal expression. He related,
I had this traumatic childhood incident, lost vision in my left e y e ...a t 12 years old
I found m yself w ithout vision, not being able to connect in a lot o f ways, and so I
actually struggled for many years to find my own expression, my own way o f Just
understanding things that happen.
Evan described how he discovered writing as a form o f expression as a teenager:
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A lot o f my observations and readings have shown that a lot o f traum a creates
dram atic art, creates moments inside people who have their lives changed for
w hatever reason that causes them to grow and to develop. So when 1 was 12, that
happened to me. 1 had some dark years for a while, so that forced me to look to
the more to literature and w riting, and mostly poetry. I didn’t actually find the
expository voice until, I would say, the college years. But in high school,
definitely, I was very poetic. That was very important for me.
Since Evan used writing as a way to express himself, he related that he found it
difficult to teach writing as a directed activity. He remarked.
I'm teaching kids to write in a way that I feel uncom fortable m yself which is by
steps, organized. I mean you do this, then you do this, then you do this, when 1
feel my writing is more free flowing and procrastinating and everything com es
together the last minute.
Since the research paper required a great deal o f direct instruction in reading,
writing, and synthesizing inform ation. Evan struggled to reconcile his own beliefs that
writing is a form o f expression with the dem ands o f learning to write an academ ic paper,
such as the research paper.
Fulkerson (1979) noted that expressionists not only value writing that is about
personal expression; they also desire that writing have an, “interesting, credible, honest
and personal voice” (p. 345). Eikewise, Evan conceptualized the writing dem ands o f the
research paper by com paring them to w hat he believed were more authentic, personal
writing tasks. He reasoned.
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[The] academic voice is definitely a formal proper voice. It has more to do with
the etiquette o f language as opposed to the usage. 1 mean, what w ould seem
proper as opposed to what would seem dysfunetional. It's not about pure
expression; it's more about formal expression.
Because Hilltop High School required a great deal o f academic writing o f its
students, and instruction in academic writing by its teachers, Evan often felt torn between
w hat he felt was expected o f him, how he w anted to prove him self as an effective teacher,
and what he believed.
He saw him self as being on a journey with his students as they did their research
papers. He remarked, “A lot o f the students that I've had, they never connected to what
their teacher's vision for what this is. 1 believe that a research paper can be a very
subjective thing, depending on who's leading the journey.” That students would find a
personal connection to the topics they had chosen to exam ine was o f the utmost
im portance to Evan. In noting how a personal connection to the topic was an important
m otivating factor, he remarked, “ But the hope is that they're actually researching
something that they have a moderate interest in so they're satisfying their curiosity,
they're fulfilling some intellectual need.” Similarly, at another point in the second
interview he noted.
B ut definitely 1 want them to be affected and be impacted by what they're
researching. They have to ju st get into w hatever it is. Hopefully the connection
will happen easily hut if it doesn't, I mean, I sort o f push that connection and the
idea that how 1 express the research process though daily activities, personal
exam ple, all these different types o f things will help them hook into that. But
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definitely if they're not involved in their research topic, 1 mean, it's going be a
very difficult activity.
Evan tried to reconcile his beliefs about writing being an act o f personal
expression by com partm entalizing the research paper assignm ent into two parts. One part
o f the research process was to make a personal connection with the topic and the other
part o f the process was taking an opportunity to learn or feed an intellectual curiosity.
Still, com ing to a clear definition o f a research paper was difficult for Evan. I le recalled a
research assignm ent he did when he was in high school.
it was a sophomore paper for honors English, honors world history. The teacher,
she made us watch this docum entary called, “ In Search o f the Trojan W ar.” So we
w atched this video. It must have been at least six hours, and we looked at
evidence supporting that the Trojan War, the Iliad happened, occurred, and that it
didn’t happen. And so we had to take all this evidence from that series o f videos,
and basically construct an argum ent one way or another
Similarly, for his students, he noted, “They need to be able to find som ething, bring it
back, then lay it out, and internalize it enough to take a stance on it.” He mused,
1 think that's a critical skill. But then also 1 think [this] opens research to many
different definitions o f w hat a research paper is. 1 ask myself, “ Is when 1 watched
it, a 6-part video series and took notes, found facts, looked at different points o f
view, and then brought that together for a persuasive essay, was that a research
paper?
Evan, because be was relatively new to teaching eleventh grade Einglish, had
decided to use A lexandra’s research paper assignment. Although he had taught students
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to write research papers and he shared other research assignments that asked his freshman
classes do in the past, m ost o f these assignm ents he characterized as essays, rather than
research assignm ents because he provided all o f the texts students would read for
evidence. So to Evan, part o f the definition o f the research paper, was that students would
find their own resources.
Evan clearly viewed research as a form o f inquiry. Our final interview took place
ju st as the spring term was beginning and Evan was excited about his first opportunity to
teaeh seniors as they wrote the senior researeh paper. In this interview, Fivan m ost clearly
stated how inquiry and finding the answ er to a researeh question was at the core o f what
was happening when his senior students w rote a researeh paper:
for the senior papers, we started the process but the students haven't actually come
to the point where they have found that defining question which obviously leads
them to the answer to their thesis. W hat they don't know yet is that they’re finding
ouf different things. I was expressing this to my students. The exploration, the
discovery is important. In the same way, there's an excitem ent about learning
som ething you ju st don't know, that you want to know, which is the answ er to a
question.
Knowledge for writing. Smagorinsky and Smith (1992) noted that those who
argue that task-speeifie knowledge is neeessary in writing instruction hold that “teachers
should conduct a task analysis to identify the skills needed for successful perform ance in
a particular writing task and design activities that teaeh students the appropriate set o f
strategies” (p. 287). Evan repeatedly referred to the task-analysis strategies he used to
teaeh students to write researeh papers. The first was breaking the process into steps. For
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example, Evan deseribed a researeh assignm ent he taught his to his freshm an English
classes. In this assignment he provided the source texts. He called this assignm ent a
precursor to a larger research paper in which they located their own source m aterial. He
reasoned that at first, he provided the source material so that he could break dow n the
whole task into sub-tasks that students could learn. He remarked that he thought it was
important to break the researeh process into a series o f developmental steps. Likewise, he
also described a strategy he used to teaeh students to appropriate an aeadem ie voice:
Sometimes I will actually have them copy it [a passage] word for word. 1 use the
m etaphor o f looking out at something from the inside. 1 want them to feel what an
academ ic sentence feels like, to write it down. If they've never written one for
them selves, they don't know w hat it feels like. If they ju st took an aeadem ie
paragraph and they had to copy it w ord for word, the words, the sentences, the
punctuation...then they can sort o f enter that world o f what does an aeademie
paragraph feel like, and then, the hope is, that eventually one day through other
activities, they're going to actually get to the point where they can write their own
academ ic paragraph.
W hile one m ight agree or disagree with the efficacy o f this strategy, it is clearly a
strategy that exem plifies how Evan conducted a type o f task analysis. He recognized that
one aspect o f academic writing students needed to learn was aeademie paragraphing. He
designed a strategy to address that need.
In other ways Evan analyzed the tasks that were required for students to write
researeh papers and devised instructional strategies designed to address those tasks. Many
o f those tasks were related to the process o f writing the researeh paper. Some o f those
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processes were related to teaehing students how to read and think about the researeh. Me
noted how he focused on the following;
the idea that before that they would be exposed to annotating work, hi-lighting,
breaking it dow n... Even if they haven't presented the souree material, they need
various methods o f aetually scanning. I’m very big into scanning to where, forcing
them to scan something before they aetually sit down to read it to where they have
a sense o f it, and then definitely stressing that research and the world o f
inform ation that's so large, that they can't possibly know everything, and so
looking for speeifics on what's related to their topic as opposed to looking...
The task-specific approach to writing instruction allowed Evan to
com partm entalize writing tasks thus m aking it easier to negotiate between his beliefs that
writing was a form o f personal expression (Figure 6) with the task-specific dem ands o f
academic writing. After I showed him his conceptual map, which reflected his
expressionist philosophy and the differing expectations o f the school focus on academ ic
writing, he noted,
1 w ould say that 1 have this contlict or disagreem ent between the two styles, I
mean, is it about formalistic writing or is it about personal expression? By
com partm entalizing tasks o f writing, there's alm ost the idea that this
compartmental writing activity is about personal expression and this
com partm ental one is about formalized writing and that rem oves the confliet...!
m ight say this is the creative writing activity and this is what we're accom plishing
here, but this is a formal assignm ent and this is what you're expected to do here.
But, you know that this may be the best formal writing you could do, but you
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could throw a little bit o f creativity in your timed writings too. So by
com partm entalizing, it allows me to achieve both my goals and the underlying
school writing goals.
Concerns and influences on pracUce. Evan focused his instruction on the process
o f finding information, including teaching students to think critically about what they
were reading. He remarked, “ [Students] have to understand why are you doing this?
Why does this proeess have to be the way it is? Onee you have a better understanding o f
why you're doing it, then there's the how ...”
However, while he thought that his students did a good jo b o f finding souree
material that could support their researeh, he was eoneerned that his students did n ’t read
eritically enough to use the information well. He noted,
I w ould say it's one o f the more diffieult aspects o f teaching it [students to read
eritieally] is to get them to make that self judgm ent. They have the sourees by
them selves; they're researching and m aking that judgm ent on what to do with this
inform ation; they've got this book; they've got this section; it's right in front o f
them; what do they do with it?
He also talked about how he w anted to teach students to address this issue. “ [1 have
students do a] resource review and the article review,” he noted,
I w ant kids to be able to understand when they’re looking at research, what
they’re looking at. When they find an idea they like, or it’s significant. They
[should have the] idea of, is this som ething that I should directly quote? Is this
idea something 1 should paraphrase? Is this something I should write a summary
of?
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These are, again, elearly instructional aspects that address task-speeiflc needs.
A nother exam ple o f this in practice can be seen in a simple w orksheet he ereated.
(Appendix 1.) In this exercise, students read the Hilltop Style Manual, which included a
research paper about how to write a researeh paper. Evan had pulled several quotes from
the docum ent and had directed students to place the quotes into a context and explain
w hy or how the quote was significant. This activity served two purposes. First, it gave
students an opportunity to work with quote integration and paraphrasing. It also gave
them an opportunity to read eritieally about how to write a researeh paper.
Reflecting upon his students’ struggles caused Eivan to constantly refine his
curriculum. He noted how he looked at each student as an individual and the act o f
learning how to write a research paper as a process.
I'm trying to look at the students holistieally. 1 mean, I'm looking at them every
single day as they go through this process becau.se just my educational
experiences have shown that one single benchm ark does not lead to anything. 1
m ean, so what they can write a tim ed writing essay...it doesn't mean anything else
except that they can do that, so I'm trying to look at the process. And so, 1 mean, 1
put more into instruction into the process than 1 do the final product.
He even joked about his inability to find the “perfect curriculum:
I'm looking for that perfect curriculum , but 1 realize that every time 1 change it, so
there, w hat is the perfect curriculum ? There is no perfect curriculum because 1
keep changing it. But that's part o f the interesting aspect o f teaehing because
you're looking for perfection, but in looking for perfection you're always
changing...it's ajourney.
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Evan reported that one o f the biggest influences on his own thinking about how
and why to teach students to write research papers were the relationships he had with
other teachers on campus. He credited especially other junior English teachers, especially
Alexandra, the other teaeher-partieipant from Hilltop, for making him w ant to be a better
teaeber.
I have so much respect for what A lexandra accomplishes and w hat she brings as
an educator. It's almost like I'm always measuring what I'm doing in reference to
her because o f the respect 1 have for her. So, when I'm thinking about my
curriculum and what my curriculum is supposed to accom plish I'm always
referencing what she does.
He noted that he was keenly aware o f w hat other teachers at the school did in their
classes, and he told how he cheeked with them regularly. lie remarked, “I try sem ester by
semester, year by year, to try and reaequaint m yself w here I am versus w here they are.’"
Since both senior and junior research papers were graded by groups o f teachers, he was
quite aware o f how other teachers taught and w hat they expected o f their students.
He also felt very supported as a teacher and appreciated teaehing at a school
where there was such a keen em phasis on writing and research instruction. He
commented,
I don't have to justify that fact that we do so much writing in my classroom , 1
mean, if s ju st understood we do a lot o f writing. Some o f the successes I've had
this term are bringing in things that allow that personal expression and that
creativity, but you still m aintain the fram ework here which is the com plete
support o f writing.
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Figure 6. C oncept map for Evan

Evan’s concept map (Figure 6) is presented as a circle in an attem pt to represent
how he had been inlluenced by those with w hom he taught. A circle also allow s for to
expression o f the potential for conflicts between his beliefs and those o f his work
environm ent. The notion that students would have to meet writing perform anee standards
w ould appear to stand at odds with his beliefs about writing being a form o f personal
expression. Flowever his conceptualization that writing is task specific seem s to m ediate
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those two philosophies, as he deseribed, sometimes students write for one purpose,
sometimes for another. If they write for different purposes, they require different taskknowledge.
W hen presented with the eoneept map, Evan agreed that he had, at some points
felt eonfliets between how he taught students to write and what the sehool and his peers
expeeted o f him. However, he noted that had eome to terms with the eoniliet, as
deseribed earlier, by com partm entalizing writing tasks between those tasks that aim ed for
personal expression, and those that aimed for academic ends. He explained,
fow ards the beginning [of my career, there was] much more o f a eoniliet. N ow
I've eome more to terms with it. 1 ereated for m yself a platform from which 1 can
achieve my individual teacher goals o f personal expression, while still having
tasks that are the formal w ritin g .. .There’s alm ost the idea that this (points to one
side o f the desk) compartmental writing activity is about personal expression and
this (point to the other side o f the desk) com partmental one is formal and
therefore that removes the conflict. Like I'll say [to students] this is the creative
writing activity and this is w hat we're accom plishing here, but this is a formal
assignm ent and this is what you're expected to do h ere.. .By
com partm entalizing— [1 can] achieve both my goals and the underlying school
academ ic writing goals.

Teacher Portraits: Distinctions and Comm onalities
The previous section elucidates the individual teacher’s conceptualizations,
beliefs, and knowledge related to teaehing students to write researeh papers. This section
contains a cross ease exam ination related to the two research questions: W hat are the
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beliefs and knowledge o f high sehool finglish teaehers regarding eritieal reading and
writing researeh papers? And how do teaehers' beliefs and knowledge about eritieal
reading and aeademie writing influenee how they teaeh students to write researeh papers?
In this study, 1 use Fulkerson’s four philosophies o f eom position to explain the
beliefs that these teaehers had about the nature o f writing, whereas 1 use Smagorinsky
and Sm ith’s explanation o f the types o f knowledge needed to eom pose texts in order to
deseribe the type o f eoneeptual and proeedural knowledge eaeh teaeher used to
eoneeptualize their instructional practices.
Research Qiieslion 1: What are the beliefs and knowledge o f high school English
teachers regarding critical reading and writing research papers?
Figure 7 provides a matrix view o f all six teachers’ self-reported results with
regard to the instructional goals o f teaehing students to write research papers, their
beliefs, and their knowledge about writing instruction. It also shows what eaeh teaeher
reported students as a whole did successfully when writing researeh papers, as well as
w hat problems their students had when writing researeh papers.
Teaehers who approached teaehing researeh papers as an act o f inquiry were more
likely to hold mimetic or expressionist beliefs about eom position (Fulkerson, 1979). They
were also more likely to believe that in order to write well, students needed task-specific
know ledge about writing processes (Sm agorinsky & Smith 1998), w hereas teaehers who
approached teaching the researeh paper as an act o f gathering and reporting on
inform ation were more likely to hold form alist beliefs. They were also likely to believe
that students required general know ledge about writing processes.
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Teachers with mimetie and expressionist beliefs, and who held either general
knowledge or task specific knowledge about how to teaeh students to write, had a more
positive attitude toward teaching students to write research papers. They perceived that
students’ problem s with writing well-written papers stemmed from a lack o f critical
reading and thinking skills. These teaehers reported that they had changed or adapted
instructional practices to improve these skills. They also had higher expectations that
students would produce well-written papers. In other words, they held high levels o f selfeffieacy about their ability to teach students to write researeh papers, w hereas, teaehers
who held form alistic beliefs were largely frustrated about teaching students to write
research papers and held negative attitudes about teaching students to write researched
papers. They had lower expectations that students would produce well written papers and
perceived inability to follow the form atting procedures or follow directions were the
reasons for poorly written papers. They reported they made changes in their instructional
practices in order to improve student skill in form atting the paper following accepted
citation guidelines
Research Question 2: How Do T ea ch ers' Beliefs and Knowledge About Critical Reading
and Academ ic Writing Influence How They Teach Students to Write Research Papers?
These teachers’ stories revealed that they approached teaching students to write
research papers with one o f two goals in mind— research as an act o f inquiry or research
as an act o f gathering and reporting inform ation. These teachers’ beliefs fell into three
categories. Those who held mimetic beliefs yet followed formalistic procedures, those
who held expressionist beliefs, and one who held mimetic beliefs inlluenced by rhetorical
beliefs, especially w hen teaehing students to read critically. Additionally, teaehers taught
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students how to write either following general knowledge proeedures or task-speeifie
knowledge procedures.
Figure 7 explores the relationships am ong teachers’ beliefs, knowledge,
instructional focus, and goals o f the researeh paper assignment. It also describes how the
various belief systems interacted with teachers’ pereeptions o f what their students'
problem s were w hen writing researeh papers, as well as their own ability to teaeh
students to overcom e these problems.
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Mimetic Beliefs— The Relationship Between Clear Thinking and Clear Writing
Four teachers held mimetic belieis but they differed in important ways. Three o f
the teachers, Ellen, Sylvia, and Traey, held m im etic/form alist beliefs and one, Alexandra,
held mimetic beliefs, but was influenced by rhetoric. These teachers’ b elief system s
form ed the basis for how they instructed, and in some cases caused the reasons why they
were dissatisfied with the results o f student research papers.
Ellen, Sylvia, and Tracy reported that they thought it was im portant that students
understand why each step o f the research process was important. They reported that they
believed that if students knew more about their topics, they would write better papers,
and they reported that they had students spend a great deal o f time gathering inform ation
to these ends; yet they approached teaching the research paper from a formalistic
perspective. They relied heavily on forms that outlined and gave direction about how to
cite inform ation correctly. They gave students outline models to follow and they grew
increasingly frustrated that students were not engaged in the process, despite their
pushing them, eneouraging them, and even threatening them if they did not do the work.
Two o f the teachers, Ellen and Sylvia, who held m im etic/form alist beliefs, taught
students to write research papers where the goal was to gather inform ation and report on
it. Ellen called it “investigative” but the goal was clear. Students were to report on the
inform ation they gathered. Both Ellen and Sylvia expressed the m ost frustration at their
students’ lack o f engagement in the process, and both felt som ewhat pow erless to do
anything m ore than they were doing to improve matters. Sylvia repeatedly used the line,
“I don’t know ” as she finished explaining some aspect o f her instruction m aking it
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appears that she didn’t know if what she was doing would have any effeet. She also
tended to focus on her students' low-literaey skills as a factor that she couldn’t overcome.
Traey, who also held m im etic/form alist beliefs, conceptualized the research paper
assignm ent as an act o f inquiry. Like Ellen and Sylvia, she appeared to hold the belief
that there was a relationship between clear thinking and clear writing, a main tenet o f
mimetic beliefs, and had her students spend a great deal o f time and effort in the data
gathering stages, yet she too used a series o f forms and procedures that could only be
interpreted as formalistic due to their em phasis on form and correctness. Unlike Ellen and
Sylvia, Tracy reported that she had few problem s with students following correct citation
procedures, although she also reported that she taught citation procedures throughout her
class. There appears to be a disconnect between Tracy’s instructional practices based
both on beliefs and knowledge and her desired goal, for students to inquire and answ er a
research question.
Sylvia and Traey approached teaehing students to write research papers much like
any other essay they would have students write. Essentially following Sm agorinsky and
Sm ith’s (1992) description o f general know ledge approaches, when it cam e tim e to write
the research paper, they had students pre-write, which in the ease o f the research paper
included sorting and organizing note-cards or note-taking handouts. Then eaeh had
students draft an outline. W hen they w ent drafted the research paper, they were to follow
the outline. Additionally, the outlines themselves tended to follow a popular format for
general w riting, the five-paragraph essay. Students were given precise instructions that
guided the topic o f each paragraph in the paper. In fact, the teaehers who followed a
general know ledge approach assigned a researched essay, as opposed to a research paper.
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As described in Sylvia’s profile, I distinguish between these two tasks in the following
way. A research paper begins with a research question, whereas a researched essay asks
students to substantiate a pre-existing opinion or thesis with outside sources. Ellen's,
T racy’s and Sylvia’s information based papers seem to follow that model. This
distinction may also help to explain why Tracy could not get her students to write papers
with the type o f analysis that she hoped for. Perhaps it was the writing assignm ent that
did not elearly ask them to.
Ellen and Sylvia reported that students seemed unmotivated to do the work
required to write the research paper. They also noted that they faced great reluctance on
the part o f their students to follow the conventions and form o f the researeh paper. Ellen
com plained that students “ju st wrote essays. There was no citation.’’ Sylvia noted that her
students ju st didn’t seem to w ant to follow the form atting directions, no m atter w hat she
did. Traey reported that her students had more success with this aspect o f the paper, but
it’s noteworthy that she had students cite work in every paper they wrote. In short, she
treated alm ost every paper as a researeh paper. Both Sylvia and Ellen reported they felt
defeated by the end o f the research paper assignment. Ellen laughed or joked about it and
hoped that her students would do better next time. Sylvia reacted with anger and
frustration. She noted that she thought her departm ent was going to “do som ething’’ about
w hat she term ed “the researeh paper m ess,” but she w asn’t sure w hat the “ som ething”
was.
A lexandra seemed to teaeh from the other end o f the spectrum. She too held
mimetic beliefs, but had been influenced by recent professional developm ent that taught
her about the nature o f rhetoric and argum ent in texts. As reported in the individual
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profiles, she had reconccptualized her instruetion around teaehing students the nature o f
argument. She began with teaching students about argument in advertising and expected
them to use A ristotle’s persuasive appeals in their efforts to read texts eritieally.
A t the same time, she believed that there was a relationship between clear
thinking and clear writing. Fulkerson, in fact, notes that one aspect o f a logical-m im etic
approach would be on propaganda analysis, “the detecting o f hidden assum ptions,
em otional appeals, and fallacies in reasoning.” A nother aspect o f a m im etic approach
would be having students spend a great deal o f tim e during the pre-w riting stages in
doing research. While it may seem self-evident that in assigning a research paper, time
w ould be spent in doing researeh, the nature o f the tim e Alexandra spent in teaehing
students how to think about their research is especially noteworthy.
The Influence o f Knowledge Approaches
Four teachers, Alexandra, Janie, Ellen and Evan, approached writing instruetion
from a task-specific approach. In practice, that m eant that these teachers had either
conducted analysis o f the types o f w riting that students had to do in their class or in the
case o f Evan, talked about the rhetorical strategies that students would use in different
papers, such as in a compare and contrast essay. Both Janie and Evan both held
expressionist philosophies about the nature o f composition. They looked for voice and
authenticity in their students’ work. As they recognized that students needed to use their
voice, they constructed activities, strategies, or practices to meet those needs. In Janie's
case, she conceptualized an entire research paper project to fill the desire to allow
students to express themselves. Evan described repeatedly how he analyzed different
aspects o f w hat students needed to learn in order to write the researeh paper. Fie then
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developed strategies to address those needs. These strategies typically were descriptive
rather than prescriptive in nature. Two exam ples o f this were given in Evan’s profile, one
in which he had students re-write academic paragraphs so they could get the ’T eer' o f
aeadem ie language. In another activity, Evan used the Hilltop style m anual’s sample
researeh paper both as a model o f an aeadem ie paper, and as a means to teaeh students
how to use quoted material in context.
A lthough Ellen’s formalistic beliefs caused her to focus on form and conventions,
she also eoneeptualized writing from a task-speeifie stance. This was especially evident
w hen she talked about w hat students needed to think about when they read. It may also
be part o f the reason she became willing to change the topic o f her researeh paper to
something that students would be m ore interested in, but she seemed unlikely to sway far
from focusing on the form and correct citation in her instruction.
A lexandra seemed to have the clearest vision o f what she was doing when she
taught students to write researeh papers and why she did what she did. As reported in the
individual teacher’s profiles, she was articulate and confident about her teaching.
A lexandra held a mimetic philosophy about com position and approached teaching
students to write from a task-speeifie approach. Like Evan and Janie, she had analyzed
the tasks involved in students writing researeh papers, but unlike Evan and Janie, she had
eom e to the conclusion that students needed to read more critically and analytically in
order to write more clearly. It’s also interesting to note that A lexandra also deseribed
task-speeifie knowledge approaches to teaching students to read. Sm agorinsky and Smith
(1992) indicated that merely being able to generally read and com prehend texts does not
guarantee that one will have a meaningful transaction with a text. Instead, the genre o f
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the text determ ines how it ought to be taught. This also holds for eom m unity-speeifie
approaches to writing texts which argue that in understanding the nature o f a rhetorical
argument, one must understand the context in whieh the argument exists. Interestingly,
although A lexandra had given a great deal o f thought to how students ought to be taught
to critically read texts, this did not extend to how she taught them to write texts. For the
m ost part, although she encouraged them to construct an argument, and to support that
argum ent with evidence, she taught them to write a relatively standard paper, with an
introduction that ended in a thesis sentence, body paragraphs whieh started with topic
sentences and w hich supported the thesis, and a conclusion, which sum m arized the
argum ent and restated the thesis.
Sum m ary o f the Findings
It seemed clear that, at least for the limited num ber o f participants in this study,
there was a relationship between form alist beliefs and a general knowledge approaeh to
writing instruetion. Teaehers who taught from both formalist and generalist stances were
least satisfied with their praetiee and reported the most frustration with their students'
inability to follow formatting directions. Those who taught from a task-speeilic stanee
felt greater satisfaction with their practice, but still had concerns and questions about how
to teach students to read critically tor the purpose o f answering a research question.
Finally, Alexandra, who taught from a mimetic and task-specific approach, seemed to
have the greatest satisfaction with teaching students to write research papers. She also
exhibited the most eonfidenee that she was teaehing students the skills they needed in
order to write good researeh papers.
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Finally, one factor seems to have had a great influenee on teachers' instructional
practices, and that factor is the sehool site itself. Both Alexandra and Evan taught at a
sehool site that had a shared set o f conventions practices, epitomized in the Hilltop Style
Manual, and whieh em phasized researeh across grade levels and disciplines. Alexandra
and Evan did not have to spend as much time teaching basic formatting and researeh
paper conventions in their eleventh grade classes because students had started learning
them in their freshm an year, not only in their English classes, but in some o f their other
content area classes as well. Although both adm itted that students would cite incorrectly
occasionally, it w asn’t their primary concern. Not having to teach form atting conventions
allowed them to focus on critical reading and aeadem ie writing skills.
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CHAPTER 5
A lverm an (2001) held that effective adolescent literacy instruction m ust address
issues o f self-efficacy and engagem ent such as developing students’ abilities to
com prehend, discuss, study and write about multiple forms o f text. Alverman also
asserted that effective literacy instruction for adolescents must be em bedded in the
curriculum and address differences in students' abilities. Also, effective adolescent
literacy instruction must teach students to read through a critical literacy lens and must
involve them in higher level thinking about what they read and write. It follows that
inquiry-based research paper assignments, w hich involve students in critically reading all
types o f texts, w ould be central to any effort to improve adolescent literacy.
M uch has been similarly w ritten about improving secondary students’ academic
literacy (Intersegm ental Comm ittee o f the A cadem ic Senates, 2002). I ’he Intersegmental
Council in the report Academic Literacy noted, “Once college-bound students reaeh the
last two years o f high school, their teachers should engage them in writing tasks that
dem and analysis, synthesis, research, and critical thinking skills to extend students’
writing abilities” (p. 47). For high sehool students, the work involved in writing a
research paper is arguably the pinnacle o f academic writing. While some may argue that
not all students go to college, it seems evident that given the current literacy dem ands that
society places on all individuals, that the eritical reading and academ ic writing skills
em bedded in writing o f research papers w ould benefit all students if they are to read
critically, analyze and synthesize inform ation in a dem ocratic society.
A student’s ability to com pose a w ell-w ritten research paper is evidence o f his or
her independent ability to read critically and write academically. For these reasons.
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research papers were chosen as a context within which critical reading and academ ie
writing skills were exam ined in order to more fully understand the com plexities o f why
instruction in this type o f assignm ent does not always achieve the desired effect, (e.g.
students being critical readers, thinkers, and writers o f texts).
Therefore, the fundamental purpose o f this study was to investigate factors that
influenced how high school teachers taught students to write research papers. Among
those factors investigated were teachers’ philosophical beliefs about the purpose o f
com position, as described by Fulkerson (1979), and teachers’ beliefs about the type o f
com position knowledge, as described by Smagorinsky and Smith (1992), needed for
students to com pose a research paper. The findings o f this study revealed that the
teachers who participated in this study conceptualized research in one o f two ways— as
an act o f inquiry or as an act o f investigating and reporting about information.
A dditionally, teachers who embedded critical reading o f non-fletion instruction into their
curriculum were more likely to report that they were satisfied with the papers their
students wrote than were the teachers who either did not teach students to read critically
non-fiction texts or who offered instruction in critical reading only when they were
teaching students to write research papers. O ther factors played into teachers’
conceptualizations, and those included their own experiences with writing and teaching
students to write research papers, as well as the school com m unity’s em phasis, or lack o f
em phasis, on the importance o f writing research papers.
In addition, most o f the teachers who participated in this study held philosophical
beliefs that could be described as mimetic, which m eans that they believed that there was
a relationship between how much students knew about a topic and how well they wrote
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about it. In some cases, the mimetic philosophy influenced instructional practices. Such
was the case o f Alexandra who planned lessons so that her students would have ample
opportunity not only to learn more about a topic that they had chosen based on their
interest, but to pose and repose research questions throughout the process as they
integrated new learning into existing knowledge. However, several teachers, while
holding mimetic philosophies, operated according to a formalist philo.sophy, which meant
that their instructional practices, including how they evaluated papers, centered on the
form and correctness o f the piece. This aspect o f the study seems to support L ee’s (1998)
study o f teachers in Hong Kong, who professed that they wanted clear thinking in their
students’ writing, yet graded papers mostly according to form and correctness.
Additionally, teachers who held expressionist philosophical beliefs struggled to maintain
a balance between their desires for their students to be engaged in their research from a
personal point o f view and the required conventions o f the research paper.
Finally, while all the teachers who participated in this study categorized the
teaching o f a research paper into steps, tasks and procedures, some held a generalknowledge stance with regard to the type o f know ledge about com position students
needed to write research papers; others held a task-specific stance. Those who held a
general knowledge stance typically taught the research paper as if it were an essay except
that in this case, students used more than one source to support their thesis. The general
knowledge teachers also tended to rely on the same formulaic models for essay-writing
instruction that they used when they were teaching the essay. In other words, they
prescribed for students what type o f inform ation would go in each paragraph. While it is
not only questionable whether a formulaic approach to essay instruction is in and o f itself
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an effective instruetional model, it seems evident that following sueh a form would allow
for even less inquiry or less synthesis, sinee the foeus is on filling the paragraphs with the
eorreet inform ation, rather than building an argum ent and supporting the argum ent with
effeetive elaims. The only dit'ference between other essays the general know ledge
teaehers assigned in elass and the research paper was that in the research paper, students
needed to follow the conventions o f citation.
On the other hand, those who held a task-specifie stance tended to consider that
each o f the parts, or sub-tasks o f the research paper, offered instruetional opportunities
that were specific and driven by the tasks involved. They were more also more likely to
teach students to read critically. In teaching students to read critically, they also assumed
a task-speeific knowledge approach in that they taught students that the research paper
was a persuasive paper, and showed students models o f other persuasive essays.
A lexandra w ent one step further and had begun to adopt a eom m unity-speeilie approach,
especially with regard to reading instruction. She reported that she taught students to be
aware o f how the author’s intent and intended audience for a piece o f writing inllueneed
how the author developed his or her argument.

D efining the High Sehool Research Paper: Inquiry or Investigation
The teachers who participated in this study described their processes o f teaching
students to write research papers in term s o f various .steps and procedures. This is not
surprising given the complexity o f the tasks involved in teaching students to write this
type o f paper. K antz (1990) described this com plexity as a series o f subtasks, and it
appears that these six teaehers, in recognizing this complexity, attem pted in some fashion
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to break down the process o f writing a research paper into a series o f sub-tasks that could
be categorized into tbur general categories— information gathering, critical reading,
writing, and conventions— which are further elaborated in Figure 9. Teachers placed
varying instruetional foci on each o f the aspects.
The am ount o f attention teaehers paid to instruction in any o f the four quadrants
seems to be relative to their own coneeptualizations o f the reasons for doing researeh.
Teachers who conceptualized the reasons for conducting research and writing a researeh
paper as an act o f investigating and reporting on inform ation reported that they felt it was
im portant to spend their instructional time on practices in the first and fourth
quadrants— in information gathering and conventions; whereas teaehers who
conceptualized the reasons for writing a research papers as an act o f inquiry reported that
they also felt it was important to spend instructional time teaching students to read
critically.
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Table 7. Four aspects o f teaching the research nancr
Information Gathering
U se search strategies

Critical Reading
•

U se pre-reading sk ills

H ave inform ation literacy

U se prior k n o w le d g e

L ocate inform ation and ev id e n c e

U se co n cep t & a ca d em ic vocabulary

S ele ct inform ation and ev id en ce

•

Identify the argum ent o f a text

E xplore to p ics

•

Identify appeals

E valuate sou rces

•

Evaluate the argum ent o f a text

Take n otes

•

U se ou tside so u rces to ev a lu a te an
argum ent

•

U se m ultip le so u rces in creatin g an
argum ent in resp onse to a research
question

•

Writing

Integrate others’ ideas w ith o w n .

Conventions

D e v e lo p research q u estion s

Form at papers correctly

R ecord inform ation

U se proper citation form s

S um m arize and annotate

R eport referenced m aterials fo llo w in g

C onstruct an argum ent

proper co n v en tio n s.

O rganize
Integrate sou rce inform ation
Integrate oth ers’ ideas w ith stud en t’s ow n.
U se acad em ic/form al language
Draft full texts
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Teachers who coupled either expressionist or mimetic philosophical beliefs with
task specific knowledge about writing instruetion (e.g. Alexandra, Janie, Evan, and Ellen)
were more likely to have im plem ented other instructional practices designed to improve
students’ critieal reading o f non-fiction texts. Interestingly, o f this group, only Ellen
conceptualized the research paper as an act o f investigating and reporting on inform ation;
however, she also indicated that she saw the need to change that. It was unclear w hether
or not she would change either the instruetional focus o f the research paper assignm ent or
her pedagogical beliefs and knowledge without support.
Through this study it became evident that, as Brent (1992) argued, we need to
have a better definition o f what it means to do researeh in Ehiglish. A possible way to
define what it means to do researeh may lie in h an g er’s (1993) work. Langer reported
that the underlying questions whieh English teachers have toward the discipline ask
students to identify their own personal responses to the texts they read, develop further
interpretations o f their responses by exploring multiple perspectives, and to also consider
multiple im plications o f those interpretations. If this is so, then researeh papers in the
discipline o f English, may be well-served if they were constructed to address those
questions. It certainly seemed apparent that the disciplinary foci o f some o f the English
teachers who participated in this study was for their students to address the underlying
questions as laid out by Langer. For example, Ellen, who wanted students to researeh an
A m erican author, expressed that when she assigned students to read a work by the author,
she hoped they would identify their own personal responses, and then would further
develop those responses by investigating other perspectives and other interpretations.
However, her instruction approach, which focused on the form and correctness o f the
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final product, seemed to impede or interfere w ith instruetional tim e that m ight otherw ise
have been spent on tasks that were more aligned with her mimetic philosophy.
In other eases, the researeh paper assignm ents seemed to m eet the disciplinary
goals o f disciplines other than English. For exam ple, Langer (1993) noted that history
teaehers were oriented tow ard identifying and contextualizing a particular content and in
refining an understanding o f the content from multiple perspectives. I'he teaehers who
taught students to researeh a controversial issue seemed to have that goal in mind. They
w anted students to understand and eontextualize a controversial issue from multiple
perspectives in order to take an informed stance on it. Likewise, Janie’s researeh
assignm ent, whieh asked students to researeh an event from American history from three
perspectives, also seems to address a soeial seienee foeus. The nature o f the diseiplinary
foci, w hether it be English or Soeial Seienee or another discipline is not necessarily an
issue, unless it creates a m ism atch between w hat a teacher com m unicates explicitly as the
goals o f the assignm ent with those that he or she implicitly hopes that the students’ work
achieves.
Factors Intlueneing Coneeptualizations
O ther aspects o f teachers’ beliefs and know ledge influencing their
coneeptualizations and practices with regard to teaching students to write research papers
revolved around organization o f the paper as a whole and quote integration activities. For
the most part, these activities tended to be prescriptive in nature. An exam ple o f this lies
in Sylvia’s prescribing what type o f inform ation m ight go into each section o f the
controversial issue paper she assigned, or when Ellen prescribed the four sections o f the
American author paper. Both o f these prescribed ways o f telling students w hat to include
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did not seem to help students understand how to develop an idea or further an argument.
In both eases, it seemed to invite students to merely report information. Both Sylvia and
Ellen sadly reported that they thought students did ju st this, but neither Sylvia or Ellen
seemed to recognize the relationship between the outlines they provided as guidance and
the resulting papers their students wrote.
Additionally, several o f these teachers had appropriated the .lane Shaffer language
o f concrete detail and commentary. In m ost cases, it seems that these designations
confounded teachers’ conceptualizations about plagiarism and citation. In Shaffer
term inology, concrete details are facts. But this simplistic way o f labeling parts, or
sentences in a paragraph, lead teaehers to questions that they are often unable to answer.
For example. Is a quote a fact? Is it always a concrete detail? When facts or quotes are
used as com mentary, how are those handled? H ow are complex sentences that may
include both a concrete detail and com m entaries cited? For the most part, these two
concepts o f concrete detail and com mentary seemed to confuse teacher's thinking about
w hat and how to cite information and how to distinguish between source material
inform ation and student analysis.
The researeh literature describes how researchers across disciplines follow very
sim ilar models in reporting their researeh (Russell, 1991). Teaehers need to heed these
models for teaching students to report on their research. Although m ost high sehool
English teachers are not researchers, they need to become aware that when they ask
students to write a research paper, they are referring to a genre that does exist both across
the academ ic disciplines and within each discipline. In this genre, researchers pose
questions or search for “truths.” The high sehool research papers that teachers assign
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often seem to be essays o f justification, in whieh the student is expected to provide a
thesis and justify it with the inform ation they have located from other sources, rather than
following the model o f the research paper genre in which students, as researchers, pose
questions and then attem pt to answ er them.
Im plications For Instruction and Professional Development
The findings and lessons learned from this research study lead to several
im plications for instruction as well as for professional development. First, it would be
more productive if teaehers treated student researeh paper assignments as acts o f inquiry,
the questions from whieh em erge from course content. Second, researeh requires
knowledge o f discipline-speeifie thinking. Conceptualizing o f researeh in this m anner
would allow teaehers to address the conventions and critieal reading w ithin the context o f
the overarching questions that drive inquiry in the discipline. Third, when critical reading
and academie writing skills are em bedded into and across the curriculum, teachers can
attend to instructional needs related to eritical reading and academic writing. Finally, if
teachers are to discover the discipline-specific questions that drive their discipline,
professional developm ent opportunities should provide teaehers with opportunities to,
tim e to plan inquiry-based research papers and occasions to work collegially to embed
critical reading skills into and across the curriculum. Further discussion o f these four
im plications follow.
Treat Research Papers A s Acts O f Inquiry That Emerge from the Content
The research literature informs us that academ ic researchers start their research
from their own knowledge base, from their own interests, from their own research
libraries (Russell, 1991). Fundamental to this ideal o f inquiry is know ing enough about a
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topic and its content area to know which questions arc worth asking. Also im portant is
the research assignm ent as presented to students. Sisserson, M anning, Knepler, and
Jolliffee (2002) presented a framework for considering the intellectual rigor o f a task. It
w as clear that some o f the research assignm ents, as they were presented to the students,
plaeed greater em phasis on those faetors, w hich they argued would lead to a more
authentically and intellectually rigorous task. The factors put forth by Sisserson, ct al,
m irror the type o f thinking that academ ic researchers do when conceptualizing and
conducting their own research; namely, the assignm ent asks students to connect their
learning to situations significant to their lives, and the assignments require that students
construct knowledge and conduct disciplined inquiry.
Teachers who participated in this study, for the most part, did not conceptualize
that students should experience either conducting or reporting on research in the same
m anner that academics do. As Russell (1991) noted, academics conduct research on
questions that arise from their own interests. W hile it may be an unrealistic expectation
that in high school classes, where the goal is for students to learn new content and where
they have an adm ittedly limited know ledge about an area o f study, students w ould have
the deep content knowledge needed in order to ask questions o f the field o f study;
however, it seems reasonable that students would be more motivated and interested if
they were allowed to choose their research questions, even if confined by the topic
assignment. It also seems reasonable that a research paper field o f study should grow out
o f course eontent, once a knowledge base, even a limited one, has been established
through the course content and should cause students to have questions. While in no case
did the course research paper grow out o f an existing knowledge base, one teacher in this
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study, A lexandra, did go to great effort to give students an opportunity to learn first about
their topics before they starting asking researeh questions. Once they had acquired some
inform ation about the topic they were researching, they were given opportunities to ask
questions. A lexandra reported that she worked closely with students as they asked these
questions and gave them guidance and support about which questions would be
researchable and answerable. Throughout the researeh process, students in A lexandra’s
class were given opportunities to reform and revise their questions. This process o f
teaching research as a recursive, vital process seems more like the process that academ ic
researchers follow as they pose research questions. In the other cases, teachers reported
that they had students write their thesis statem ent early on and were instructed to find
information in order to prove their thesis.
The differences between how academ ics write and report research and how
teachers instructed their students to write and report researeh was most evident when we
discussed how students were taught to write research papers. Russell noted that academic
research is reported in much the same way, in five sections— the introduction, the
background (or review o f the literature), the methods, the results, and the discussion.
None o f the teachers in this study asked students to report their inform ation in this
manner, although several gave students outlines that covered the sections o f the paper. In
most cases, it seemed that these teaehers assigned their students to write reviews o f the
literature or to review the background inform ation about a topic. This is not necessarily a
poor course o f action. Writing a clearly constructed literature review is not a sim ple task.
However, if teaehers could define the researeh papers they assign as such, when it is the
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intent o f the paper to investigate and report, it might help teachers better understand and
define what their expectations are with regard to the researeh paper.
Additionally, even though teaehers had differing conceptualizations o f w hat it
m eant to do researeh, they all had students present their researeh papers as essays rather
than the way researeh is m ost often reported (e.g., introduction, background, method,
results, discussion). Although all six teaehers provided students with instructions about
how to write the paper, some instruction was more formulaic than others. 1lowever, even
the least formulaic models described the internal features o f writing the researeh paper in
rather formulaic terms. For example, all teaehers required that students write the
introduction with a thesis statement at the end. In truth, this may be an accurate way to
represent w hat happens in an academic paper. Sutton (2000), drawing on the work o f
linguist .lohn Swales, who analyzed how academ ie introductions make four “ m oves,”
described how student academic paper introductions can do the same thing. In brief, he
describes how student introductions should first begin by establishing the significance o f
the topic; second, briefly summarize relevant inform ation related to the topic; third point
out a gap or possibly pose a question as to whether previous interpretations are reliable or
valid; fourth make clear that the rest o f the paper will present the student’s original
research to fill the gap pointed out in step three. Perhaps having students end an
introduction with a thesis statem ent is not so far o ff the mark, but requiring that all
introductions end with a thesis statement certainly is more prescriptive than the
descriptive way Sutton advocates teaching it.
Finally, high sehool English curriculum is both an ill-defined and w ell-defined
field. In the state o f California, content standards exist for math, seienee, soeial sciences
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and reading/language arts. While the math, science, and soeial science standards define
the content to be taught in those disciplines, for the m ost part, the reading/language arts
standards define the skills by whieh contents are learned and used. A lthough the
reading/language arts docum ent asserts that it is “everyone's jo b to teach students to be
literate,” in practice in high schools the reading/language arts standards are the dom ain o f
the English departments. In other words, the content o f English (the what) is ill-defined;
the reading, writing, listening and speaking skills to be used to learn the content (the
how) are w ell-defined. It is notable that in the case o f the researeh paper alm ost the
opposite is seen. In the ease o f the six teaehers who participated in this study there was
some agreem ent about the topic o f the researeh paper. With the exception o f .lanie, who
assigned a historical research paper, these six teachers taught students to write one o f two
topics, either a controversial issue paper or a report about an author. In other words, there
was some agreem ent about the content. W here they differed was in the intent o f the
paper, how to teach it, and the skills to be focused on, all o f which are outlined, quite
specifically, in the state standards. This seems contrary to Grossman (1989) and
G rossm an and Stodolsky (1995) assertion that there was little agreem ent about the
content o f secondary English curriculum.
Recognize Research Papers as a Discipline-Specific Genre
Some aspects regarding how to present research ought to remain consistent across
the disciplines; however, each discipline needs to make more transparent what the
overarching questions are that guide the inquiry. I f high school English teachers w ant to
teach a discipline-specific paper, they would be well served to define w hat the diseiplinespeeific guiding questions are and how they may differ from other disciplines. A deeper
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recognition on the part o f teaehers o f the underlying questions to whieh they are drawing
their students’ attention would seem to help them refine the type o f critieal thinking they
w ant students to do in the researeh paper, a skill whieh m ost o f these teaehers saw as
lacking.
While some teaehers seemed to orient students’ attention to English disciplinespeeifie questions, be they English specific or in some eases soeial studies specific, there
appeared to be disconnects between this and the reasons they com m unicated to students
for why they were writing a researeh paper. In many eases, it appeared that the primary
reason com municated to students was to cite sources correctly. In no ease, w hether this
was either the im plicit or explicit goal o f the paper, did the teaehers express that they
were pleased with the outcome. This may be because the reasons for following citation
conventions are de-contextualized. As 1 exam ined the data from this research, 1 had to
consider my own purposes for citing inform ation in my researeh. In m ost eases, my
reasons and the reasons given to students are vastly different. As an academ ic w riter, 1
cite sources to show that my work is trustworthy, that it has authority, that I have a basis
for the questions that 1 ask, and that others whose work has come before mine have
informed my work and my ideas. W ith the exception o f Alexandra, who repeatedly spoke
o f texts as evidence that would support an argument, teaehers did not describe to students
the reasons for citing others’ work in this manner. An example o f this was Ellen’s story
about the student who cited him self and who adm itted that h e’d been studying Ayn Rand
“all his life.” The question should have been, “How have you studied her? W hat have you
read? flow have these things helped your form an opinion.” Rather than, “ You are not an
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authority yet.” Both the teacher’s and the student’s responses indicate that the idea o f
intellectual authority was incompletely understood.
Unfortunately, too many English teaehers do not come from researeh
backgrounds; they are years Ifom the sem inar papers they wrote in college and too few
have reflected upon their own researeh praetiees, even when they had com pleted a
M asters Thesis. All these teachers, at some level, wanted their students to solve their
research question or prove their thesis. This seems to indicate some level o f
understanding about the act o f doing research. Yet the foeus in most o f these teachers’
beliefs and instructional practices was to get students to manipulate or use the researeh to
“fit” the thesis. To this end, m ost o f these English teaehers assigned students researched
essays, regardless o f whether the teacher conceptualized the act o f doing research as
inquiry or investigation and reporting.
All teachers mentioned that they had problems with student plagiarism; however,
teachers with different philosophies saw the issue o f plagiarism differently. Teachers who
had formalist beliefs tended to see that student problems with plagiarism cam e as a result
o f students not being motivated or interested in following the rules for form atting
conventions. Sylvia and Ellen, both o f whom either had formalist beliefs or who taught
according to them, mentioned this issue repeatedly throughout the interviews. Each
expressed that she was quite frustrated about this issue. Both noted that no m atter how
many times they taught students the rules for when to parenthetically cite, students
frequently did not adhere to the rules. Ellen also noted that students dow nloaded and used
book summaries rather than read the assigned novel. Both o f these sets o f problem s
related to student plagiarism seem to ignore or simplify the reasons that academ ie papers
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cite information to begin with. In fact, both teaehers gave rather supcrtleial if not
incorrect directions about what to cite and when. N either teacher introduced the idea that,
in addition to issues o f academic honesty and integrity, proper citation lends authority to
a paper.
Em bed Critical Reading and Writing Skills into the Curriculum
The school site itself also seem ed to play an im portant role in influencing
teachers’ conceptualizations about teaching students to write research papers. It seems
obvious to report that school with a focus on teaching students to write research papers
w ould have developed a cohesive and integrated plan for teaching students to write them,
such as at H illtop’s teachers A lexandra and Evan. Although they held very different
philosophies about the role o f com position instruction— Evan leaning toward
expressionist philosophy and A lexandra tow ard a mimetic/rhetorical philosophy— both
had included instruction in critical reading o f non-fiction texts as part o f their class
curriculum. This appears to have occurred as a result o f the school’s focus on integrating
critical reading instruction into the English curriculum. They both recognized that the
critical reading and thinking and academ ic writing .skills students needed to com plete a
com plex task, such as an independent research paper, could not be taught only in the
context o f the one assignm ent if students were to achieve some level o f mastery.
The teachers at N orthern seemed to be working toward the goal o f including more
non-fiction critical reading into their curriculum, although they had ju st recently begun to
discuss incorporating the strategies across the cuiTiculum. Neither had the site’s Literacy
Focus Group garnered support from teachers across the disciplines to make curricular
agreem ents which would support the teaching o f critical reading and academ ic writing
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across or even within the disciplines. W ithout sueh a framework, a teacher like Ellen,
who is considering ehanging the nature o f the researeh paper assignment, may change the
topic o f the assignment. As with other teachers in this study who were dissatisfied with
the research papers that their students wrote, Ellen thinks that if she ju st changed the
topic o f the research paper, then her students would be more engaged and would produce
better work. While some topics may elicit higher student motivation than others, merely
changing topics seems to gloss over other real factors that may be contributing to students
inability to write research papers, nam ely teachers’ m isunderstandings about writing the
research paper genre itself, other instructional practices that do not include instruction in
teaching students to read critically, or focusing instruction on the form atting and
convention aspeets o f writing a research paper, rather than on inquiry and answ ering
research questions, as opposed to reporting on information found.
Still, there is mueh promise for schools like N orthern High School who adopt the
goal o f im plem enting critical reading instruetion o f non-fiction texts into the currieulum ,
not only in English classes, but in all disciplines. Even though N orthern's m otivation for
ineluding reading eom prehension instruetion into the eurriculum stem med from the
State’s testing em phasis on reading non-fietion texts, both Ellen and .lanie had recognized
that their students’ limited skill in reading non-fiction texts was evident when they wrote
research papers. The departm ent’s foeus on teaching students to paraphrase and
summarize had also focused teaeher’s attention on how these skills also applied to
students’ ability to write research papers.
It is both curious and worrisome that a school site, such as Valley High School,
which had been labeled as being an underperform ing school site and which had
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purportedly indicated that it had gone to great lengths to train its teaehers to improve
student literacy, had two teaehers who felt that they worked in such isolation and that one
o f them did not consider it her jo b to teach students to improve these skills. This seem s to
speak to the em phasis on discrete skill building and “covering” o f standards that is
prevalent in many o f today’s professional developm ent programs. This foeus on coverage
and teaching to the test seems to exclude instruetional planning for authentic,
academ ically rigorous assignments, as well as excluding time for teaehers to com e to
agreem ents ahout what constitutes rigor in their assignments.
It becam e evident that teaehers who focused on information gathering, reporting
and using conventions correctly were most frustrated by their students' apparent inability
or unw illingness to follow the rules. It is in the translating o f ideas into visible language
w here the issue o f automatieity with regard to writing occurs. The beginning or
inexperienced writer's short term memory may becom e overburdened with the dem ands
o f spelling and grammar, or in the ease o f a researeh paper, the form and function o f
citations. This may be especially true when those conventions are seen as extrinsic to the
act o f writing. At this point, the writers may be focusing so much attention on the
correctness o f the piece that they becom e less able to com municate the ideas they may
have ahout the topic or how they are addressing the rhetorical task.
Having students write researched papers also shines a light on the very real
problem o f critical reading o f non-fiction texts. All six teachers recognized that their
students had difficulty reading texts critically and had problems integrating source
materials for the purpose o f supporting a point o f view or using source materials as
evidence to support an argument. Several teachers had implemented instructional
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practices to meet that need. Those, sueh as Alexandra, who had made instruetion in
critical reading o f non-fietion texts part o f their curriculum, reported that they believed it
was having a positive influence on the final product.
W hen there were mism atches between beliefs and practice, teachers became
frustrated. In some cases, it became the students’ fault that they w ouldn’t follow
directions or would not do the work required o f them. Some teachers would com plain
that students were not willing to do the work, were disengaged from the proeess, or in
some instances were simply incapable o f doing the higher level work. One im plication
for instruction with regard to teaching students to write research papers is not to treat the
issue o f citation as if it belongs only to research papers as a separate genre, fhe issues
related to intellectual property are abstract. Students need to learn that citing source
material lends authority to their argument. It does not make their argument. They should
learn and incorporate this notion o f academ ic authority consistently from early in their
education, so that the function o f and reasons for citation are clear.
Provide Teachers With Opportunities to Plan Inquiry-based Research Papers and to
Consider the O verarching Questions that Drive their Discipline
It seem s obvious that teachers need tim e to plan, organize, and reflect on their
practice, and that those teachers who have those opportunities becom e more effective.
However, the need for giving teachers time to plan inquiry-based research papers and for
teaching students to write for com plex purposes seems at odds with the current
educational/political movem ent tow ard accountability and high-stakes testing. Much
current professional development aim ed at secondary teachers seems focused on
strategies teachers can use to prepare students to pass high-stakes and other standardized
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tests. W hat much o f this professional developm ent seems to ignore is that students who
can read critically and write academically tend to do well on these tests and on college
entrance exams.
Directions For Further Researeh
In many respects, this study gives only a limited glimpse into the
conceptualizations and pedagogical decision-m aking o f teaehers and was limited to one,
albeit one im portant, academic assignm ent that required high ability levels to read
critically and write academically. In this study, 1 exam ined how faetors, including but not
limited to beliefs and knowledge, influenced teacher thinking and pedagogical decision
making when they were teaching students to write researeh papers. The findings o f this
study entertain the notion that teachers who simultaneously held either m im etic or
expressionist beliefs, a task-speeifie know ledge stance, and other pedagogical knowledge
so that they conceptualized the researeh paper assignm ent as an act o f inquiry were also
engaged in teaching students how to better read critically and write academ ically.
However, it did not exam ine how teachers’ beliefs and knowledge about eritical reading
and academic writing influenced student learning o f sueh.
M ore research is needed if we are to understand how teachers’ beliefs and
know ledge about critical reading and academic writing influences student learning,
especially the beliefs and knowledge o f high sehool teaehers. While some studies have
been conducted in this field, they are largely concerned with freshman college
com position students and their instructors. Research that exam ines how high school
teachers’ beliefs influences students’ understanding o f inquiry would inform this field o f
study, as would exam inations o f high sehool students’ perspectives o f what they were
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taught when learning to write researeh papers. Additionally, a researeh study that
exam ined w hieh specitie teacher beliefs and/or knowledge are likely to positively
influence students to think like academ ies would be useful.
Finally, Hilltop and Valley high schools taught highly diverse student bodies and
the students in teachers’ College Prep English classes represented that diversity. While it
was not an explicit researeh question o f this study, there existed an underlying question
regarding the learning needs o f students who were English Learners, who cam e from
low-socioeeonom ie situations, or who spoke and wrote non-standard form s o f English
that rem ains difficult to answer. For the most part, teachers did not appear to consider
that the critical reading, or academic writing problem s the students in their classes were
having was an academic language acquisition issue (M ontano-Harmon, 1991). The
teachers may have considered m eeting the needs o f the diverse populations in their
classes when they assigned content (e.g., they looked for authors or works that
represented diversity), but they did not seem to consider that their students also needed to
instruction in order acquiring academic discourse. While did not specifically ask
questions about teachers’ beliefs and know ledge related to the discourse acquisition
issues o f their diverse student populations, neither did teaehers reflect on this issue
unprompted. This is a concern given the ethnic diversity I saw represented in their
classes, especially at Valley High School w here over 35% o f their student population was
Hispanic, 11% were African-A m erican and 21% had been designated English f.earners.
If students in college-prep English classes are truly being prepared to attend college, then
their teachers’ instructional practices ought to meet the needs o f those students, yet in
these teachers, it did not seem to be an instruetional issue. A study which exam ines how
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the beliefs and knowledge o f teaehers with regard to teaehing eritieal reading and
academ ic writing to students whose home language is not mainstream English would
greatly inform the field o f academic and adolescent literacy.
Researchers have detuned what good readers do so that etfeetive reading
instruction can teach students w hat good readers do (Duke & Pearson, 2002). Others have
described how a foeus on professional developm ent and a school-wide foeus on
im proving literacy instruction praetiees can im prove teacher practice and deepen
teachers’ understandings o f when and why specific literacy instruetional praetiees are
appropriate (Farnan, Harris, Hays, & Fisher, 2003). It follows that effeetive critieal
reading and academie writing instruetion in an academ ic genre sueh as a researeh paper
would be well served by following sim ilar models.
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Interview Guide ~ Interview 1
Focused Life History
Early experiences with reading and writing at home
How did you learn to read?
How do you remember learning to write?
Early experiences with reading and writing in high school
W hat do you rem em ber about reading in high school
W hat do you rem em ber about writing in high school
Did you write a research paper in high school? W hat was that like?
Experiences with reading and writing in college
W hat do you remember about reading in college
W hat do you rem em ber about writing in college
Did you write research papers in college? What was that like?
Experiences with research writing
Have you had experiences doing research based writing since college? How
do you do it?
Experiences with teaching reading and writing
How do you teach students to read for the purposes o f doing research?
H ow do you teach students to write research papers?
How do you feel about teaching the research paper?
How well do your students do on research papers? What do you think their
biggest problem (s) is/are in writing research papers?
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Interview Guide 2
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Interview Guide 2
Plagarism
•

W hen you say you have ehallenges in dealing with plagarism , ean you tell me
more about what you mean by that? In what ways do students plagiarize?

•

H ow do you teaeh students the relationship between putting things in their
own words and plagiarism.

Evaluation/feedbaek
•

How do you grade/evaluate the final draft?

•

W hat types o f feedbaek do you give to students during the proeess o f finding
researeh? O f writing it up?

•

In the first interview 1 asked you what ehallenged students the m ost (and you
said ...). W hat part do they do best on? Why do you think that is?

Student skills
•

How big a part does the ability to read eritieally play in a student's ability to
write a researeh paper?

•

Several people talked about eritieal reading as a skill that students need in
order to do researeh. W hat do you think o f that idea? Define eritieal reading.

•

Some people talked about how the student’s ability to use an academ ie voiee
plays an important role in their writing researeh. How big a part does the
ability to use an academic register play in a student’s ability to write a
researeh paper?

•

W hat is academic register to you?

•

How would you eharaeterize your students reading ability? W hat do you do to
support your less able readers/writers?

Curriculum
•

To what extent is the researeh paper project similar to other papers students
write in your class?

•

To what extent is the research paper project different than other papers
students write in your class?

•

To w hat extent is the researeh paper project you assign sim ilar/different than
research papers you have w ritten in your academic career?

•

W hat is the m ost im portant part o f your instruction in teaching the researeh
paper?
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How much o f your course is focused on teaching the reading and writing
skills necessary for this project?

Setting
•

How much do your colleagues influence how you teach this project?

•

How much does the school support/hinder your doing this project?

•

W hat do you think other teachers at this site think about teaching students to
writer research papers.

•

W hat do you think about the school-wide literacy elTort at this school? How
do you see the relationship between this effort and teaching students to write
research papers.
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Focus G roup Questions
Introduce myselti, and Leslie. Explain our roles. Give each person a pad o f paper. I'ell
them, r i l ask a question, give you a few minutes to think about your response or answ er
to the question.
Goal o f the focus group: To give us an opportunity to discuss, as a group, some o f the
issues involved in teaching students to write research papers.
Some guidelines - try to speak loudly. If it’s com fortable, try to start o ff your com m ents
with your name, such as: This is Cindi, 1 th in k ... I’ll try to paraphrase what y o u 're saying
throughout the interview.
1. Introduce yourself, and share briefly the research paper topic you have your
students do.
2. W hat are some o f the important things that you think students should be able to
do well in their research papers?
3. W hat is your definition o f literacy and how does your research paper further that.
4. One o f the issues that several o f you brought up, was the issue o f student’s having
a difficult time citing source material. Can you talk about some o f the things
y o u ’ve done in order to help students understand how to do it.
5. Can you talk about some o f the things you’ve done in order to help students
understand why it is necessary to cite source material.
6. Do you think that the research paper belongs in the English curriculum ? Why?
W here does it belong?
7. I f you could go back into your students educational history. Can you construct
w hat you’d want their 4*'’ grade teacher to teach them about writing research?
Their 7*'’ grade teacher? Their ninth grade teacher?
8. In your perfect world, describe how you w ould teach the research paper.
9. Are there any other things you’d like to add about teaching the research paper or
about participating in this study?

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Contact Summary Form
(M iles & Huberman, 1994)

Site
Contact Date _
Today's Date_
W ritten b y :__

Contact Type;
V isit _
Phone_
Email

1. W hat w ere the main issues or them es that struck you in this contact?

2. Sum m arize the inform ation you got (or failed to get) on each o f the target
questions you had for this contact
Questions

Information

3. A nything else that struck you as salient, interesting, illum inating or
im portant in this contact?

4. W hat new (or rem aining) target questions do you have in considering the
next contact with this person?

R eproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Appendix E.
Coded Summary Form
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Coded Summary F’orm
(M iles & Huberman, 1994)
Contact Summary

Nam e
Phone
Email
Data type

Place
Date
Coded by
Date coded

Pick out the m ost salient points in the contact. N um ber in order on this sheet and note line number
(from transcript) or page number (from field n otes) on w hich point appears. N um ber point in text o f
transcripts or field notes. Attach them e or aspect to each point in capi i Ai.s. Invent them es w here no
ex istin g on es apply and asterick those. C om m ent may also be included in double parenthesis.

Page/
Line
#.

Salient Points

Them es/
Aspects

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Appendix F.
Ellen’s Researeh Paper Assignm ent
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Junior J:ntJ.ish Research Paper Final
Yt:s qua.rt.er you w,L be work.mg or. a Ubra..ry research proJ e<et . Th.is

pr-o.,ect wtU count as your Ona..l exam. You ·mil have a-pprox:1.'Tiate y 8

wuei.s ;.o w ork: on 1t. 'f't\..Js handout w'.Jl g:ve you infor:;ia,! on a.bout h ow to
p . '"'C""ed wlt.l•. th.LS assignment; therefore. !t lS important to hole! on to tt-.is
and !'der t.o lt wt1en you have qi.;.estions.
Sele<:tion or Author

Look: over the a.ct.a.ch d hs am:! select a. fir-st, second. and r.hird
choice Eact, stu ient w>.ll research a d1ffere •• t autho!". \Ve wil! draw
:,. •nb~rs for select.ion order
What to Include in Your Paper

l

'Biographical Information }'i;,d in.format.lo. about y our a ·tho:- s
llJe inc·ude what you fl.nd on t. .e au .• or's ch.l..ldhood, fa.rn.lly,

educ.it.Ion. tra.vel, ca..<>eer. ma.rMage, heaJth, significant
experiences, peJ'SonaJ ph!losophy, et-c. ( 1 page)
2 Hist.oriea.l Baollg.round. Ftnd out what occurred int.he United
States during your author's life. Were there any importa.."lt
h stol'1oal events that happened wMch may have innuencej
ll s/ her wrtting? (l page)
3. Literary Work.s anc! Criticism. Trace your a.uth.or·s hter;." y
ca!'eer. Vlhat were his/ her ma.ior and minor wol.'ks? ·NhA.1 .s t he
subject matter of hls/ he.- wrtti:,.g? How were ,·.-orks l.'e~ ,'. 0 ed by
the p;.:b!ic and by l r..erary c!'1t cs durtng his/ her Hfet- ne? How
a:- they perceived at the r ser,~ ume 9 Has c,1,!n on of h ·s.,1,erwr.. k changed? V\-°1"..y? What ts your opir.ion oft.he a1;tho?•'s
w ). k? (1 page)
•1 Read One Selection Written by Your Author C.t:oose • , ,ove!
t-ha~you have not read befo re . or tha.t we Ml not be I' '. dir.g tn
cia.ss tt:.s year. You m• st get approval of all t.itles. Th is may

count for y our- outs,de roadi:-i.g requirement . however-. y ou must
complete the book in order t.o corn pie e the outJ ae r eq ·i:>t:me:1t
f r tne paper. This out..llJ em · .Y be due before the page:, are due
fo1· y our out.side r eading.
5 . Book Ile-view. Wrl~ a reVl.ew of the book you read by your
a \1t.hor . !:.elude a. summary of what the b ,ok wa.s abou t ( plot ) .
the sen1r,g. the charA.Ct.er-:,, the tLe rn~. etc. Write about, y ou r
p:i:ton of the book . Co nsi der tww the boc k ties 1 .t, y ou.r
au ..or' s J:[e and htst.ory of h e t lrr:e. How dld you feel <tbou tht
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value of the book a.s a classic piece of utera,t..;re': How di<! your
cp:r.1on compare wit.h the cr-tuc·a cp1ruon? ( l p~e j
6 Summa.ry Write a sun,ma..--y i:-, which you expla:r:: what you
lea.med by dcir..g the resea."Ch . Wrl.lit. 1mpressec you :-?10st abo·..:t
your a ·1t.hor ? Eva.h.;ate the learn.tr.:g expar1e:;ce as a v.yr..ole . ( l
page)
7. Oral Presentation. D-.1!"'..:-.g t'l:lal.s. you W'.l! gtve a 3 5 rr--mut-e oral
presentation en your au~l":or . Y o·J. ,,nu :ntroduce y -::iur a.uthor to
the class Include the h1g:-:J.:gt1ts o fh.tsj her ll!e. works. history,
and literary c:-lCcis~ Ym; w'Jl prepare a. Powel"' Point
presentatic :1 that 1:luslra.tes the i:1 formation yc·ll c!lSCuss. You
must lr:clude a J;ktur~ of you: a_i1thor
Points to Remember
Tl'i. ls proj E:Ct l.s wortr: .;oo po~r,ts TI1e pa.per is worth 300 points.
a.nd the oral prese.,tatJC•~ 1s w0rt.!", 100 pou:.t.s.
2 You will be r-ecei\.'"iI'.g gr-ades f0r d'i!~'erent parts of this project
l

dul'1ng the

qua.r':.er.

3. Make sure you a.sk quest.ior,s 1f yo~ don't understand any portion
of this project.
4 Check your ca.lend&." en.en. You will be giv1m a. tlmeUi.ble of due
dates. Do not. miss any dea.dl:ncs' All assignments are due on
the date gtven.
5. No late papers Vvill '!)e accepted for credit . If you are absent on the
cta:,, tl",e pa.per ls due. you must have someone turn 1t ir. for you. o.r
you may e-mail 1t to me at
No e>xceptior,s will
be madel Also, lfyour printer sl1ould fa.11 , bring your paper to
sc!1ool ot dis<: and pMnt lt at schooi. No excuses.
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cc- nju.:t your rtsor,h ir, the hb~al')'. t,lte 1ll of your l'IOtts on note cards.
the s.,f'l'\e siu note cards f,"r all of your rtsord1.
.. E.1, I-. ,,,,r~ t.trd ~fic-1.tld be lab.:!ed at th.i top with one of the folk-wing huding5 :
B,o:,:;r-.iphi~ttl. Hiswrical. ~ liltra") . Tl-Ii~ will a!k""-· )'OU • 1t a g!.tnct, to
\."''"' what kir1d· r....f infom,rti_-,n is wnt.ained on th.it c1rd This huding
gN ~ i>r. thr tap left corner of the card .
::s Cr titt t (•p right wrner, putt~ la~t name of the sou.rce .1nd page number in
,. h.;i, ycu found the information . This is t ..tremcly imf)"r"ttrrt fOf'
A~)

c~ li

u~~

.q.

pare ~thetka! citations .
v. r,tt n,)h•s on one ~idt of the card cmly. (front)

5. ~ ;- tf earth ,..,ould ~ written in your O'l\n ..,,.-crd!- unless y.:-u pl.,1n to quo t.t the
,n fc, rmatteon in _your pa~r.
6. , .:'~t ,i!Yd~ ,t,l•u!d not be wntt.in in compl<te ~nter,ces-yv1,1 $hOL-ld p.ira?hr•se
ol"d ab~n,vi,te the infomi.itiOft.
7 t-..c"ti' c<1rd$ de not need to be c.omplttt ly full . Or&a"izt yovr Circh l>y picc:ts c:,f

irtfo~at•on Go c>n t.:J

I

nfw card whe11 _)'Our ~ubject chai,-ge~.

A.It_~~-~1.-!Lt\i~lL~$,..~.P.bJ11.~
l . Th.- t>, bhr,,gr.iph)'{Work.s Cited page is tht last pagr af your paper.
2 Th,· bihh.~8raphy sho"~ what source5 yov used for your resurch and acts n
a rotft:nmce list fo..- your par-endwtical citations.
3. Tt,r bhli .,gr.-r hy \~ arranged in alph.t~t"ica! ordl!r by the first letu!r of the
first ""rd of each entry. DO NOT II.IUMSER OITRJES!I
i. The Lrmat of a bib!ic-graph) must bf uact. A s•mple bibliography ii included
ir. th,s racket. Refer to the handc-ut on documentation for tumples
S. y,,:., ,.,.,.,,t hJve a minimum of sl• sources. Ont .ourc.e m.ty be the book you c.host
for your b,x_-.1( rtvitw. Tkt other $Ouren c.u, be • combin.ttior1 of primary
sN,rcei and ~econdary ioun:n.

~I!

A~_;:,ut -~"-rtnt~fti~~!JJ1~~Wll
1 Pdr~~th.:t,uil citations !In! used for inform.ttion that is in quott!., ind for
ir1f., nT1;,ticn not ge"erilly kn~n by you in wni<h you fo1.md in your
r<!~~.irch. Ariy time you Uk • quote or • date you must uu a ciuticm.
2 folk"' tht u.imples on tht handout on po-renthttiol citations. I will bt
~r,tdi!"lg 01'1 h°"· well )'OU UH citations and ho---.· .. you follow th.r

,n

pr.:-rer fon,'l.llt.

Bio

H,~torical
Literuy
Chunk of pa"aphr~w.d inform<Jtion or quote
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RESEARCH PAPER
CALENDAR Of DUE DATES

2003
MonJ..'ly, Ociober 27, 2003- Projtct bcgw
Tue'>day. Cktul-.er 28. 2003- Library Re.search
Thur~}- (ktobcr 30, 2003- Libra(} R~ch

Frklay.()<.;1ot-er 31 . 200.} • 25 note cards due

TuesdB.1 . l\ovemb.:.r 4. 2003 - Library Research
Tha rsda) , :'io vemh(:r 6. 2003-1.ibtary Research

friJ a:- . No vember 7. 2003- l5 note cards, tiibliogr-.1phy due (typed, proper fom,at)

lbur;.da~. ~ owmbcr 13, 2003 • Libra() Reseo.rch

Friday. Novemb.:r 14, 2003 • .25 note cards dl.K'.
T~sday. November 18, 2003 • u"brary Research

Thursday, /1,;Q\<ember 20, 2003 • lJ brary ~ c h
Frirla:- , :Sov-ernh:r 21 , 2003 - 25 note cat'lh due
W1;J11,.·s.d;ty. ~ ovember 26. 2003- oullinc due, typed

Monda: , Deecmbcr 8, 2003- typed rough draft (lue. peer e1,,-aJuation
Frida~ . Dc.._;,cmbcr 19, 2003- final rnnn-h paptr due, no latr pa~n M·ilt ~ a(<:,pt~d for
tredlt- you will tum in your note cards ( !00), outline, rough draft ,
peer evaluation, and typed final copy in claSSs Remember; If you
arc absent, you must have S001t,'<lnc else lum in your parer for you.
Alw , no excuses about wmp\1tcr failures, no paper, left it a, a
friend 's or rchu ivc 's hous.e, etc.
January 20-::~2. 2004-

Oral pr1.'SClltations/Power point prcsentat.ioo
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A ppendix G.
Janie’s Research Paper Assignment
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f-to ld on to t ,., sheet!

Research Paper
'.}ell'<: .-, '.m g i~ 1riodP.!11 for

tl,d,

nl"vehJp yi)Uf o wn 1esetti cri que~ t,-:,:,, ,H ,,,~,: , ;-,,, ,r,Lict1•1·,!
A\ ~ ,11)<,ut thmy ~ s ue t- ,15 t ti~
Wh,11 1s :he b,K qr o u ;d k! r rht~ 1r ; (Jfjf•!l '
Wh o h;i, been w1ened en,:,.,•: •·n t th•, f11 I pcr·,p e< ti' e nth .,- ,nodN t !
What 1; tw;! hl.'-r p 1.w1 1 o' , , ,~; '
. ;;,>, ,,nd ~-•N t tJ! v, •w '
;,'./ho nits b~n <,elec.red
·/ ..:t.v ~~ia - be · r. \ ~: . t ~ . hi, :~ ;.-...-""p'~. riv.:: nn r ti;." 1r,, ~d ·>r ,( >
Ho w do Cht--si:- persperu·vt' S (0rl'lp.i e tc.o nt ril~ l ?
1,t Wh!, Me thf.:'y di fff."rent fw m n~ ;,n,Hh •r 1
Whi'l-1 can I onc lud • t, orn rh ,,. ·•• <.><J' t h i!bou iltt,t udt? . lv w<H(I th is inc:1<1Pnt 1

Select one of the following topeu, or find your own and show ~ for •pprov~I.
Thp !nai of ~u ·an 8 . Antho11. in l } 4 lo, v ,.>t:nij
I he 111<1ngl_ .Siurtwa isr Fue o l 791 f II t;,11w YwJ< where 1..,-,,,s. •r ~ w-?r e ioc .. ecJ rr110 o
~ ,•,1earshop

i he Senet'o Folis Convention of 1848 ,n New Yor.~. lw m hrnq ti>,· women s11ffraqe

m,> emem
lhe 1963 /:iomb,ng of o /11,rch u; 8inn;11 _It m Alvr:w rno , ,//;ri.7 /(lu • !,rt; , Inc l< girl~
The f lirrt?nC rem S<.ll/avo case in Flo ri da w.'JPrf !o ... ed o n1•.1 o a wo man ,r- o v~qeta l iv · .--.a:e
,ght o v.!r her nght (o die
rr1e /:J.orrit' of mP. Ur-ti£> 81g florn of ! 8 r1i ,: ,;; ••, ., LO$/ ;, i ,:.; n d
R,MmiJ Cl1e ,ii,m ef!<.vn flag 011 h<.·o i1 : -(1, r, i -N :,
lhe druµping of me A bomb ,,.n l-luo,!lim .' 945
F,rst rnan woll•S on rh e moon. 1?6
M arg,;r.?t SaoqerJa1 ed m : 9 : 6 l or 1:~ .•~,1ww ,i,•g !Jin h ,.onuo: mfn1 !r1<111,.:m
Kmw/il,acr •wrn· e N1gl11 of Brok 11 f: lo\, · ot I 13& ,,1 (, ' •man_1r• • ;,;,n N1H •s dp1 :royed o
Jew ish ne1qhborhood

A~rnHin,moa of MahCJlma Gandhi 11 1 ! iM8
( 1H \1 u5 Clay M oharnn ,ecJ Al,} rel1:xe,: i :) o,' •Nii:, ff m ' o ti! ~ a,, r
fh, My w Ma~~a rem Vierrrau ; ri ! 9 7 ,vhP.ri! u . :',. 1 . ;<f<.'t 5 l,.ilic•d _; ,_r; ,v1l,on 1
The 1959Q1/IZ s.'low s,:andol mvolvin,~· Cf:u1 1e, \la!! I);!;:,;
The Memorial Day Mos.sacre of 19J.9 wh ·re Republit St.-,•J worker, Ort' cor,fronted by pohc. ,
GeraWi1 r:: Ferraro pit:ltl!d v s fir.H h>matr. , :( p f.}tc ,lleri i: i c,,r,'11dare
n 1f! 71eeiW;le !sio.nd 1w d ,wrpfr1r11 1,, )l •?• <71 ' 9 9
F..:,•cution ofJvlius and Frtiel Ro sen bi"!o ,,.. 195 1 for 1.•w,c•naqe
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<Jw I t!m on C: ri:1vt' ~'""'' r.11 d·•:'<•rt,11 :(;r' :ra rite !l:;j(J :;
:\:f.r: s~Ol:1 ~.' O! W<>t;ru.Jed Jin ~~ u·, !c'j(}:,! n ·hrf.:. :11d i<J th at,,_ ,· •._J, i fvt •f t'1 r.-1 t, 0!
!i;,, •.. n ~w n Mo ,50('/'(:' in / i 7(,

\. t,!(11P t-t,.

c1a5h

l{e-r •l Start' k1f/_1nql 01 , 9 /0 when? ;r·;cJen 5 pro C€ i W' 9 {ht' ~ ,t'/11orn 'l',v r a:1: fried up<Jn by

Nanono1Guor(!
[)-l)Qy loridmqfl:Hmc.hheod~ it'l i 944
'1•P. A i<1m<1 i 8 16

Ttw

,,al/ of Tear~ rr. i 838 ( l'JN<..l .. e1'. ,lf?<,pie ,n !.~or q i'a :J'f ,,,n-,()vPd r. ; .:.J,1Y'!.((lmertt

! .. S,;lt,ng •n 40/JO d ~orh <
NcJf furn~, 1ebellion ,,f r8 ~ I
Prn to n B't,Juk :; beot,r,g o f ~- /101 !

\tm,1tf'

.. w~ •1wr. ,,,, ,J,.r, ·J.lu v e1;- p , o o,-ini:-r ,r.

0n che /Joor

of rt,,,

in 18 S6

Bm((e of Ge.rty.w er9 111 I 86J
Lee·i .surrender ro G,anr rn fS(,5
Horiwstead Stri li~ o f i 89] where 1vo r1<er i ar Carnt?g,e Sreel Hrik!? a n d me mer V>nff, violent

ti'" St.stanci'
5011 Frono~ cc; eor-rhqtm.ic.eol 1906
r.n,c,1g1~
of 1811
w,,qttt Brot~n 1,r,;1 fllgh1 i n I 90~

F,"'

?!Inc ho Vi/kl ra id , "lew Mexko in I" i 6
Stock Mork.N ( rmti of 19J9
8atoon ~th Mardt al r941 -Amt!mlln mldieH vs Jopanes~ cap(o ri
Tet Ohenstve in V,etriam - rurnlng t>Oint ;n Vie tnam .v,u for Amem:o
Gulf of Tonkil! inc•<tt.'nt wh i<:h govt- U.!i the enrre mto rile V1e1ria<r- Wor . f !164
~~regooon of C tntrol High School m l.irr',e Rock, Arkam,:is 111 I c;5 7 Mie, nmc bloclc
Hudtmrs foc.ed v1olem opposition ro f!ntertn9 rh~ \O::hool
Efv H CJl)peon on the .. d 'm!lrvon Shov,' m ! 956
.Ameriu m U·l styf uiane .shur dowr. ol/er USSR. .'96(1
The 1..A zoo r Suit Ricm of the 40s aod 50\
Nixon -Kennedy TV debate of I 960
Manon An,'lersan. bla,k UJ,--..:?ra Iingt:r. ,~ ba1n-d oy t}w [}(l"gh cers o f tn e Amf>r1c o n
Re-.,o!ur1on f,om sir•ging ,n CorHtrrur1e>r1 Holl m l 939: Eleanor Roosevelr re~1gn ~ from rhat
oryon,zation orid urran<J#!l for her re, smq a l the l in(oln. Mrmon o l bf!fort> 75,000 peopk
~ml'!lia Jfflh 8/oc~r ~om.es firsr IE"male owner and r:,utn1sher of o 1'1ew5P<lfJ'tr; she
a!Jv('x:,ate. , wom<?n , 1i9ht5 nnti :er1i~:<1nce. t1Jon9 w i th 1e/orm ,t1 d r•~H for ;.,,·o rne•1
<;andra Day O'(on nor i5 n o,-TJc d iir ~r
ro servt' on ( ,e 5u()rf:' mP (o, ,:r of rhe l)n,ted
State$. 1981
tii~aberh Seton of New York Ciry IHOtJ01111td w I 91 S. n .okrng tier the f11 ~r Am~1(an Somr
Jeana Yeager ,s finr womar• to circ e rt, e ql<m~ on onP rcmic of qm - 1r1 rh,:, iigh rweight

,.,.,0.. , ., . ,,

,wcrafr Voya,qer. 1986

,<,

Jone Addams f<wnd1 Hull House in J889. CJ ·setrh.•mt'M
the slurri~ c, f Chu.ago, re(etves rhf!
Nobel Peoc(' Pnze tn 19 11
Hamer B~rher StoWt' publ1she( Che ( 0/>tro venia! new~. Uncl~ Tom '.s Cabin m ! 85 .J
Jt:S)iCO l .v nch res,ue<f fro • • 1,aq1.:c1pto r'., ) r )()J
Shm/lanno Johrnon rescvP.dfrom lrOQr ,·avro,~. l ()(J .i
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Sample Outline for Your Research Paper:
My Lai Massacre - War in Vietnam
ln1roduchon and Thes,s: On ' tH -:h
V t(!\fl,<Jr."H?!,;f} Vtik':\g , ,.. nrj t)Vt1-r

~;

1~ ,~ ~ne.!·:}{i<·. ·~.. r11 C "!.:-1 !" 10 '

t, .~ liCX

r·f,•"r\t;;.ti--•:

..:,, , ,!, r.:_<r-J

t . ·l'/,ft, :t:'f,
~(t!t,;·, 1~,Hiei C. H~ , { H ilt s,,vho o:~•~r ..
11:·~ 'fl ':.: .... :-:. t;h .t:~,:t, .. "l (~ v il v !! ': " 1 1 . 1: . j 11" ' t1( .. -, : ,~i i \ -1 , -: :-.- JI
~:,!J t:·r.:1·11!'.n , ic1!0W1n :J o l'Ja : s n 1 h(<_;-'1 ca 1 nt !i,~n,.i rr •· £; ,.:;r•: 1 \';1 , ,trl h<1 ·v uc~ h~, r ·<t! ·,,;;t'Jrz. 1' t~o·
f.::r :ne: ; •, c t Ih a~ ,Hl An, . . . ut r h,~to::cpt•:H :.::.v n · u~v.,r. ,.e. 5-•.i'rl(~ C :-tUi-• ,,-,. · 5 S\ "'t t~t: t r -1 • :r: ) • r} .. .i ~t
rJJ( n )..1. 1 r 1~i !el ; . \\ ':

1... 1v 1h ~\ l !":1

mcir1 1a ! . ·-nren::e<I ;o l:f e: .~pr::;onmm t

e ~~ .u l t>r•, <~ >f~;ars His account -, f the mcidt~ nt at
My Lai conflicted witll those ol two ol/ler witnesses. thus c reating a con ·r o versy thi1t

exists to day,
I.

Further deis.cr i pti on of the in cident

II.

Point of view of Calley

, -, perc e :ons o l ti,$
Frustrateu ar 10 s me11 ,11 .:uso •·te
(~

D
111.

Cong !l1diny ;,,a,;1•

Call ·s ,;nd ,rs ar :ct;rt,) :) r ,, mis rt) i> r, , .-, his 0\11 n words
2
C,atit f s rndnrt; t 111 d <'lC.: iOfl'>
Hat on le 01 ,,uoport c,1 Gall - y b y j('l 11 ~,e a 1tl " se(>n i,: r11 o 1r., , A· •1f•::r. , · p11 ,Le

N i'< htl ~- a~
His rea<::t,ons 10 the scc11" o f r:arn ,,' e
His C0\,1$e of ac!i~
?
Basis !or his 3~;1o n s his own words

'.l

C:

f.i epe c1,S-<;ions v i 1 ,~, rw;:,;;•0~,s 1:,,;• ,,

Hi: 10:iaie or s,;ppo t
1_1,c Arn •rti::an put lie

f T hoo1 p !,~ )f'i·•~ t1.t i !r">r<1 ., by prFJ~ e ' :,;hOP ·... <1cl

Potnt of view of Pfc . Rob~rt Maples , so1 d·1er who re fu se d to tire o n villagers

A

!:l.

V

tfll

Point of view of Hugh Thomp son, pi lo t o r helicopt er

,,\

IV

t·

,j

h o r,c w;Ja
ii<:. b•1ha v101 during the act:oc, ,r, r,~y l a •
Onscnnh()I o f his acuo'1.;>
Explanation !o r iiL-. d-,:c1Sh)r 5 his own words
H<s S~Jp P(}l' l fS .:tnd d w,c:!n:!;

My connecti on to a current issue: reflection : specul.it ion : persorrnl connection

OR
Significanc~ of this incident to th is day

OR
'four spin on the topic
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A ppendix H.
Sylvia and Tracy’s Research Paper Assignm ent
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RESEARCH PAPER

Name„

F o rm a t & R e q u fr c m e n ls

Periocl_
Dote

1.
T y p e o r w o r d - p r o c e s s , le tte r quality; t O - 1 2 p o in t, standard ty p e siz e . in d e n t
e a c h p a r e a r s p h fhit th e tab k ey o « c e |. D o u b le s p a c e b etw een ea c h tin e of te x t {not
b e tw e e n e a c h p o ra g ro p h ), YOUR BEST WORK!!! S p ell co rrec tly (use s p e l l - / function!),
C r o m m o tic a lly /tn e c h ia n jc a lly c o rre c t; v irtu o tly no e r r o rs ,
2.
S la p te a ll p o p e s to g e th e r in th e u p p e r left c o rn e r, w ith the OUTLINE on top. (Do
n o t u s e a fo ld e r or o th e r fancy co v er,)
3.

F inished P rod y ct » OUTLINE;
♦ MAIM TEXT:
♦ WORKS CITED:
® FINISHED REPORT;

4.

1 p o g e (Minimum)
5 p a g e s (M inimum)
I page
7 p o g cs m inim um : (9 p a q e s m ax.)

No c o v e r sheet! Follow this fo rm o t for y o u r h e a d in g (on OUTLINE and MAIt^ TEXT):
Y our nam e
'.'eriod f
D ate

5.
Use th e follow ing m a rg in s; TOP a n d LEFT 1 a n d 1 /2 inches; RIGHT an d BOTTOM 1".
(You m a y n e e d to re fo rm a l c o m p u te r's p re s e t m a rg in s.)
6. Include the tv o e d OUTLINE a s s co v e r s h e e t w ith th e follow ing (se e s a m p le in this
p o c k e t).
7.
H u m b e r p a g e s in the upper rig h t e o rn e r. Begin with text p a g e n u m b e r two; th e
OUTLINE, a n d the first p a g e of th e text are a a i n a m b e re d . The WORKS CITED p a g e is a lso
not n u m b e re d . Use n u m e ra ls r a th e r than sp e lle d n u m b e rs.
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8.
You m u si u s e AT LEAST FIVE {5| PARENTHETICAL CITATIONS, w hich g iv e so u rc e
fn lo rm allo n tm { g a riM M M ^ £ L a A i£ l^ i.M M fllia !L a i.m ^ ^
m o ie f ia l, P la g ia rism
wilt HOT 8E TOLERATED, a n d m a y resu lt in fa ilu re on th is a s slg n m e rti!
L «fi p ie o f OUOTED se n te n c e :. "The introcfucliori o f the m ic r o -c o m p u te r to
Amef
! ih sch o o ls h a s f r e e tly ch a n feci the w a y stu d e n ts v iew th e r e s e a r c h p ro cess”
(A nderson i / 5 ) .
’ E x a m p le o f PART QilOTEO s e n te n c e , p o r t s tu d e n f s o w n s e n te n c e : With
compMfers a v q ilo b te oil o v e r sch o o l, this has "greatly c h o n q e d th e w a y stu d e n ts v ie w the
re s e a r c h p r o te s s " (A ndersen S7S),
’ E xam p le o f PARAPHRASED fact; C o m p u ters h o v e c h a n g e d m uch of th e w a y
stu d e n ts te o rn and re s e a rc h (A nderson 175).
•C itation ” (A uthor's ts s t n a m e } s p a c e p a g e i info, fo u n d on). If no
a u th o r , u s e n e x t o v o llo b le Info.:
a r tic le title , w e b s ite title , o r b ook title).
•O uote m a rk s 90 b e f o r e the c ilo lio n /p o re ftth e sls.
•Period, ending, se n te n c e , g o e s a f te i the p a re n th e sis.
9.
C onclude w ith 0 WORKS CITID p a g e . This is o n afp h a b ctic at listing o f all s o t^ 'C "
you u se in y o u r r e s e a r c h p o p er. FIVE SOURCES MINIMUM. MAXIMUM o f 3 fro m th e
|n I e r n e I o r o th e r, c I e c lro n tc s e u r e e s fC P -ro fn . E lectric l i b r a r y , e t c . ) ! !
10
W rite the e n tire p o p e r in the th ird p e rs o n point of view . N ev er r e fe r to y o u rse lf
w ith a p e rs o n a l p ro n o u n such o s I, m e , m ine. OR se c o n d p erson, y o u , etc.
II.
To b e su c ce ssfu l w ith th is p ro je c l. th e follow ing a s s ig n m e n ts , ea c h d u e on o
sp e c ifie d d o te, w o rth points, a r e to c o m p le te d b e fo re p ro c e e d in g (0 th e n ex t s ta g e . I
will collect ALL p a rts, If you d o n ’t h a v e ail parts co m p leted , i won't a c ce p t th e final.
P9J.Q.fe,T,as,s||>l*
’ R esearch Notes:
phoiocoptes ar internet print-ouls ok,}
* R ough Outltne:

{l win coltect; handwrWco or higWigWed

Cworkslieen evontuoUy typed)

* First Draft Text:

|S homKvrWen p ages minimum for crcdlll)

’ Flrtol R e p o rt/3 PARTS foutHne, text, W orks Cited) TYPED AIL
DtJE;

L ib fo ry

rese arch

_

(No. exceptions!)

d a fe (s):^
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IDEAS fOB CONTBOVERSIAL ISSUES
Argue tor (pro) or against (eon) on any ot the following issues. H you have another
issue you would like to research, please see me first , so we can make sure it's arguable,
and that information is available at our library .
Euthanasia, dght of family to pull the plug on terminally ill family member, doctor
assistance to patient who wants to die
Death penalty; capital punishment
Censorship (music, T.V .. media)
Pornography and its etf ects on members of society
Teenage pregnancy/abortion
The teaching of evolution or creationism in school
Animal experimentation
Legality of hand weapons (gun control)
Anli-smoking laws. tobacco industry
Adoption: by single parents , gays or interracial couples adopting, rights to cancel
adoption and return babies to natural parents, Internet adoptions
Surrogate motherhood
Sex education in schools: giving out contraceptives at school
The pay of superstar athletes •· professional athletes are overpaid
The insanity plea as defense for crimes
-5chool prayer
School uniforms. dress code
Openiclosed school campuses
Teenagers being tried as adults or under juvenile jurisd!ctton
Gay rights, gays in the military, legalization of gay marriages
T.V./movie over -emphasis on sex and violer;ce (rating system? }
Governmen t's responsibilities to provide welfare ; welfare reform
Right of companies to drill offshore, other environmental issues?
Le9ali2ahon of ilhcit, illegal drugs
Immigration : legal quotas or illegal immigration ; Prop 187
Affirrnat1ve action in colleges, employment. business
Cloning and other genetic advances: should we continue to clone?
Skating: should the state provide parks? Should it be legaf on school!public prope rty?

Another controversial Issue X-..9...Y. can suggest???? You choose and okay it
with the teacher, for after all, it's your paper!!
Choose something that
interests you!
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Sample Research Outline Typed
English 6C

John Smit.

Period 2
3 122/01

Abortion
1•

Lr.!1£.IUUl.'-lisrn
A
8.

11 .

C_g_u_nw.:.1.r.!lWll.1111.1
A.

E\
C.

11 1

Shocking stati&Uc. 1.5 mllhoo abortions pertc!med a m1ual\y in the U.S.
T'Msls St•t-,,,.m: Though millions of abomcns are obtained by Amencan wom~ e11ery
year. they should not be ailowed becauso they are ( 1) unsafe and unnecessary . and tney
Ieopardize the (2) mental and (3) phy•lcal health ol contused ln9htened pregnant women.

Aoor11ons are safer than pregnancy and chitcbirth
Modem medical equipment makes abo:tion safe
Woman sh<)uld have a 'choice• of attemalives c:oncemn-ig their IY.:,dies

AJ.Q.1.1.mtntt

A.

B.

C

First Argument:
1.
2

Lack of medical suppli!:','5 J'e$Ull m lmemal damage

3.

Other ct-ioices are a11ailable

6.

U11sat1itary 8<JVtpment u $t'td

Second Argumen;:

They

cause psychological/mental problem i;

1.

Womef'I go t.hrough guilt

2
3.

They e~neoce depressior,
Traumatizing ex~errences

Third Argument ·
1

A

Abortions are unsafe and unnecessary

Procedures ar-e risky to health

Abor>.:; by toucti

2.

induced labor

3.

~nlng of the cervix

RestatE>moot ot n1es1s Statemef'I
Closing · Strong perS<l11al opinion and b-el:el . -st. ~ges:,on5 for thosP. v.-ho ac, r:av"'
ub,::rt1o ns .

"i
)
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WORKS CITED

Aulhor's lost Hame, Arsl (If 9/vffl). ~ook Dtle- City where published: J>ubllslw r' s/ Prlntt-r·~
Name, v ~ prtnt&d (11 mlql,t help to look. for the Cl) . Page numbers used/ read .

2.

A_tl.Q.Q!l.__yi..Jlb..J.~ .• or more Authors
Lcs1 Name. Arsl and fi rst Nam.• Lo.st (of o~r authors) . JlQQkl!~ - CHy where published:
Publlsher's/'f'rlntu's H<lme, year printfli (Loolc for the f:) . Poqe numbers uscd/r,ead.

3.

l!KlrQD.i.i;; __ _t~D..::.R.OJM..._o.n.t.!.n.RJn!o.r.mqtioo

Itil.tB.Nil

Author"s lost Name(s}, first (ff ,;pven). "Ar1icle Tille/ headinQ of PQ9!t. • Publication / SITE.Ji.!!..tL.m.Jllug~f.
~(lf9/ven). Date. URL/Address (example: www.qrossmont.lt12.us .ea}.

"·

i':1.Q.!U!.ll!!.L .SU:.t.!.ca. or

"M~~n.c~u::J .tf.Ylil (fnc\udjng ELECI&IC LIBBAW

Authors lost Namels). Firsl (if qlven) . " Article Ti tle. ·· .M 9.!1.Q.lru:...t!..O.!!lt- Month Year. article 's poqe
numbers .

5.

~Jt~•...$.P..Q.W

.Ml!.~ --Unclu:dlna EL(CJ.[UC LIB RAto'i

Aulhor' s lost Nome(s l, First (If glv•n) . • Article Tille .· lk'HSP.Sl.Q.~rJ'!gm_r . Monn, Year. articl e
poqc num~rs.

6. lliSl:i~.m._ru:!kl L~Qi.tedla a rli~L OLSIIltb.QJ.2.qlu;__g_J;o!llil!.2.!L.1.t>JtQicJ .JlL
lli~~t.:L ~ --@.kr~nLaY.!h.2.~
Author's. lost Home(s), Flrsl (If qlven} . "Article Title." D.QQ~ .!le. City wh~re published:
Publl-sher's/ Prlnter·s Home, year. Page numbers reod .

m.1~.

Aulhor·s Lost Nomc(s), f i rst (if given) . "Artide Tille .• ~y ~S\!iQn ..
Mooth year , ;>oqe numbers of
article (example: 35- 43 ) . (Reprinted In SIRS Io.12k.I~ Vol. ~, Artide ;J.

8.

A.

S..te. m.~.J.9.r.. J.nf.Q.anqt.i.Q.n..Q!L.,_JrulVJ U...YJgj_Olj, __ID 4.fil....t.D~.1CU2.U ~

Student page •

h.!.lltLl~---- -

• Clectric Library

•

racts .com

:t/studenls/r~se arch .htm.l
Issues and Controversies
Usemome:
Password: wcl

B.

CO Reader • http://library..:.f ...rnis / tr iau
Username: '

Password: •
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_g_J}J.i $ !!!

(no page numbe r!!)
Works Cited

(centered, not underlin~d, no quote marks!)
(Do NOT number entries: ALPHABETIZE!!. Indent 2nd & 3rd lines only.)
"BiqBaltlc Ahead for Tobacco r irms."

!.I.SA.Tu m-~ 20 fobruary

1995: 2 - 3.

Brco . Dennis . .. Kickinq Butts-AMA. Joe Camel and the 'Block Flo9· War on Tobacco."
J.Qy_cn£l.2!}....! !Wi~dicgl As.:;odotiq . 2 7 October 1993. 19 7 8-198-4.
BriQqs. 0r uce. 'The Health Police are Blowing Smoke." Taking.Si
The 0ushkln9 Pubtlshlng Group, Inc. 1993 . 27 - 30.

si.

Guilford, CT:

Mackay, Judllh. "A Tobacco Adve rti sing Free World by lhc Year 2000?"
Julv/ Augusl 1995 . .2.2 .

~ 9..rl<Ui~b-

" Tobccc.o 0e ol ' 0 ead' - - So Batlle Moves Bock lo lhe Courts. ' J;:)iN__.CQ
http://www.cnn .com/US/9705 / lobacco/
"Tobacco lnduslry Seeks New Recruits.'' t,.

BJ

1iQ..IB.S :
• Punctuation and Spelling arc
IMf'ORTANT.
• Alr,hobeticol or der (not numbered),
• Hanging (rnvcrsc lndcnlotion),
each entry Is sin gle space .
• Double space l!s: ~ source
entries.
• No page number on th is pogc!

rji;.gn.J..

uc;_QlQ.[. Spring 1992 ~2 .
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ROUGH

Name __ _ -·---·--- - -~- - ------ -· ___ _
Pd
Date _ _ _____ - -- - --·--- ·- .. ..... ····-·- --

English

INTRODUCTION
A.
How will you &-ta.rt, cr11tluty. in a way that will grab lhe rHder's ,mention, and introduce
your topic? Quote? Startling statistic'? Anecdote-brief example story?
Give your general Idea for a
beginning.

B.

ThHI• Statement (Your 011-«"all opinion, + 3 general reasons why you beheve what you believe-the
general ar9uments which support your thesis )

IL

Ill.

CON ARGUMENTS
A.

Firsl

B.

Sec ond

C.

Th ird

(What people say who ~jUS.CH wlth you : opposing arguinent:i .l

Cou nter- argument. ____ _ __ _________ --- ·· .. .. . ___ _ - - - · _ . ... ___ . . __ - -- ·

Counter-argumef\t __ __ _ . _ _____ __ ____ __ ________ __ .. . • _ ___ . .• __ . ... ·- ..• ..

C ou nter -argument ____ __ ... _______ __ _ --- - ----· _·· -·- ··-·- . ___ _ _____ __ _ .... _ _

PRO ARGUMENTS (General rN.sont

why you beti-,ve your opinion 1s nght. this is how yov w,11

prove your argvment/Thetis.)

A.

First

Reaaon/Argument: __ _____ . _ . . -·· _____ . __ ________ _

FactJOuote :_ - ·- ·--·- -·- - - - ---· -- ------- -·· - - - - · ._,, _ __ __ _ ·- --- ____

220

F a c! ! Ouote : ·· •---- -·- - --- - - _

B.

Second

Reason/Argumant : __ _, .. .. ... __ ____ _____ .... ··--- _ . ______ ,-

____ __ __

Fact/ Qu ote : _ _ ··-- - -----·------ ·- -·-- · ··- . - -- - -··· .. _ .. ____ ___ . ... . __ _

2.

F-ac1/0u ote : _ ____ ___ ___ _ ____ _ _ __ _ ··- - ..• _ __ ___ ___ _ ___ _ ·-· - - ·•·• -·· _ ···- .. __ __ ···- ·· --- ··-

3_

lV.

Reason/Argument : ___ . ___ _

C.

Third

1.

Fact/Quote : ___ ________ _____ ___ ___ _ . ·- -· --·-··- - - - -·--•· -- --- - -- ··· •··- ··-· ·· ···•-··· ·- ·--·

2.

F act!Quole : _ ___ __________ _- - -- - ·-··- --- -··• - ·----- ---- - - - -- - ···-·-·-- ....... _ -•··••····-··

3.

F act/ Q uote: ____ __ __ _ ___ .. ---- -·-·--- . . __ _ __ _ _ _ -- - --- - ------ ·· ·- - -- - _______ ·· - --

CONCLUSION

A.

Ma1or Th~sis (restated . witti 3 :ea so~s -.vh y!ary urn an!s;_ ___ .....•

Final sai'/powerful closing (How will you wrao••Jp your paper? E ct •o:ial plea? Ccr.vince
B.
aga in? An insightful quote or fa.ct? }

ltQIE: COMMENTARY/ANALYSIS OF EACH OF YOUR FACTS/QUOTES IS MISSING
HERE ON THE OUTLINE, BUT WILL, M.U.iI APPEAR IN THE J~ OF YOUR PAPER!!
CONVINCE, PERSUADE, ARGUE!!!t!!!!!!

771

A ppendix I.
A lexandra’s and Evan’s Researeh Paper Assignm ent
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JuniorPaperResearch Packet
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,v,ig
cY dr...,,1
, ...,ou
..,v ,_y Ou v', i.1 kv c;.
r ·ceiving points for sor-:e items as wel! as lPanw1q cruc.:ia i
element s of the re searc h proce:: s wit, 1 1,h e h.ando· --~ ::ncl::,s r~d .
; expect. . ou to use t is as ou r· "research b:t-!e" so to spt;ak .
1 •

1)

, J""i . .

V"\

/:;

Th is research pac'. et

All sources/articles you find dur ing )·-ur r . . . s ..arch
~y- · You r· s tyle rr. nual
2/

'7)
5'

~!ot··e

6)

Any ether research r-iar.e ;-:als ~'ou are

7)

Blue ·eeearch ooir.-r; shee.

dper, pe.. s and highlight rs
:✓ards
iJ.:: in"..;

!rnocwt.a11t due dates :
-=t<L !!i trn c- ia f -t ck t ;--

p:; n ,3. i

d r .;.f"t,:

f-i//2-
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WRITING A PERSUASIVE RESEARCH PAPER
A pere.uu lve rebe1rcr. pape:- pre~nt-~ ai1 e><Ul'I'"'' a,;ai)'~:ic; af a 1'0~11>·or-~f 0y •!'~~<: :,,.;s,e.i:; on
t h::,rouq11 •e~arch .. f~ic:.a!, pe~a~i,;e tlunklnl:J 11,;i, a!'la!:f!i•:l eU;'"!".~• f. 'li t hr. -. r ,-::.cr·~ 11.~-a t ~

na

fO-') ;10eit-lon. or &t.-tr.u, on t-ht ~ -'e, Your D,coal 1!> tc t:><fla in. ets rlfcct;.,.~ti a5 :tr>~ ~.li"1. y,:.,,r
part-icuiar line of thlnllntj aliout a ~ut>,-ect . Yo;J •rr. ldom:,r.g. !"~p:a:n'r.q. !>p~Ct.•,8~ '\~ ar.:>.:.J •i; :.>-- ,,
Yo..1 r argumer.t. or main lde1 . .5110"<.ila ,nclua~ c;oi,• : ,.:1~-.3 ev',efr:'1:::~ tc, !:uppor:. y~~- ;x-s·t.:o~ s, .. ,::;

•~ rr.a~r.al>it: t;011ntert tc o ~,rig poir,t-!> of ,1e,. , .A.n ~ffc:::<.-~ ~
t,he reader "'7ttl ciear •~•!y-!l~ an.;. re~carct·,. b.a'5Cd !->ur-port.

t.f:.f.-3'-J en'i;J ~-u'"' ~

ar.d p~~•. iit.c;,

Searching and Selecting
S::,archiae: Think. of current llevelopmcnt-6 in the new5 (dtCi!JIO!'l!>, l.a,.-s . ad>..a!':ccme!ith, er
cor,troo,,er,lal l&t,ut:~) t .hat. yo'J fel: i ~irong!)' atiovt. A!~o !oolt o~r p;;r CLi:-rent rea ding~ .and
:;0 1.Jl'!!>e not.e~ for iae.a,. Foc:J!> or; !Wbjcct~ thst a~ 9Uio u~. !>pe.::1& . !.lmdy ar.d l.:!?.at..9r.le .
Kcviewloc:

reu~t i!t~l'.>e of tr.e ~&J,:,-'!j (rJid(: t(1 Ft:rit.):i.,;,,;;i L.'t.i:rd!<J,~~ for
!>UPje~ H w:n a& other gul..tes ar lndexe~ Iii the li:,r.a,y ' SiRS. CQ ~e~earcru:r, l..iei\·s!1ar;ir.. r.u.. ,,
A!'!XJ !lellrGh i:.he !nu.met, It. c,11n ~ ar, e'l(treme~, v;aiuaule ~::n:;.t:. \'.Ii!)' you r ~v~e~11
if need t,e,

rt::\.iCW.

Generating the Text
Co!!cc.tJoa:

Gat~r and tocu~ -yoi;r awn thou,,

,t!'

t:>y ...-ritin41 fre.cly about. yovr ~J~')::,;t

(q!.!ickwritin9). clu~~rll\lj main Ide.a po!<t;it>i!rt.ie ~. a nalor Jl~t;r~. Ther. tol!~r t a~ mu c.h .a,-:ldit.-c~ a:
lr,f:;m,atlon a~ ~ ,i~e V1rou~h rc~rdli.l'i'3. re.aJ,n~. in~l'\.icwing • .ina 5C C '1 ,

~ : ll~t. lo\7'at you .1.lre-.dy know alloi.r.: your !-Vl>,.ii:ct . ar.d ~UttG yo:;r irJt,ia' po~1~i~,
A~ ~!!Cltie wha1,you hope to team u yo., filrt:-her ,nve,if_,a~ the !)u!-:,;e..;t.

C"' ;'..

!nve!it.l~at,ine: Collect u many f.a~ .ar. d d~r , -~'JOU, .. ,, t-0 ht 'p :fO'J ,k,dop yo:..r ;:;;r e .
Cor.1ple-+..t: "'ork'!I cl".&i cardti a r.d r.CU,e,ard5 {!:ie ~u~c: t.o or1a r.:..e )'l:'u~ not.c:c.a•,h; t>a ~i:r.i or tii ~
t.op,c at t.hc chO'!ie n (\UOU:e ).

focu:?iOQ' Rca&!..e~ your po~tiiorJ mJ1i!'\ ~• ,11fu.r ycu ',-, ·,·c

thomu~ iiy rc ~arc.~c;; :-.-;~

&ul:;_tct.. Then aeurmine r,ow you will Mnalyu: (di::fcn.:I. Cl(J?l.ilin) tt.. JJr-,d pisn ac.r:ord,-:g!y : '.:i;.. may
t-:aw: to .tdJu~ it in order tc ~xp,aln 1tJ1d defend It mo•c checu-.,e!y n ,~ n ,kc: i! C'l'l t..-,e be.,:.:
-rr:al'lgemerit of iaea&.

Wtit[no: /\f+..er organiziiig 'jOi)~ notu..t.rd, ~a!>eci ,:m main iJca !!> t.ho~ ~.irr:,r-1, yavr t,h c~:i;, Ct'(.ilt.c
a t horouqh ow.line. You wlU then have a •i,kcic:tor,· of you:- papu. w!)(. t ½e oi; t,lir;c ~ 13~ ~.,.,.~ a
writ.Ir;~. u~ 't()~r pl..nnl~ rd~& ae a gc:i,cral ~~ ~ tc n-::'p 'JO'u woric i!'\ fa~,:.c; an.c a~..i il~.

Evaluating
Doo ~ht paper pre<x:11t an ln -.icp--...h di~u~!-ion of a -;,..,,~ly 5:.;\?Jcc t?
Ha!1 t he po!>ieion b~11 efte~ivc:ly an.::y.:e-d? Ar~ mal!'I idea~ l0~1c.ii! :id u•r;vir,G ;r~7
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Research Paper Goals
Vi~t ~t. sk i~Js VY~fH

•

•

'

Ci"' a r o,:; rnor , r.cw
I

need t c ie...3rn

OJ

,.,,

i.,Q

C-'

ocii s;. i ir, -Jrde~ :.:) .vr:t,~ t r--.~
I

'
d
mai::.e sure tn e wo :--i<s c rte .paoe
.., :s
•

I

;

'

'l -/har, step~ will you take ta lea rn these ski!!s r
(t.sdk to 1/e.acher. check t.he st.y ie man uai, look at. prev:at.Js
' h'.w dot::.5 ...)

•~ - ~ 1::1
...- c- .,10~::;- ' "';e,." ,..,.. •i-.11,,c,.~
;'--1

,. . -~. .,.c- ., •; ~.- ,..:r ,,, • ··
,., .&c
-t"- :,,,
~rP c-. e,,,,..,
,,,,.:.
yo·J ,;;iv::)
1 1 •• , y:..,, ,_ , ~ ~ '' :.,iu , ; -·_; .,., ,,
0

r-~ s~.ard, prucess.
(t h;r:k about both re5earching and vvr it,ir, g t he cs~ay)
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Generating Research Ideas: The Statement of Purpose
Y0u are 9 O1ng to write a statement of purpose wh ic h w il l out :lne d
poss1bie focus for yo ur senio r r esearch paper. Th is ~ho uld t,e t y~:.ed
arv:J do t.Jbl e spaced .

On the tQQ 91.t.he paper:

5,;~rn ar·ze what topic you want to resear(h an d wh et yo u v-✓ant to
kn ow/to prove about that t o pic. Be as spec ific as possible . Fo r
exdrn ple. the topic " Racism" is t oo general - how could that topic be
na rrowed? "Racism in education", "racism and affirmative a<t1 on ",
~w 11ether racist publications should be allowed on t he Internet" are
st rnn ger, more specific. t o pics .

eelow your explanation tor your pgssible topic
want to know a nd/ or 'Nil!

W rite at least s essential questions you
.:J.tt<i to answ er cbout your topi~·..

Th ,s 1s yo ur f irst crucial step in t he research process. Th is wit ! a lso
allow me to help guide you in the right direction so yo u can begin
resea n:h1 ng to see if it is a topk: you want to work witt1 . !t yo u qet
st uck o r hdve que st ion s, AS K tv, E FOR HELP.

······•- -·--- -·-- - - -- - - -- - -

~~g,t,asic top j< (with Qplnion) :.
; iz~, :,: Pvt.ltca t ion. shc.uld not be all ow ed o.n t he lnt-:: n et.
.

i O P.

i T'.l •n :.1qh

m y rE?~e-ar ch .. ! wi t! d e-'- ide w l·,ether I t h ink. r,K1St p u b l:c. dt. On s , ~,o u ld ;,e
·
· J 'l r; .-..,;d 0 11 , he tnt errwt

Questions I w i ll need to investigate :

i. .

i-' ave t here been any co nne.: , :ons t>etwe~n ra<.,st pubk at ions on t ~e ,ntei,·-<:t
a:1d hat e , r,rne!i?

4. f-' ~s -1:1yl h": ng been dcn e t c .: ttempt t o lt rn l t t r; e i,rnour, t c f ' <!(! St pub!.c.;t;or,s
~;; t he tr1ter,1et:)
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#

'.•1:I! f2_':,' ',l;',,!-D.Ki,:,,.'..;\~ _u !~~.b.~ .:,.~J :,:~.\J~ Helpful guide i l' rLmninf )'i' \;~
r~~carch paper. from chon smg anJ nw-ro •,, j;;!!. a ll!f1 il: to planning 1!-;e ou: lmc and c:r,.fi.ng.
\Jj.]~:,.l~~~:::1·_1,S !:J.i!.lli('.i'·.i..~ .:SillUish ':121~:,; .•!~ ,l.ill.u.i Circ.1! !i sl u f pv:-, ibk ll'J:' •<·s dd
~n~rce info .

C(\nsult a ~ 1 . ~.!,Yfil:~~ch,'e;n.1,· JQl)ics ,f ne.:-Jed
Pick a.'1 issue or subjt:cl that ytiu really car,: al>ou1.
•
OQ you feel passionate ab<,ul ,his topic ? Im 1 ou ca;e J! b,,ut it?
o Pick son~thing ih:it is extremely i:ontroverial.
• Arc theft' two sides lo the !opic?
ls 1here a reason to pcrsu:ige pc(\ple to think a cc-rtain w;1 ~· l'lbuut
this lopic?
o Pid.: something for which t~rc- i~ e ri,fo nc~.
• Can you find sources'/ (in the h.1th s.;hool hl>r;i.ry : tile put>l.c
li bra.7?)
c Pick ~ome:hing that your aud1w ce wtll be m tere~lcd in hearini;.
o
a

,~ Pkk ~omc :hmg 11:at is nol ~' crdflm•
hon,-µ!.:. fr ar r;;w:d .rc:houl

o

Decide w hether :,-ou are fo r <ll a i;;i,:;i;? }O.ir i,;sue .

• Wit:.- dn people n<"ed ht :,:: pe1~1.1add ;ibo.;; :;, is t,, pi.: .'
,;;. Pu1 your t.:-,pi~ in a qucSllon ,o :~ i· .-.id l 1!S\\ C:f it.
• l ls.uall) th•s quc.: ion \ \ j H ~ g1n \vt:h thr \\ \):l<l ... :\ho~lt.!'· .l~,j ... ;n :
be antwered with ;i ":· , :~ " N "ti., ..

ru

!'-TEP~: Ho" to go from a narn,\\
lupi, lo :a lh~~•~ :
1.T:1e the.!-is u. the mam i:lea cf >our speech.paper. lt 1s the ~ int ) {,-· arL· gcn,)g t-> pr.1, :: .,

,,

Rc-,.. ord :'(~\Jr qucsll<ir. 1r.to ;, s!nl<-ment
lf::ou ,,ant h\ uic(u;le- :,-c-: t;r bes! supp()rt

l' f :!n

t~, e:-a ll pbrJ'!-~ ~b'-' i.. 1

y our 1dear..

o

M.tl;e it unique • it wil! male ) P U/ loj.'it: more ir.tc; e'.\t mi o:1': f!.m .

faamp /i' To en.w rt the/ Jl:,dents gei the t o: rd11ca1im1. ri1,· 1choo! c,~/r,;dJt
shc;u/d i)i: <!lNn<icJ y c..:r r() :md
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1lfore Tips For Narrowillg Your Lssoy Topic
Thi: fi rst step in writing an essay is finding $Orr.c1hing to ~nk iihotit. \Vhethc:r you ire
working from a lisc of ass;gncd topics or sdeciing you: own. trf to f!u;t~i:tbin~. .~~hlfl;
i;.rarks yuur m;r.c.~~.;, no1 only will workmg. on the as!iignmcnt be more $linrnh>! \ng , t->ut
your con-i;mtmcnt " ,iii ;,Jso help y(IU ..-, rite a mote convi nc ing essaf . Somt prl'lhm ,·1..;rJ
t e.idin~ ma~· hdp dc!cm1 inc how dc(!p yo ur 111tercs1 goes, as well a\ icltmg y,,u I.no w
wbt .. ind of m;,tcriaJ wlli be ava.1 iable as you wriie your essay.
A tommoo problem ofbcgiMina writers is w.sllowing around in a topic too " ide fo r
the:r purposes. General words such llS ''media.'•"war/ hhfe;or "nzturc:''arc often
incorre.c:tiy u,;cd as iflhcy were topics (even "dragoru."is too broad). However. $tutienl$
often begin 10 v.Titc C&$ays "1th nothing m('lrc in mind than• general concept, and the
result is a vague ru,d gcl'IC'ralized essay, oflilllc interest to the $tudrnl and lc:Jls lo 1hc
inslruc1or. Iu.o~Jl!Jl with abroad area. conccmmc on n,rrowina }'OU.J.~ 1 - ii will
:i!so help }'OU deal with your lopic within 1hc hmglh ofth( pa~r a~s1gncd and thi: 1imc
you ha\·c bttn given 10 coanpletc it .
Y nu can narrol'I· ,·our lopk by considering• p:irtkular .approach fu lhe 5Ubjccl, or a
,ub-lopic- " ·ithin ii. You might ask yourself Juiy questions, such as thr following:

•
•
•
•

or

An: I \\'.riling one war er of war io gc:ner:il ?
Which war do l wish to w;itr: ab<iu1? WW!"! W\\'lt? The- Gul f War 7 " War"1a l:cn
more rr.ctaphoritaliy, between the- se;,:es. siblmgs, or mcm hcrs nf d ifferent race- ~"
Am t concentrating on 1hc hi.stC\I)' of :he v.-:i.r it.sc!f, or i1:. c.1uscs or ,,utcoa,c·'
\\1,at :1p::cif1c events or cxampks will illustrate my pc,im.s·>

In drrivini; 11 \/,,-Oft.able 1opic from your subj i:c t, be careful not \o 1:arrow it lth1 far , y ,1ur
topic must provide scope to develop a susteineJ presentation and a.rg.iment

Sp,Y ,jic topic': How commercials marni,ulate thei r audience

,\ 'urraw~d ropk: Medin coverage during war

